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Abstract 

The internationalization of graduate education at Western higher education institutions (WHEIs) 

is seldom offered in programs that segregate international students from domestic students. The 

Master of Education Internationally educated Students Program (MEd ISP) at Brock University 

in Ontario, Canada had offered a segregated graduate program prior to the university’s decision 

to terminate the program and integrate all future international and domestic students in its Master 

of Education (MEd) program. While current knowledge of internationalization approaches at 

WHEIs reveals disparities between official discourses for internationalization and international 

students’ experiences at WHEIs, this study identified a gap in the knowledge of WHEIs’ 

strategies for transitioning internationalization from segregated to integrated graduate programs. 

Adopting a decolonial theoretical framework, the study explored dominant, neoliberal, and 

colonizing approaches to internationalization in the MEd ISP and sought to advocate for 

decolonizing considerations for future internationalization of the MEd program at Brock 

University. The study engaged 5 international students and 1 domestic student in a decolonizing 

phenomenology that utilized qualitative interviews to explore participants’ firsthand accounts of 

the strengths and weaknesses of the MEd ISP as well as their perceptions of colonizing and 

decolonizing attributes of internationalization at Brock University. Interestingly, the study found 

that the most relevant attributes of colonizing educational approaches were perceptions of the 

superiority of Western knowledge and not the segregationist approach to internationalization as 

had been anticipated. Rather than offering formulations for decolonizing the internationalization 

of graduate programs, the study recommends a process of pertinent questioning that 

problematizes naturalized Western knowledge through epistemic and ontological pluralization. 

Further, the study offers initial questions that can be advanced through an iterative interaction of 



 

 

neoliberal, critical, and decolonizing considerations for internationalization of graduate programs 

at WHEIs. The narrowed scope of the study’s pool of participants contributed a significant 

limitation to the generalizability of the study. Future studies on internationalization approaches at 

WHEIs may be inspired to build on the study’s findings to include insights from graduate 

program administrators and instructors. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

This study explores the dominant and emerging approaches to the internationalization of 

higher education at Western higher education institutions (WHEIs) that embody geo-political, 

socioeconomic, and cultural attributes of European and North American nations (Maldonado-

Torres, 2007; Young, 2020). In addition to this broader observance of WHEIs’ locality, I pay 

close attention to internationalization at HEIs in English-speaking environments, particularly in 

the Canadian context. Specifically, I explore the context of internationalization in the Master of 

Education Internationally educated Student Pathway (MEd ISP) at Brock University in Ontario, 

Canada. I reflect on the dominant approaches to internationalization at Brock University’s 

Faculty of Education (FOE) with a view of contributing to decolonizing options for 

internationalization approaches in the Master of Education (MEd) program. The study’s focus on 

graduate program internationalization at Brock University’s FOE is especially important now 

that the MEd ISP was discontinued and future internationalization of graduate studies at the 

faculty will be integrated in the MEd program. 

Brock University’s MEd ISP  

My focus on the recently terminated MEd ISP at Brock University’s FOE characterizes 

this study as a case study, which Creswell and Poth (2018) define as being a bounded entity as 

well as providing a built-in methodology. I focus on the MEd ISP in a real-life, contemporary 

context (Yin, 2018) of internationalization as well as a choice of what is to be studied (Stake, 

2005). While I acknowledge that a case study may be viewed as a strategy of inquiry or a 

comprehensive methodology (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Merriam & Tisdell, 2015; Yin, 2014, 

2018), I adopt Thomas’s (2013) view that a case study “is defined not so much by the methods 

that are used to do the study, but the edges [you] put around the case” (p. 21). In this study, I 
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ascribe a case study approach that is marked by the edges of the MEd ISP at Brock University’s 

FOE. 

I selected the MEd ISP for an in-depth exploration after observing a dominant approach 

for segregationist internationalization practice in the program which, until the decision was taken 

to end it, was primarily characterized by the separation of international students (ISs) and 

domestic students (DSs) seeking an MEd degree at Brock University’s FOE. As such, the MEd 

ISP was offered exclusively to ISs seeking the MEd qualification at Brock’s FOE, while the 

generic MEd program—commonly referred to as the “domestic program”—was offered 

primarily to DSs seeking a similar degree qualification at the same institution and Faculty. 

However, rare exceptions to the segregationist approach for internationalization at the FOE 

occurred with occasional and discretionary administrative approvals being granted to DSs 

seeking to complete one or occasionally more courses in the MEd ISP. ISs from English-

speaking backgrounds who successfully completed undergraduate programs at English-speaking 

HEIs were occasionally enrolled into the MEd program as well. 

As my study progressed, the FOE’s program committee decided to discontinue the MEd 

ISP at the behest of senior university administrators who disapproved of the separation (or 

segregation) of graduate ISs from DSs at Brock University’s FOE. The decision to end the MEd 

ISP occurred at an advanced stage of my study and threatened to render my research redundant. 

However, I observed that the failure to include any graduate student contributions, especially 

contributions from ISs who were most directly impacted by the decision, reinforced the purpose 

and importance of my study. I remained keen on centring graduate students’ voices in an 

exploration of internationalization practices at the FOE. While this study does not address the 

role of students in WHEIs’ policymaking other than to observe that ISs were not consulted in the 
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decision to end the MEd ISP, the idea of centring students’ voices provided the opportunity to 

reflect on what a decolonial way of internationalizing graduate education would look like.  

The termination of the MEd ISP shifted my study of decolonizing perspectives for 

internationalization at the FOE from an exploration of the structural segregation of the MEd ISP 

to an expression of decolonizing epistemologies (ways of knowing) and ontologies (ways of 

being) in the internationalization of graduate education. While I apply the description of a case 

study that is marked by the edges of the recently terminated MEd ISP at Brock University’s 

FOE, I engage a decolonizing phenomenology methodology that seeks to reveal less observed 

aspects of internationalization through the exploration of graduate students’ experiences in the 

MEd ISP. Such a decoloniality perspective aids my understanding and deconstruction of the 

dominant narratives and approaches for internationalization in the MEd ISP and facilitates a co-

construction of decolonizing considerations for future internationalization at Brock University’s 

FOE.  

A decolonial exploration of internationalization within the context of the study was 

important, first and foremost, in articulating the voices of graduate student groups that are 

seldom considered in the neoliberal ideologies of idealism, instrumentalism, and educationalism 

that predominantly influence WHEIs’ rationalization for internationalization (Steir, 2004). 

Secondly, a decolonizing articulation was most invigorating in its proposition for re-existence as 

a “sustained human effort” (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018, p. 106) of interrupting dominant narratives 

and co-existence of diverse viewpoints (Stein et al., 2019) at a time when Brock University’s 

FOE seeks to integrate and internationalize the MEd program by enrolling all future ISs and DSs 

into the same program. Further, a consideration of decolonizing possibilities for 

internationalization was well poised to making timely contributions towards the achievement of 
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Brock University’s (n.d.b) 2018−2025 strategic priorities, which included objectives for 

internationalization.  

Researcher Motivation and Background 

My study is motivated by my experiences as an IS at Brock University and a deep interest 

in advocacy for social and cultural justice in the internationalization of higher education at 

WHEIs. I come from Kenya, an East African nation endowed with a diverse population and 

cultural heritage, a pleasant equatorial climate, and scenic landscapes (Magical Kenya, 2021). 

Yet, Kenya is also a land of historic colonialization and contemporary neoliberalism that have 

entrenched deep social and economic inequalities amongst its diverse citizenry (Ingham, 1990). 

Present day Kenya is characterized by a culture of corruption and political instability that 

continues to devastate public and private sectors (“Feet of Clay,” 2015). Ngugi Wa Thiong’o 

attributes current instabilities in Kenya to colonial binaries that privilege individuals, 

communities, and ways of knowing that align with the present-day priorities of colonial masters 

(as cited in Gikandi, 2000). In 2020, Kenya scored 31 out of 100 points (where 0 is highly 

corrupt and 100 is very clean) and ranked 124th out of 180 countries in Transparency 

International’s (2020) Corruption Perceptions Index which, despite improving from its previous 

ranking, continued to mark a high level of perceived corruption in Kenya’s public sectors. The 

compounding effects of the social, political, and economic challenges in Kenya have resulted in 

an increasing number of Kenyans migrating to Western and other developed countries in search 

of better prospects and living standards.  

I joined my country folk in the exodus in 2018 after exhausting my options for social and 

economic well-being. Prior to leaving Kenya, I had invested my prospects in graduate education 

by acquiring a Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree. I had anticipated that my 
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MBA, coupled with my professional experience, would facilitate my desired social and 

economic mobility. Unfortunately, my bargain in exclusive higher education did not pay off as 

my career and economic situation continued to stagnate. I decided to relocate from Kenya 2 

years after completing my MBA. Interestingly, a report on the “brain drain phenomenon” in 

Kenya implicates the organization of higher education as compounding the adversities prompting 

Kenyans (as well as citizens in other African countries) to leave in search of better opportunities 

(Odhiambo, 2013). Having done some research, I was drawn to migrate to Canada because of the 

country’s self-promotion of being a society of multicultural diversity and inclusivity 

(Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada, 2012). 

I came to Canada as an IS and joined the Master’s Preparation Certificate in Education 

(MPCE) program (Brock, n.d.d), which Brock University’s FOE offers exclusively to ISs as an 

orientation into the contexts of Canadian higher education and culture. I enjoyed the engagement 

with other ISs in the MPCE program, where I gained much understanding of different social and 

cultural backgrounds as we shared our knowledge and experiences of being in the world. 

However, I also perceived a discomforting separation in the MPCE program as there was no 

interaction with Canadian students. It was rather odd to me, having traveled a long distance to 

study in Canada, that a social and cultural distance from Canadian students remained ever 

present throughout my experiences in the MPCE. Later, I learnt that graduate students in the 

domestic classes were primarily Canadian citizens, but the classes also included immigrant 

students who had completed their undergraduate studies at English-language universities.  

The separation of ISs from DSs at Brock University’s FOE was certainly not what I had 

anticipated in choosing to study in Canada. I was reminded of the discomfort I felt observing 

Kenya’s social, political, and economic inequities where, despite the dismantling of the 
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segregationist structures inherited from the colonial era, much of the essential public goods and 

services had been privatized under neoliberal policies that limited many citizens’ access to 

affordable nutrition, shelter, and public amenities, as well as to quality education at elementary, 

secondary, and postsecondary levels. After successfully completing the MPCE program, I 

decided to apply to the MEd program in which some ISs—those considered to have high 

academic achievement and strong English language scores—are accepted along with successful 

Canadian master’s program applicants. 

My experiences in the MPCE remained with me as I observed my participation in the 

MEd program as well as my interactions with peers in the MEd ISP, some of whom were my 

colleagues in the MPCE. I became increasingly aware of a dominant narrative of academic and 

social separation from DSs that impacted our experiences as ISs at Brock University’s FOE and, 

as such, I was motivated to explore both prevailing and emerging approaches to 

internationalization at WHEIs. I was also motivated in my contemplations of internationalization 

at WHEIs to carry out research that engaged my way of knowing and experiences as a racialized 

person of African descent and colonial heritage and perceived a decolonial approach as most 

relatable to my sense of agency and subjectivity.  

Background of the Problem 

International students choosing to travel to Western, English-speaking countries for 

higher education are motivated by the promise of “engaging with difference” (Fang et al., 2016, 

p. 153). This engagement assumes increased interaction with the host people, language, and 

culture as well as integration in the educational system (Guo & Chase, 2011; Guo & Guo, 2017).  

Furthermore, the choice for Canada as a preferred destination for ISs is informed by increasing 
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perceptions of Canada as a safe place—a tolerant and non-discriminatory society with a 

reputable education system (Canadian Bureau for International Education [CBIE], 2018).  

However, for some ISs in Canada, the promise of increased interaction and integration 

with DSs remains unfulfilled during their studies (CBIE, 2015; Gao, 2017; Garson, 2012, 2018; 

Guo & Guo, 2017; Kreber, 2009; Rizvi & Lingard, 2010; Tarc, 2013; Urban & Palmer, 2014; 

van Vught et al., 2002). For example, in Ontario, ISs seeking graduate education in educational 

studies have found that, prior to the recent decision to terminate the MEd ISP at Brock 

University, one other university offers an MEd ISP that is separated from a domestic master’s 

program (Brock University, n.d.a; University of Windsor, n.d.). My review of universities in 

Ontario offering internationalized programs in master’s level educational studies revealed that an 

institutional approach that differentiates and separates ISs and DSs is rare (Universities Canada, 

n.d.).  

Contemporary literature offers rich and valuable insights into the motivating factors that 

influence Western countries and WHEIs’ favourability towards internationalization (Altbach & 

Knight, 2007; de Wit & Altbach, 2021; Knight, 2004, 2008, 2013; Seeber et al., 2016). In 

Western countries such as Canada, internationalization motivations are largely unified in the 

provision of social and economic mobility for ISs and in the optimization of demographic and 

economic sustainability goals (CBIE, 2020; El Masri et al., 2016; Government of Canada, 2019). 

At the institutional level, internationalization approaches at WHEIs vary greatly and are 

influenced by multiple factors affecting the internal and external environments of WHEIs 

(Seeber et al., 2016) as well as the neoliberal, critical, and decolonial impetus for 

internationalization (Andreotti, 2011, 2016; Beck, 2012; Rhoades, 2016; Stein et al., 2019).   
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It has been argued that the “real” process of internationalization is usually observed at the 

institutional level (Knight, 2004, 2008, 2013) and that institutions are the main agents driving 

global trends in internationalization (de Wit & Altbach, 2021). Internationalization at the 

institutional level not only highlights the strategies, structures, policies, and activities of 

institutions but also reveals a field of lived experiences and subjectivities that is rarely explored 

in the neoliberal landscape of internationalization at WHEIs (Stein et al., 2016). Often, gaps are 

observed between the official discourses of internationalization and the realities of the lived 

experiences of ISs at WHEIs (Altbach & Knight, 2007; Arkoudis et al., 2019; El Masri et al., 

2016; Larsen, 2015). 

In this study, I explore whether the termination of the MEd ISP was a move in the right 

direction towards correcting the acknowledged segregationist educational practice, and whether 

it was consistent with decolonizing approaches for internationalization at WHEIs. I also 

investigate the reaction by participant ISs to the MEd ISP’s cancellation with an aim to establish 

whether contributions from students in the MEd ISP may have offered valuable insights on 

desired internationalization approaches at Brock University’s FOE. My exploration of students’ 

voices regarding the approach for internationalization at the FOE is guided by decoloniality 

thinking that problematizes neoliberal ascriptions at WHEIs as posing significant barriers to 

ethical and equitable educational practice (Andreotti, 2011, 2016; Stein et al., 2016; Stein et al., 

2019; Tarc, 2013). 

I hope to address a gap in topic-related literature corresponding to WHEIs’ transitions 

from segregationist to integrated approaches to internationalization. In the case of graduate 

studies in education in Ontario, the gap in the knowledge of educational practice in segregated 

ISPs may arise from their rare occurrence at universities in Ontario (Universities Canada, n.d.). 
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Having had the opportunity to conduct research with the last MEd ISP cohort of students, prior 

to its expiry, I aim to contribute knowledge that draws from a segregationist educational 

approach to better reveal predominant albeit hidden histories, assumptions, rules, and beliefs that 

would impact both ISs’ and DSs’ integration and engagement in internationalized graduate 

education at Brock University’s FOE.  

Statement of the Problem 

I problematize dominant approaches to internationalization at WHEIs as colonizing 

educational practice and advocate for decolonizing considerations for future internationalization 

of graduate education at Brock University’s FOE. I draw from emerging critical and decolonial 

thinking on internationalization that questions the idea of multicultural representation at WHEIs 

(Battiste, 2013; Kincheloe, 2008; Tarc, 2013) to deconstruct the decision-making for integrated 

internationalization at the FOE. While an integrated approach for internationalization might be 

preferred, a substantial consideration in this study is that the decision-making that terminated the 

MEd ISP in favour of enrolling all future ISs and DSs into an integrated MEd program failed to 

include the voices of impacted student groups.  

The lack of representation of the impacted groups in decision-making raises a pertinent 

inquiry into the power and place of the official discourses in internationalization (Parmenter, 

2011). As well, decolonial articulations that problematize the dominance of Western 

epistemologies and ontologies at WHEIs (Ahenakew, 2016; Andreotti, 2016; Stein et al., 2019) 

offer possibilities for exploration in the study. This explains my decision to apply a decoloniality 

theoretical framework in my explorations of and contributions to internationalization practice at 

Brock University’s FOE.  
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I seek to centre the voices of impacted graduate students and employ a phenomenology 

research design that is concerned with the meaning of things as narrated from a first-person point 

of view (Smith, 2018). As well, a phenomenological research design appreciates subjective 

experiences of a specific social reality (Connelly, 2010; Daniel, 2014; Gill, 2020; Groenewald, 

2004). I contextualize internationalization as a social and cultural reality occurring at WHEIs and 

contemplate the subjectivities of graduate students within the phenomenon of internationalization 

in the recently terminated MEd ISP. 

Purpose of Study and Research Questions 

The guiding purpose of the study is twofold: (a) to explore the dominant, neoliberal, and 

colonizing approaches to internationalization at WHEIs and (b) to advocate for emerging 

decolonizing possibilities for the internationalization of graduate programs. I conduct my 

exploration within the context of the recently terminated MEd ISP at Brock University’s FOE in 

which I centre the experiences and perceptions of participating graduate students. Further, my 

explorations aim to reveal colonizing educational practice that may have existed in the MEd ISP 

to contribute decolonizing considerations for future internationalization in the MEd program at 

the FOE and related decision-making at Brock University. 

The study’s overarching research question investigates how graduate students’ 

experiences, thoughts, impressions, and viewpoints in the MEd ISP reveal colonizing educational 

practice and contribute decolonizing articulations for future internationalization practice at the 

FOE. The following section outlines a set of guiding questions that facilitate an in-depth 

exploration of my central inquiry.  

1. What strengths and weaknesses did graduate students find in the MEd ISP?  

2. Did graduate students’ experiences and perceptions in the MEd ISP reveal a colonizing 

educational approach for internationalization in the FOE? 
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3. How did graduate students’ experiences and perceptions in the MEd ISP inform a 

decolonizing consideration for internationalization in the MEd program and a realization 

of Brock University’s strategic plan for internationalization? 

As the first iterations of research questions are usually tentative and invite more specific 

questions (Agee, 2009), the above three guiding questions are used to formulate protocols that 

would engage participants in the study’s research interviews. The interview protocols (see 

Appendix A) outline specific questions intended to engage participants in a conversational, free-

flowing, and non-conforming style (Lavrakas, 2008). As well, the study’s interview protocols 

embrace the principle of asymmetrical reciprocity (Fontana & Frey, 2005; Molas, 2018) in 

which, having acknowledged my position of power as the researcher, I invite participants to 

contribute to reformulating or to decline to answer any interview questions. 

Significance of the Study 

This study presents possibilities for administrative leaders, faculty members, and program 

administrators at the FOE, the Faculty of Graduate Studies (FGS), and related decision-making 

centres at Brock University to consider decolonizing options for the internationalization of 

graduate programs. The considerations I present are advanced through a decoloniality framework 

that deconstructs the neoliberal narratives of internationalization and problematizes the 

objectification and universalization of Western higher education (Andreotti, 2016) to seek 

pluralizing alternatives (Stein et al., 2019) for decolonizing internationalization approaches at 

WHEIs.  

I offer a safe and shared space for participating students to express their experiences in 

and perceptions of the discontinued MEd ISP to contribute knowledge on the social and cultural 

impacts of internationalization at WHEIs. I anticipated that the shared platform would engage 
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participant students in an open, honest, and non-restrictive expression of belonging and 

engagement at Brock University’s FOE. I also anticipated that IS participants would engage in 

brave, self-reflective, and collaborative conversations that might contribute nuanced knowledge 

on the internationalization of graduate education at the FOE. 

I hope that the study contributes to decolonizing articulations for internationalization 

practice at Canadian HEIs and other learning institutions that integrate aspects of international 

participation, either with ISs or with study-abroad programs. As well, I hope to advocate for 

engaging decolonizing approaches in “understanding, deconstructing, and recreating” (Darder, 

2019, p. 6) a systemic internationalization agenda.  

Theoretical Framework 

I apply a decoloniality theoretical framework constructed from the articulations of 

postcolonial and decolonization theories to explore graduate students’ experiences in the 

discontinued MEd ISP and to offer considerations for future internationalization practice at 

Brock University’s FOE. I highlight an understanding that no single theory would qualify as 

decolonial in every context. Rather than an application of specific theory, the decoloniality 

framework I engage is more of a container of postcolonial, decolonization, and decoloniality 

perspectives that advocate pertinent questioning of internationalization approaches for graduate 

programs at WHEIs. The decoloniality theoretical framework provides an anchor for applying 

the triad concept of coloniality, modernity, and decoloniality (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018) in the 

study’s discussion of key findings and decolonizing considerations for internationalization.  

Adopting the decoloniality container of perspectives, I explore colonizing educational 

practice in the discontinued MEd ISP from the postcolonial imperative that views educational 

institutions as sites of human struggle featuring tensions between unequal systems of knowledge 
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production (Andreotti, 2011, 2016). I observe how a narrative of Western modernity that implies 

“promises of progress, growth, development, and newness of objects” (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018, 

p. 139) in the internationalization of graduate programs at WHEIs impacts the actual experiences 

of ISs. Further, in the study’s discussion and recommendations, I embrace decoloniality’s 

proposition that seeks to create spaces for diverse neoliberal, critical, and decolonial perspectives 

at WHEIs (Stein et al., 2019) and to advance possibilities for re-existence of knowledges and 

ways of being that are often obscured or silenced in Western socio-cultural systems (Lowman & 

Baker, 2015; Mignolo & Walsh, 2018).  

Scope of the Study 

The study’s exploration of internationalization is conducted within the specific context of 

the recently terminated MEd ISP at Brock University’s FOE. As such, participants in the study 

were recruited through purposeful sampling techniques to meet the specification of graduate 

students who had completed or were in the process of completing their studies in the recently 

discontinued MEd ISP. The sampling specifications also included graduate students in the degree 

pathways and specializations that were offered in the MEd ISP; however, I could only reach out 

to a single cohort of students in the MEd ISP because of time limitations to complete my 

research and thesis. I recruited six participants for the study, thus its scope constituted a 

relatively narrow context of internationalization. I encountered other limitations, including my 

researcher bias and experience, the lack of administrator and instructor participants, and the 

impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, which I further elaborate in Chapter 5.  

Outline of the Remainder of the Document 

Chapter 2 of the study offers a review of pertinent internationalization literature and an 

exploration of related concepts and approaches. Included in Chapter 2 is a review of literature on 
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the decoloniality theoretical framework, which includes a review of contemporary readings on 

postcolonial and decolonization theories in educational studies.  

Chapter 3 outlines the study’s application of qualitative methodology to explore the 

context of internationalization at the MEd ISP. I specify the study’s adoption of a decolonizing 

phenomenological research design, reflect on my positionality in relation to the study’s 

participants, and discuss how I engaged in qualitative data collection, analysis, and interpretation.  

Chapter 4 presents key findings from data that specifically answered the three research 

questions that guided the study. The presentation of key findings in Chapter 4 is organized in 

three major sections relating to each of the three questions and further organized into themes 

gained from an interpretive process of data mining, as guided by the study’s decoloniality 

theoretical lens.  

Finally, Chapter 5 offers a summary and discussion of the study’s key findings. The 

study’s discussion is organized into three main sections gained from an interpretive construction 

of the three main internationalization issues arising from the study’s key findings and the three 

key concepts adopted from the study’s decoloniality framework. Chapter 5 also includes 

recommendations that adopt a decolonial tradition of critical questioning. Thus, the study’s 

recommendations advance a tradition of pertinent questioning that seeks to create spaces for 

different neoliberal, critical, and decolonial perspectives (Stein et al., 2019) as possibilities for 

internationalization of graduate programs at Brock University’s FOE and in relatable decision-

making across the institution. 
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF INTERNATIONALIZATION LITERATURE AND 

DECOLONIALITY THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

In this chapter, I present a review of literature that positions my study within the growing 

body of knowledge on decolonizing perspectives for internationalization in higher education.  

Although it is impossible to fully capture the complexities of internationalization in one study, I 

use this literature review as a starting point to examine theories informing a decolonizing 

framework in mainstream and emerging systems of internationalization at Western higher 

education institutions (WHEIs). 

My literature review is presented in three major sections. The first section reviews the 

literature on the internationalization of higher education; I present a review of literature that 

examines the contemporary concepts of internationalization and globalization at national and 

institutional levels and pay close attention to related literature on the mainstream and emerging 

approaches for internationalization at WHEIs. In the second section, I review readings on 

postcolonial and decolonization theories that have aided my understanding of decolonizing 

possibilities for internationalization. Lastly, in the third section I provide an in-depth review of 

the decoloniality theoretical framework that I apply in my study.  

The Internationalization of Higher Education 

The internationalization of higher education continues to gain influence and prominence 

in Western, English-speaking countries, most notably under the influence of neoliberal 

globalization (Stier, 2004). As such, internationalization policies and strategies have taken centre 

stage in the decision-making structures at a national-sector level and in WHEIs across the 

Western world (Altbach & Knight, 2007). Contemporary literature highlights the increasing 

empirical and conceptual contributions to the understanding and implementation of 
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internationalization at global, national, institutional, and individual levels (Altbach & de Wit, 

2015; Altbach & Knight, 2007; Heringer, 2020; Knight, 2013; Li & Tierney, 2013; Seeber et al., 

2016; Tadaki & Tremewan, 2013).  

In this section, I review literature on related motivations, realities, and rationalizations for 

internationalization at national and institutional levels. I discuss contemporary findings and 

articulations of dominant ideas such as the neoliberal ideology at WHEIs (Stier, 2004), the 

advancement of a global knowledge economy and global public good (Stein et al., 2016), the 

performativity of interculturalism and epistemic diversity (Tarc, 2013), the promotion of 

English-oriented learning (El Masri et al., 2016; Heringer, 2020), and the persistent debates on 

international education pricing and funding (Rhoades, 2011). I also look at emerging knowledge 

on the social and cultural implications of internationalization, paying particular attention to the 

impact of internationalization policies on the individual subjectivities of international students 

(ISs) in Western, English-speaking countries (Liu, 2021; Tamtik et al., 2020).  

The Concept of Internationalization  

Knight (2004, 2008) provides a working conceptualization of internationalization that 

includes the incorporation of international and intercultural aspects within the realm of 

education. Subsequent works have identified globalization as a fundamental articulation of 

internationalization (Crișan-Mitra & Borza, 2015; Yesufu, 2018). The pursuit of higher 

education is more international today than it was in the past decades, which calls for a more 

collaborative approach between national or regional governments and higher education 

institutions (HEIs) to work together and share in expertise and knowledge as well as ensure 

credibility and standards of higher education. A great case in point is the Canadian government’s 

International Education Strategy (2019−2024) which attributes international competitiveness, 
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multicultural diversification, economic innovation, and demographic growth as key drivers on 

which Canada continues to build on past successes in internationalization (Government of 

Canada, 2019). 

Altbach and Knight (2007) outlined several prescriptive motivations for 

internationalization at WHEIs, including curriculum standardization, commercial advantage 

observed through institutional rankings, and English-language standardization. Additional 

motivations for internationalization contributed by subsequent research include prospects for 

WHEIs to make up for reductions in government funding and access to staff development 

opportunities (Yesefu, 2018). As well, it has been found that internationalization includes 

systems, policies, and frameworks often put in place by higher education regulators, academic 

institutions, and in some instances individuals, to ensure a system of checks and balances within 

the academy (Gao, 2017; Vught et al., 2002). As such, Gao (2017) attributes the checks and 

balances in WHEIs’ internationalization endeavours as a motivator that has aided the rising rates 

of transnational mobility of students and staff.  

My study explores the motivators that move both institutions and ISs and assesses 

whether such motivators are aligned, particularly from the students’ viewpoints. According to 

Altbach and Knight (2007), the prospect of international higher education exists for nearly all 

countries; however, nations with well-developed academic programs and curriculums, strong 

faculty, and better learning infrastructure will be most attractive for IS. Whereas national and 

sector level priorities and regulations set the tone for internationalization, it is generally accepted 

that “institutions are the main agents that drive internationalization” (de Wit & Altbach, 2021, p. 

36) and that the real process of internationalization is ultimately observed at the institutional 

level (Knight, 2004, 2008). The role of HEIs is vital in facilitating mobility and supranational 
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(global) identities (Stier, 2004), increasing advocacy of the notions of a global knowledge 

economy (Altbach & Knight, 2007), and a global public good (Stein et al., 2016). 

ISs seeking to study abroad are motivated by several factors including seeking 

instrumental ends such as immigration (Stier, 2004), a desire to learn from other cultures (Fang 

et al., 2016), as well as the yearning for higher education, particularly when and where local 

institutions are challenged in terms of capacity (Altbach & Knight, 2007). However, ISs’ 

experiences of internationalization at WHEIs are often challenging, as may be observed from 

numerous studies (Anderson, 2015; Arkoudis et al., 2019; Beck, 2012; Calder et al., 2016; CBIE, 

2018; Fang et al., 2016; Heringer, 2020; Kenyon et al., 2012). Vught et al. (2002) posit that the 

experiences of ISs at WHEIs have yet to reflect the spirit of internationalization as a process of 

intercultural cooperation in research and educational services. 

Individual students have multiple rationales when deciding to travel to a specific 

destination to further their studies. Altbach and Knight (2007) contend that several reasons 

underpin the ultimate decision to join a specific institution and program by citing motivations 

ranging from commercial benefit, knowledge, and language attainment, and HEIs can encourage 

student enrollment by improving curriculum with greater global content. While the constraints 

that come with immigration procedures and protocols may be fundamental, the nature of the 

program and the institutional reputation equally weigh in. Consequently, ISs choosing to study 

abroad are often motivated by several factors that may include improved future career and 

immigration prospects, as well as a desirable quality of life in the host country (Wintre et al., 

2015). Nonetheless, it is rarely contested that the pursuit of international higher education 

assumes, at the very least, a more significant interaction with the host culture, language, and 

people (Fang et al., 2016).  
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According to the CBIE (2015) report on the integration of ISs in Canada, 74% of ISs 

aspire for more opportunities to experience Canadian culture, yet over one-third are reported to 

have no Canadian students as friends. Additionally, the CBIE reports that one in every two ISs 

finds it difficult to meet Canadians outside of the institutional environment. These findings are in 

tandem with the findings that ISs are not involved as a cultural resource despite their willingness 

to be active in both learning the culture of the host country as well as enhancing domestic 

students’ (DSs) learning about diverse cultures (Urban & Palmer, 2014). Conversely, emerging 

studies on the development of intercultural competencies within internationalized programs at 

WHEIs criticize the dominant approaches that place higher expectations on ISs as contributors to 

cultural diversity in ways not assumed of their domestic peers (Stein et al., 2019; Tarc, 2013). 

Some contemporary studies find that ISs’ interaction with the hosts’ culture as they pursue 

higher education abroad is often not realized (Bouchard, 2015). While conducting a study on the 

discrepancies between policies and ISs’ experiences in Canada, Guo and Guo (2017) found that 

ISs had difficulty interacting with the local DSs. Guo and Guo also found that this situation can 

be exacerbated when ISs and DSs follow different curricula while completing the same program. 

Findings by Wen et al. (2018) during a study of internationalization experiences with 

Chinese students reveal that difficulties in socio-cultural adaptions posed a huge challenge to the 

whole internationalization concept. Wen et al. (2018) pinpoint the amount of interaction as well 

as the level of identification with DSs as important in forming positive and constructive socio-

cultural relationships. These ingredients are often missing in programs where ISs do not study in 

classes with DSs, a situation I refer to as segregationist educational practice in this study.  

At the Canadian national-sector level, a strong economic and demographic rationale for 

recruitment of ISs is demonstrated by Canada’s International Education Strategy’s (CIES) 
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2019−2024 ranking of international education as an essential pillar of Canada’s economic and 

socio-political competitiveness (Government of Canada, 2019). According to CIES 2019−2024, 

Canada witnessed a staggering 68% increase in the number of ISs between 2014 and 2018, with 

a record total of 721,205 ISs enrolling at all levels of education in Canada in 2018 (Government 

of Canada, 2019).  

However, in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, Firang (2020) observes that Canadian 

universities, like other WHEIs, will struggle to register adequate numbers of ISs. According to 

Firang, ISs should be considered as part of the vulnerable group of individuals, given their 

temporary immigration status and the lack of attention to their social security. Firang identifies 

aspects such as lack of reliable work and social welfare as undermining the social security of ISs 

and specifies that attention is especially lacking within social work research. Additionally, 

Buckner et al. (2021) acknowledge that ISs face heightened mobility challenges such as 

restrictive and unpredictable immigration policies and processes, as well as financial and 

psychological distress during the COVID-19 pandemic. Although it is feared that the 

aforementioned challenges may continue to affect ISs in a post-pandemic environment in Canada 

(Kang, 2020), it is also acknowledged that the concerted efforts of Canadian HEIs in addressing 

challenges faced by current and potential ISs might reinvigorate the internationalization sector 

(Hope, 2020). 

Internationalization and Globalization 

While many scholars consider internationalization and globalization as related but 

different (Altbach & Knight, 2007; Beck, 2012; Knight, 2004), others argue that it is difficult to 

distinguish the terms (Jones & de Wit, 2012). It is arguable that “universities have always been 

international institutions” (Altbach & de Wit, 2015, p. 5) and that internationalization’s historic 
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focus on academic relations among nation states and partnering institutions predates the 

widespread use of the term globalization. However, Altbach and de Wit (2015) also argue that 

despite the foregoing historical attribute of internationalization, universities in the 18th and 19th 

centuries became less international and adopted more nationalized priorities for higher education.  

Twentieth and 21st century internationalization is widely viewed as influenced by 

globalization’s economic and political ideologies (Altbach & Knight, 2007; Beck, 2012). Knight 

(2008) contends that internationalization is changing the world of higher education, and 

globalization is changing the world of internationalization. Internationalization is therefore 

considered a product of as well as a response to globalization (Beck, 2012). Additionally, 

internationalization is viewed as the most overt impact of globalization on higher education, 

reinforcing ethical dilemmas in relation to pedagogy, curriculum development, and learning 

outcomes (Garson, 2012). A point of convergence also appears with the view that elements of 

globalization, such as the global knowledge economy that is presumed to be a universal driver of 

increased productivity (Stein et al, 2016), play a significant role in shaping the 

internationalization of higher education.  

Globalization has been characterized as advancing dominant narratives, values, and 

beliefs that promote a distinctive push for economic capitalism and political neoliberalism (Rizvi 

& Lingard, 2010). Considering its distinctive economic and political ideology, globalization has 

been viewed as “unalterable” (Altbach & Knight, 2007, p. 291), meaning that it does not readily 

avail itself to alternative perspectives. Internationalization, on the other hand, is viewed as 

involving multiple choices such as, internationalization rationales, applications, and outcomes, in 

the agency of its actors—that is, governments, institutions, and individuals (Beck, 2012). 

However, Beck (2012) also questions the reality of internationalization’s choices in light of 

globalization’s power and control over the global knowledge economy. 
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Rizvi and Lingard (2010) recognize that the contending concepts of globalization and 

internationalization “do not exist in a neutral space” (p. 36) but rather in the contexts of residual 

colonialism and dynamic global power influences. Thus, a critical convergence of globalization 

and internationalization, and the fields in which each gains dominance, may be gained from 

explorations of colonial and neoliberal sources. 

In the context of higher education, Tight (2021) underscores the instrumental role of 

WHEIs as key promoters of globalization. Tight suggests that globalization leads to the 

international affecting both the national and local, while internationalization promotes a cross-

border flow of knowledge, students, and staff. Similarly, Altbach and Knight (2007) discuss the 

junction of globalization and internationalization as the former being the engineer of change 

while the latter is the reaction to the engineering. Thus, at an institutional level, 

internationalization encompasses the policies and protocols undertaken by WHEIs as they 

attempt to cope with the globalization phenomenon.  

As national sectors develop policies to address the global flow of knowledge, students, 

and staff, Crăciun (2018) warns that HEIs equally need to address globalization through guiding 

frameworks that will inform their policies on internationalization. Block and Tietjen-Smith 

(2021) observe that an international scholar can emerge only after internationalization goals are 

set that support international faculty as well as by joining forces with other academic societies 

across the world to promote innovation in programming. It is also worth noting that alternative 

views on the agency of international scholars continue to persist. Determining whether one 

becomes an international scholar by embracing multiple scholarly lenses or whether such 

attainment is grounded on the positionality and self-reflexivity of individual scholars in dealing 

with difference remains of great interest in the field of internationalization. Indeed, related 
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studies have cited limited knowledge of international scholars’ identities, roles, and contributions 

(Young, 2019).      

Dominant Approaches for Internationalization 

Contemporary studies reveal that the internationalization of higher education dates to the 

Middle Ages and Renaissance periods during which a common religion and Latin language 

dominated academic practices across the European higher education landscape (de Wit & 

Altbach, 2021). Over the last few decades, it has become increasingly apparent that the 

prevailing neoliberal political climate has dictated the dominant adherence to internationalization 

approaches at WHEIs. Stein et al. (2019) observe that the result of a dominant neoliberal 

paradigm is the “paradoxical projection of a particular way of knowing and being as if it were 

the only valid and valuable one” (p. 26).  

Internationalization scholars have observed that student mobility has predominantly 

impacted WHEIs’ internationalization programs (Altbach & Knight, 2007; de Wit & Altbach, 

2021). Consequently, Altbach and Knight (2007) further point out that international mobility in 

academia, though open to all, favours students and individuals coming from reputable and well-

developed systems of education. This has the danger of exacerbating the already disadvantaged 

systems of education. de Wit and Altbach (2021) similarly implicate varying national and 

regional approaches to student mobility in regard to acceptable degrees, credits, and 

certifications that increase prevailing inequalities in accessing higher education. However, 

despite the observed macro-determinants of international mobility, such as students originating 

from well-developed systems of education, related conditions also may favour individuals from 

higher socio-economic classes who have a greater ability to meet the internationalization 

requirements in host countries and institutions, including English proficiency and financial 

requirements (Levatino, 2017). 
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Under the neoliberal capitalist and open-market conditions, WHEIs, in their push for 

internationalization, are driven by competitive forces in the global and national contexts 

(Rhoades, 2016; Seeber et al., 2016). Seeber et al. (2016) argue that WHEIs’ motivations include 

competitive organizational goals and influences of internal actors. In a study testing 

hypothesized factors for internationalization, Seeber et al. found that aspirations for legitimacy, 

resources, status, and reputation are key factors motivating WHEIs’ agenda for 

internationalization. Hence, institutional actors largely adhere to divergent motives in their 

ambition to internationalize (Stier, 2004). On the other hand, some studies find that WHEIs tend 

to copy each other in their internationalization approaches as they compete for IS (Rhoades, 

2016). Consequently, Rhoades (2016) argues that institutions commonly prefer to emphasize 

internationalization as a valuable consumer good in their marketing strategies rather than draw 

attention to program strategies and activities, or student motivations for internationalization.  

Rhoades (2016) also found that gaps exist between the actual reasons for recruitment of ISs 

by WHEIs and the advertised content on institutional websites for internationalization. Rhoades 

argues that motivations for financial gain and improved market positionality are not featured in 

institutional websites for internationalization despite being dominant factors influencing WHEIs’ 

agenda for internationalization. Other studies do not perceive gaps in the purpose set out for 

internationalization by WHEIs and instead find a defined and unified intention to make profits 

(Heringer, 2020). Despite divergent findings on the implicit and explicit articulations for 

internationalization by WHEIs, the dominant motivations for internationalization at the 

institutional level clearly remain grounded in a neoliberal agenda promoting profit and prestige.   

Khoo et al. (2016) assert that Canada has continually ranked among the top countries 

attracting huge numbers of ISs since 2008. Thus, internationalization strategies have increased at 
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most educational institutions in Canada, and particularly at Canadian HEIs, with the objective of 

attracting postsecondary ISs. Universities in Ontario reference the provincial government 

policies in their strategy documents for internationalization (El Masri et al., 2016; Tamtik et al., 

2020). It is further observed that each university reports its targets differently, which complicates 

the comparison of internationalization rationales, targets, and outcomes. Other studies similarly 

reflect that internationalization rationales at institutional levels are not uniform (Knight, 2004, 

2008; Seeber et al., 2016). A common definition for internationalization may be shared but 

different WHEIs exhibit different rationales that may be multiple at the same time or change 

with time (Rhoades, 2016).  

At the institutional level, the implications for internationalization may include the 

establishment of exclusive programs for ISs (Kreber, 2009). Exclusive internationalization 

programs often involve exorbitant costs for ISs, as well as other institutional checks that are 

regularly adopted, such as language proficiency tests (Echvin & Ray, 2002, as cited in Kreber, 

2009). Studies indicate that the highest source of funds for international education comes from 

ISs rather than governments, institutions, or philanthropies (Altbach & Knight, 2007). 

Additionally, Kreber (2009) argues that if cost is indeed a motivation, then the risk of a 

curriculum being developed superficially to meet an economic position may be hard to ignore. 

Kreber posits that for internationalization to achieve its objectives, it needs to be embedded in 

the policy, planning, organization, and culture of the host institution.  

The preceding review of the dominant approaches to the internationalization of higher 

education, particularly in the context of institutional imperatives, informs my understanding of 

prevailing narratives and neoliberal constructions of internationalization approaches at Brock 

University’s FOE. Additionally, contemporary knowledge of the challenges arising from 
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dominant approaches to internationalization points to a need to review emerging approaches, as I 

do in the following section.   

Emerging Approaches to Internationalization 

Stein et al. (2016) observe that the prevailing neoliberal socio-political and economic 

conditions in Western countries tend to generate and reproduce colonizing educational practices 

for internationalization at WHEIs. According to Marginson (2006), the inequalities among 

nations and between universities exist almost side by side and thus the consumption of 

international higher education tends to be underpinned by such inequalities. As such, the control 

of internationalization policies often tilts in favour of prestigious institutions with enormous 

resource capacities as well as the countries where they are hosted. This indeed has the danger of 

excluding ISs in terms of opportunities, which may perpetuate segregation and reinforce colonial 

undertones. 

One of the strongest motivations for internationalization has been identified as the 

imperative for profits (Altbach & Knight, 2007; Heringer, 2020). Although Altbach and Knight 

(2007) have differentiated for-profit HEIs (such as Laureate and the Apollo Group) from 

nonprofit universities (HEIs that are traditionally supported by governments, albeit facing 

increasing cuts in public funding), they also assert that “Earning money is a key motive for all 

internationalization projects in the for-profit sector and for some traditional nonprofit universities 

with financial problems” (p. 292). From a national and institutional perspective, the objective of 

“earning money” cannot be understated. As such, Altbach and Knight contend that many 

institutions facing financial problems have managed to grow and even absorb (i.e., purchase) 

other institutions, and also partner with other institutions and educational firms in other countries 

to boost their financial capabilities.  
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Wadhwa (2016) points out that there has been a paradigm shift from the traditional goals 

of internationalization that were primarily based on teaching−learning relationships to financially 

driven objectives. In such circumstances, Wadhwa argues that the reduced attention to the 

academic roles may result in financial and economic marginalization of ISs and in segregationist 

practices. Jibeen and Khan (2015) also share concerns about the risk of commercialization 

arising from the aim of profiteering, academic colonization, as well as the reduced (minimalist) 

control of quality of higher education. As this study seeks to deconstruct a segregationist 

approach to internationalization in order to contribute to decolonizing options for integration of 

ISs and DSs in international graduate education, Jibeen and Khan’s (2015) concern about 

academic colonization as a risk of internationalization is congruent with my study.  

The internationalization of higher education is also perceived as a double-edged sword. 

On the one hand, by imposing a consumer ideology that views ISs as customers purchasing a 

commodity, internationalization reproduces existing neoliberal and anti-democratic structures 

(Heringer, 2020). On the other hand, through critical scrutiny and emancipatory measures, 

internationalization bears significant potential to impact the course of society (Altbach & Knight, 

2007; Stier, 2004). Thus, my study seeks to examine the “edge” that reproduces the dominant, 

neoliberal, and colonizing narrative of internationalization as well as the “edge” that offers an 

emerging narrative for scrutiny and critique of internationalization so as to contribute to a 

decolonizing option that impacts future possibilities for internationalization at Brock 

University’s FOE.   

Like their domestic counterparts, ISs embody subjective experiences in their learning 

environment. In contributing to knowledge on democratic internationalization practice at 

Canadian HEIs, Heringer (2020) argues that some ISs may inadvertently experience learning 
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disconnections due to divergent cultural and educational backgrounds. Consequently, Heringer 

finds that ISs may become disassociated from learning expectations, resulting in unintended 

academic situations such as plagiarism and other violations of academic integrity. Similarly, Guo 

and Guo (2017) found that ISs regularly experience gaps relating dominant cultural ascriptions 

and expectations to their actual cultural experiences.  

An understanding of the gaps and disassociations experienced by ISs may be gained by 

examining related meaning-making processes for students in internationalized programs. Tarc 

(2013) observes that meaning-making is shaped by historical attributes that shape the individual. 

Additionally, Tarc argues that learning and identity-forming processes for students, educators, 

and researchers in international education remain unexamined. My study relates an 

understanding of negated histories, experiences, and subjectivities within the neoliberal 

hegemonies of internationalization at WHEIs to explore actual ISs identities and meaning-

making experiences at the MEd ISP at Brock University’s FOE. Particularly, my study is 

interested in how learning-related consequences such as academic altercations and shortcomings 

(Heringer, 2020) and cultural discrepancies (Guo & Guo, 2017; Tarc, 2013) impact ISs’ 

experiences at the FOE.  

Additionally, emerging thinking on “responsible” internationalization problematizes the 

categorization of “ISs” and “international program” as segregationist and suggests that moving 

away from such discursive neoliberal framings would demonstrate institutional responsibility 

and care for both ISs and DSs (Madge et al., 2009). A movement away from naming graduate 

programs as ISPs might be a step in the right direction as the FOE prepares to internationalize 

the MEd program. As such, internationalization approaches that promote equitable and inclusive 
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educational practices carry a powerful potential to “re-establish a sense of identity, meaning, 

continuity and coherence for people” (Stier, 2004, p. 96).  

The mentioned emerging approaches for internationalization including perspectives on 

democratic expression and ISs subjectivities (Heringer, 2020), meaning-making in learning and 

identity-forming processes (Tarc, 2013), and increased institutional care in international 

programs (Madge et al., 2009) provide valuable insights for my study. Rather than implying 

another preferred “dominant” approach for internationalization, such emerging articulations for 

internationalization guide my study in imagining possibilities for co-existence of different 

perspectives for the engagement of graduate ISs and DSs at Brock University’s FOE. 

Related Theories  

Postcolonial Theory 

Postcolonial theorists assert that major societal discourses have been almost exclusively 

conducted from the perspective of and largely by Western colonizers (Ashcroft et al., 2013; 

Gandhi, 2019; Young, 2020). Scholars in this arena shed light on the manifestations of colonial 

attributes that have continued to exemplify themselves in the global South (Africa, Asia, and 

Latin America) and bring up the plight of the colonized in the wake of modernity (Young, 2020). 

Young (2020) further examines a fundamental articulation of postcolonial understanding of 

coloniality: 

Postcolonialism involves first of all the argument that the nations of the three non-

western continents (Africa, Asia, Latin America) are largely in a situation of 

subordination to Europe and North America, and in a position of economic inequality. 

Postcolonialism names a politics and philosophy of activism that contest that disparity, 

and so continues in a new way the anti-colonial struggles of the past. (p. 4) 
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Thus, postcolonialism views the “Western” world as consisting of geo-political, socioeconomic, 

and cultural attributes of European and North American nations. The Western world is also 

articulated as the “global north” in postcolonial literature (Maldonado-Torres, 2007). Likewise, 

the non-Western continents of Africa, Asia, and Latin America are commonly referred to as the 

“global south” (Young, 2020).  

Postcolonial perspectives seek to uncover the unequal power relations that persist 

between the colonizer and the colonized (Ashcroft et al., 2013). Accordingly, these unequal 

relations are amplified by political, cultural, social, racial, gender, and class divides within 

existing systemic structures. Thus, postcolonialism presents a new ontology about the realities of 

modernity and how such realities have segregated what Edward Said (1985) described as the 

“Orient.”  

Postcolonialism trumps normative attributes—such as cultural identity, nationality, race, 

gender, and language—that were used as colonial standards of practice and continue to govern 

the relation of ideas between different peoples and their cultures (Butt, 2013; Young, 2020). 

Such normative attributes and standards imprison the colonized, reduces their own sense of 

importance, and even question their rationality. Butt (2013) argues that normative attributes 

perpetuate the domination and subjugation that elevates the colonizer above the colonized. If 

indeed coloniality is imposed, then to expect correct, fair, or justified action out of it would be 

unrealistic. Furthermore, Butt asserts that coloniality can best be explained by simply reviewing 

the economic inequalities and exploitations that continue to persist in most so-called Third 

World nations that were largely historically exploited by way of colonization. In fact, it is never 

doubted that the goals of colonization—exploitation, cultural imposition, and domination—

continue to live on as hidden undercurrents in modernity despite the transition of previously 
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colonized nations to self-governance after the ending of the colonial era. As Kohn and McBride 

(2011) point out, an engagement in a postcolonial discourse should and must include the 

“Westoxification” (p. 37) (detoxification) of Eurocentric tendencies as well as the inequalities 

and disparities that it has continued to nurture. Consequently, elements and indicators of 

oppression and vindictive neocolonial paradigms (e.g., racism, sexism, classism, and gender 

disparities) should be deconstructed across all sectors and spheres of society.  

In the context of education and knowledge, Said (1985) observes that the knowledge 

generation and its controllers belong in the hands of the “powerful.” This is an indicator of a 

monopolar worldview of history (particularly the history of colonization) where one historical 

account enjoys dominance over all other existing accounts. It is also an indicator of domination 

and a one-sided “truth.” Moreover, Said argues that the present-day systems of education are 

largely Westernized and there exists a framework of checks before one can be considered 

qualified to join the mainstream practice. In this study, I project the framework of checks 

conceptualized by Said as existing in the internationalization of graduate education at WHEIs.  

Postcolonial perspectives view educational institutions as sites for human struggle 

featuring tensions between unequal systems of knowledge production (Andreotti, 2011). 

Postcolonial theorists argue that people living in marginal places of society experience “silencing 

and injustice” (Brown & Strega, 2015, p. 21) and should find expression to reject subjugation 

(Young, 2020). A further understanding of postcolonial articulation in education is gained from 

Battiste’s (2013) expression that “Postcolonialism is not about rejecting all theory or research of 

Western knowledge. It is about creating a new space where Indigenous peoples’ knowledge, 

identity, and the future is calculated into the global and contemporary equation” (p. 185). I am 

inspired by the postcolonial educational proposition of different knowledge belonging alongside 
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Western knowledge rather than a rejection of either, as has been the case. By studying the 

context of the educational practice of the MEd ISP, I aim to advocate for creating new spaces 

where ISs’ expressions of different knowledges and experiences are included in the decision-

making for internationalization at Brock University’s FOE.  

Critics of the postcolonial perspective have observed its limitation in “attempting to use 

the master’s tools to dismantle his house” (Lorde, 1984, p. 112)—the thinking being that by 

focusing on content, postcoloniality falls short of changing the descriptive terms of coloniality 

(Tlostanova, 2019). For example, the push for de-Westernization at WHEIs might feature 

marginalized groups seeking to change the establishment of unequal systems in education 

institutions by enacting similar terms (e.g., transferring the impact of marginalization to other 

social groups or individuals) that brought about the struggle (Andreotti, 2011). Moreover, 

Tlostanova (2019) argues that postcolonialism attributes the terms of localized histories as 

applicable in any context that recreates the universalism of coloniality. On their part, Mignolo 

and Walsh (2018) attribute the deficits of postcolonization thought as falling short of changing 

the terms of coloniality that continue to dominate the “assumptions, principles, and rules of 

conversation” (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018, p. 113). Thus, decoloniality, rather than postcoloniality, 

is conducive to achieving spaces and conditions in which the pluriversality of interacting and 

intersecting knowledges and meanings is desired for the purpose of re-existence as opposed to 

unending resistance (Mignolo & Walsh, 2015; Stein et al., 2019; Tlostanova, 2019). As well, I 

observe that the critique of continued resistance as the outcome of postcolonial action against 

coloniality is also reflected in the problematization of anticolonialism, as reviewed in the 

subsequent section on Decolonization Theory. This draws attention to the intersectionality of terms 

related to decolonial action and the need to keenly observe their intentions and outcomes.  
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Decolonization Theory 

Decolonization is defined as “the shedding of the colonizer’s values and practices” 

whereby “old structures of (often racial) domination and power gave way to new states, new 

nations, and new politics” (Merriam-Webster, n.d.a, paras. 1, 3). In recent pop culture, 

decolonization was lyricized by Bob Marley (1980) to encourage individuals to “emancipate 

yourselves from mental slavery.” As a global phenomenon, decolonization references the 

dismantling and devolution of colonizing European empires to local authorities in colonized 

African, Asian, and Latin American countries after World War II (Lowman & Barker, 2015; 

Mignolo & Walsh, 2018). The establishment of post-World War II decolonization ushered 

revolutions across the colonized world that culminated in transforming the organization and 

establishment of political, economic, and cultural subjectivities (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018).  

However, Mignolo and Walsh (2018) also argue that although decolonization served to change 

the content of coloniality, it left the terms of coloniality intact, and that “decoloniality emerged 

from the shortcomings of decolonization” (p. 124). The terms of coloniality have been 

enunciated by different scholars as the coloniality of knowledge (Andreotti, 2011, 2016; Stein et 

al., 2016; Stein et al., 2019) and the coloniality of being (Ahenakew, 2016; Maldonado-Torres, 

2007). The understanding of coloniality of knowing (epistemology) and coloniality of being 

(ontology) as the fundamental terms differentiating approaches in decolonization and 

decoloniality contributes immensely to my study’s articulation of a decoloniality theoretical 

framework and to the approach I adopt in contributing recommendations for internationalizing 

graduate education at the FOE.   

Another fundamental distinction of decolonization is gained by way of comparing it with 

anticolonial perspectives. Lowman and Baker (2015) observed anticolonialism as acting “against 
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colonial power in some form, yet often follows the form of colonial narratives” (p. 110). For 

instance, anticapitalism may be viewed as resisting the neocolonialism of big corporations but is 

not necessarily decolonizing. Thus, Lowman and Barker (2015) draw attention to the action of 

“endless resistance” as a distinguishing aspect where the anticolonial focuses on changing the 

establishment of colonial socio-political and economic factors, whereas decolonization seeks 

spaces where different opinions, knowledge, and ways of being can re-exist by “becoming 

something other than colonial” (p. 111). My study draws on this fundamental distinction of 

decolonial and anticolonial action to refrain from engaging a resistance to the dominant 

approaches for internationalization at WHEIs and to instead lean on outcomes that may foster a 

decolonial approach to internationalization strategies at the FOE. 

Battiste (2013) analogizes decolonization to the process of “unpacking a ‘keeper’ current 

in a rapidly flowing river or ocean” (p. 107) that threatens to drown those who fight against it. 

Invariably, Battiste (2013) emphasizes decolonization as disrupting the normalized, nuanced, and 

imperialistic discourses of “mainstream” schooling; however, she joins others in cautioning that 

decolonization should not be viewed as a singular theory. There is immense value to be achieved 

when efforts in decolonization incorporate multiple theories, strategies, and struggles (Battiste, 

2013; Mendoza, 2020; Warf, 2006), such as the postcolonial, feminist, and critical theories. 

Ultimately, Battiste argues that to realize inclusivity in education, one must awaken to an honest 

consideration of what is excluded. Extrapolating Battiste’s perspectives to the context of 

internationalization at WHEIs, one may observe from the context of the terminated MEd ISP at 

Brock University’s FOE, that the determination of programs, policies, and practices of 

international graduate education largely excludes the involvement of impacted international and 

domestic students’ groups. 
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Linda Tuhiwai (2012) affirms that self-reflexivity is central and critical within the 

decolonizing frameworks of educational practice, stating that “Decolonization is about centring 

our concerns and world views and then coming to know and understand theory and research 

from our own perspectives and for our own purposes” (as cited in Battiste, 2013, p. 185). Thus, 

decolonization in educational practice engages a process that mandates the inclusion of 

Indigenous experiences, knowledges, and worldviews. The decolonization orientation for the 

inclusion of different perspectives contributes to my approach in advocating for the inclusion of 

ISs diverse knowledges in the decision-making for internationalization at Brock University’s 

FOE. 

Samier (2017) traces a historical shift from colonialism, postcolonialism, and now to 

decolonization to argue that the changes in the world order that we have witnessed (e.g., the 

collapse of the Soviet empire, the rise of the Asian Tigers, the Arab Spring, and the proliferation 

of immigration and refugee migrants) have generated much intellectual development, 

particularly in higher education. WHEIs historically have been complicit in and benefitted from 

colonization. Coloniality-induced complacency at WHEIs is witnessed in knowledge-production 

processes such as research that ignores mediation and engagement interventions to mitigate the 

risk of distorting other ways of knowing (Parmenter, 2011). As well, Stein and Andreotti (2016) 

argue that most Western institutions have participated, at least in kind, to the extension of 

colonialist regimes that have historically permeated society through the utilization of acquired 

property (land) and profiting from free or cheap labor during their establishment.  

Lowman and Barker’s (2015) articulation of decolonization strongly aligns with 

decoloniality’s focus on changing terms (i.e., assumptions, principles, rules) rather than the 

content of coloniality. Interestingly, the conceptualization of decolonization provided by 

Lowman and Barker is solely grounded in the Canadian context that centres an understanding of 
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Indigenous and settler identities and their relationship to the land that is dominantly called 

Canada. Thus, the “heart” of decolonization in Canada is “always about the land” (Lowman & 

Barker, 2015, p. 52), an understanding that encompasses Indigenous observance of land as 

inclusive of all that is seen and unseen. The articulation of settler identities in relation to “land” 

in Canada constitutes a “colonizing collective” (Lowman & Barker, 2015, p. 109) of people who, 

through relating with the land differently, embody structures of invasion. The question of 

decolonization in Canada, therefore, places responsibility of “undoing” settler colonialism on 

settler identities as a collective. The significance of the land-based orientation for decolonization 

necessitates that Canadian HEIs consider how decision-making has amplified a collective 

coloniality of systems and knowledge. It is particularly the case for internationalization 

approaches at Canadian HEIs where the learning remains silent on how ISs inherently adopt 

settler identities as complacent immigrants who, despite their own struggles with 

marginalization, end up buying into “structures of invasion” (Lowman & Barker, 2015, p. 72) by 

remaining ignorant of their responsibility to act against the ongoing coloniality of Indigenous 

land-based knowledges. 

Decoloniality Theoretical Framework 

No single theory would qualify as decolonial in a specific context. Rather, decoloniality 

refers to a “container of thoughts,” and intellectual arguments that question and problematize the 

aspect of Western modernity or Eurocentrism (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018; Stein & Andreotti, 

2016). From this viewpoint, the process of, or activities drawing from, the decoloniality 

“container of thoughts” may be articulated as decolonizing processes or decoloniality. 

Decoloniality is not an abstract framework but instead engages “a profound awareness of self” 

(Mignolo & Walsh, 2018, p. 108) and the grounding of a highly subjective conceptualization of 

affairs. Mignolo and Walsh (2018) reiterate that the answer to the question “What does it mean 
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to decolonize?” must be answered by looking at other questions: “Who is doing it, where, why, 

and how?” (p. 108). 

Decoloniality presents an option to engage in a concept that links theory (thinking) and 

praxis (doing) in a constant problematization of our world (Darder, 2019). Darder’s (2019) 

articulation of decolonial theory and praxis highlights the fact that both dominant and 

marginalized groups are at all times engaged in living out the conditions (terms) of coloniality. 

Mignolo and Walsh (2018) similarly expound that the theory and praxis of decoloniality can be 

articulated as actions aimed at “changing the terms of the conversation” (p. 113) by revealing the 

hidden aspects of dominant narratives. Decoloniality, continue Mignolo and Walsh, is thinking 

that critically observes the universal application of the logic of Western modernity and awakens 

to the dominating assumptions, beliefs, and rules of modernity.  

According to Andreotti (2011), such decolonial conceptualization of the logic of 

universality has not taken centre stage in higher education. Andreotti does recognize that any 

given theory (e.g., liberalism or structuralism) can only explain part of a phenomenon and not the 

phenomenon as a whole. Decoloniality, therefore, is not a wholesome rejection of Eurocentrism. 

Andreotti argues that discussions of decoloniality should move away from an uncritical 

acceptance or rejection of modernity. In fact, modernity lends itself to decoloniality by way of 

illuminating hegemonic coloniality. It is for this reason that in this study of internationalization 

in graduate education, I make use of contributing perspectives, such as postcolonial and 

decolonization theories, to co-construct a decolonizing framework that aids a wholesome 

exploration of dominant narratives of the internationalization of higher education at WHEIs. 

For Choudhury (2016), the concept of decoloniality must be seen as effort to deconstruct 

the views and practices of the “colonizer” on the “colonized.” Choudhury views 

internationalization and globalization as elevating the colonizer who then is the only one to 
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benefit from such a privileged position. In short, within the colonial realm, the colonizer and the 

colonized exist in a continuum. On one end of the continuum is the privileged colonizer whose 

strategies made them powerful economically and politically, and on the other end is the 

colonized, whose position is reduced by the powerful unwarranted influence of the colonizer 

(Choudhury, 2016). Choudhury also notes that the systems of the colonizer continue to permeate 

all sectors of the society, including education. Thus, borrowing from Choudhury’s perspectives, I 

argue that the internationalization of higher education resembles the traditional colonization 

script that elevates Western ways of knowing and being in the world, to the detriment and 

continued oppression of non-Western social and cultural systems. 

Battiste (2013) explains how Indigenous communities in Canada have been faced with 

compulsory assimilation into the “mainstream” ideologies, ways of life, and education and 

knowledge systems. The need to have a complete make-over of Indigenous culture, language, 

and identity qualifies as an extension of colonial dispositions. While arguing for decoloniality, 

Battiste posits that most WHEIs champion Eurocentric views (akin to “cognitive imperialism”), 

which she further describes as a colonizing manipulation of Indigenous knowledge and values. 

This indeed creates a need to review and reflect on Canadian education systems and how they 

inherently and conspicuously move the colonization agenda.  

Battiste (2013) also observes that the treatment of Indigenous peoples in Canada is 

different from the impact of coloniality that may be experienced by immigrants. Lowman and 

Barker (2015) distinguish Indigenous and immigrant experiences of coloniality by focusing on 

the issue of land in Canada and the indisputable claims for nationhood and responsibility for land 

by Indigenous peoples. Thus, the equity-seeking action of immigrant communities in Canada 

differs significantly from Indigenous agitation for nationhood and sovereignty. Despite a 

fundamental distinction, some similarities between Indigenous and immigrant experiences of 
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racism in Canada correspond to the expectation that immigrants should integrate with the 

mainstream host ideology and more importantly, that the education system does not help to 

lessen the shock that some immigrants experience when faced with racism (Asadi, 2015).  

WHEIs are founded on “the hegemonic Eurocentric paradigms that have informed 

western philosophy and sciences” (Grosfoguel, 2011, Epistemological Critique section, para. 1). 

Grosfoguel (2011) posits that the perceived superiority of the West has been exacerbated by the 

success in making individuals who may be oppressed in whatever form and nature to think and 

act in conformity to the real and perceived successes of Western ideologies. This group of 

individuals has guaranteed success for the neoliberalist and capitalist agenda, making 

decoloniality a most difficult proposition. 

Mbembe (2016) is in general agreement that WHEIs are highly Eurocentric and that 

educational practice in these institutions—their curriculum, culture, and modes of research— 

qualifies as the norm while any other program, qualification, or methods qualify as the “other.” 

Stein and Andreotti (2016) agree that the Eurocentric programs and curricula dominate the 

different spheres of knowledge at WHEIs. Such dominance not only occurs within the location 

and place of Western colleges and universities but also continues to be followed by WHEIs 

elsewhere as an ideal model, reaffirming the universality of “Western Knowledge.” As WHEIs 

continue to exhibit such a colonizing agenda, the motivations and logic informing 

internationalization at an institutional level becomes a mere extension of colonial practice. In 

such a context, it is critical to understand and embrace the praxis of decoloniality. 

Decoloniality encompasses a series of self-reflective processes in which individuals begin 

to see themselves as whole while they relate to others (Wa Thiong'o, 1992). In his writing, Wa 

Thiong'o (1992) strongly relates to the African philosophy of Ubuntu and its central concept of 

“I Am Because We Are” (Nussbaum, 2003) to argue for local community-based knowledges in 
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the decolonization of African literacies and languages. Most notably, the late Nobel Peace Prize 

laureate Archbishop Desmond Tutu emphasized grounding the South African Truth and 

Reconciliation process on Ubuntu, which anchored desired outcomes in addressing a history of 

apartheid (The Nobel Foundation, 1984). Ubuntu underscores the importance of “looking into 

the eyes of another” to recognize what humanizes us as a people (Paulson, 2020) in a way that 

corresponds to the decolonizing approach for Indigenous research of “returning the gaze” 

(Tuhiwai, 2012, p. 56) on coloniality. Additionally, Ubuntu’s imposition of an individual’s 

obligation for the well-being of others departs from the Western narrative of individualism. An 

individual’s responsibility for the well-being of others as a tenet of Ubuntu agrees with 

decoloniality’s emphasis of self-reflexivity as a starting point to achieving co-existence.  

The enduring concepts of colonialism, heightened by the capitalist and neoliberal 

institutions of our time, have only managed to sustain a system of coloniality (Khoo et al., 2016). 

Khoo et al. (2016) maintain that colonialism was rooted in a system of power relations that 

sustained historical colonies and re-emerged to perpetuate modern day coloniality. This can be 

identified today through various institutional relations that pitch power differences between 

unequal systems of knowledge (Andreotti, 2011). Maldonado-Torres (2007) agrees that 

imbalanced power relations (in any institution) have the potential to institute a regime of 

differential treatment (as cited in Khoo et al., 2016). As such, institutions will often permit and 

justify practices that yield inequalities, exploitation, abstraction, and expropriation of 

disadvantaged individuals. 

The push for decoloniality is not a new phenomenon; it resembles earlier calls for 

independence that dominated in the 1950s and 1960s in most countries that were under colonial 

regimes across Africa, Asia, and Latin America. It is precisely such movements that led to the 

desegregation and deracialization of predominantly White institutions leading to transformation 
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and more inclusion (Stein & Andreotti, 2016). One such movement has been the institution of 

feminism as a collective work of feminist theorists, practitioners, and women’s rights activists 

calling for the emancipation and empowerment of women in different walks of life (hooks, 2000; 

2014; Parashar, 2016; Young, 2020). 

Stein and Andreotti (2016) argue that certain responses accentuate the realization of a 

decolonizing agenda at WHEIs. First, Stein and Andreotti recommend increased involvement of 

Indigenous, racialized, and segregated groups and identities in faculty and administration 

structures. The increased involvement of these diverse groups will also include an active 

participation of ISs in institutional decision-making processes. This requires a collaborative 

improvement of the existing curricula and the social capital of ISs through social networking and 

community engagements. Such a collaborative effort would involve active participation of 

administrative, faculty, and student representatives at various levels of decision-making within 

WHEIs. To this end, decoloniality should be viewed as steps to enhancing equity, diversity, and 

inclusion for all.  

Stein and Andreotti (2016) also propose that all stakeholders should strive to rid WHEIs 

of systemic inequalities and hegemonic epistemology. This response recognizes the harm that 

colonialism has caused to individuals in higher education, such as the advent of epistemic 

violence as the imposition of normalized knowledge (Andreotti, 2011). Stein and Andreotti 

(2016) insist that institutional systems, structures, and curricula should not mirror such colonial 

and segregationist ways. Interventions involving acts of “speaking truth to power,” through 

intentional strategies, programs, and practices, enable a leveling of platforms for Indigenous and 

immigrant groups within institutions. Finally, Stein and Andreotti assert a need to discover the 

underlying structural hegemonies that buttress the unequal system. Is there an agenda to sustain 

colonial practice using other forms, such as the reinforcement of dominant identities, or ways in 
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which the world (e.g., images, experiences, occurrences) is viewed? This was equally a concern 

for Warf (2006), who mused whether colonization ended just the way it appeared—framed in 

modernity.  

Modern systems of education were founded on the coloniality maxim and thus operate on 

an extension of that maxim (Stein & Andreotti, 2016). It is precisely this reality that continues to 

hinder radical changes in the education arena. Stein and Andreotti (2016) consider higher 

education to be embedded in “normalized” systemic coloniality and suggest the need to create 

autonomous independent HEIs that are prepared to freely act on decolonial considerations for 

engaging different ways of knowing and being that have been predominantly silenced or 

obscured at WHEIs. Stein et al. (2019) similarly propose that such autonomous institutions 

would embrace transitions that seek decolonizing possibilities in program policies, practice, and 

structures, through a process of self-reflective questioning of neoliberal motives and approaches 

to educational practice. 

In their review of decolonial considerations for Zimbabwean HEIs, Thondhlana et al. 

(2021) argue that internationalization does not pay enough attention to the demands of 

coloniality on universities. In retrospect, paying attention to the context in which 

internationalization takes place in WHEIs under a decolonizing lens is of great concern in my 

study. Thondhlana et al. further argue that internationalization in HEIs runs the risk of 

“reinforcing past and present inequalities and knowledge hierarchies and creating new ones” (p. 

233). Particularly, Thondhlana et al. view the case of internationalization in Zimbabwe’s HEIs as 

reinforcing regional hierarchies in which Zimbabwe builds on a colonial legacy of “educational 

strength” to attract ISs from neighbouring countries. As such, Thondhlana et al. found that 

student mobility for internationalization at HEIs is driven by colonial hierarchies in political, 

geographic, and socioeconomic conditions. Zimbabwe’s case of a “horizontal first” (Ndlovu-
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Gatsheni, 2018) approach that builds on colonial hierarchies to attract ISs from regional 

countries can be likened to the global North−South approach at WHEIs in which the North 

controls the process of internationalization (Altbach & Knight, 2007). This study explores 

contextual perspectives of student mobility in the MEd ISP and particularly, seeks to understand 

ISs choices for the program, the university (Brock), and Canada as preferred options for study. 

The study’s application of a decoloniality lens to the context of internationalization in 

WHEIs also includes an exploration of the marketing and commercialization of higher education.  

Whereas global university rankings are esteemed in guiding IS decision-making, predominantly 

for Western destinations of study (McAleer et al., 2019), decoloniality perspectives reveal the 

hegemonic assumptions that a “global public” will benefit from Western education (Stein et al., 

2016) and that WHEIs seek private gain from internationalization agendas, contrary to the 

narrative of “public good” for a global citizenry (Rhoades, 2016). 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCHER POSITIONING 

This chapter outlines how I applied a decolonizing interpretive methodology to explore 

internationalization in higher education within the context of the recently terminated Master of 

Education Internationally educated Student Pathway (MEd ISP) at Brock University’s Faculty of 

Education (FOE). By focusing on one internationalized program (the MEd ISP) at one particular 

FOE, my study embraced a distinct characterization of a case study. However, I was keen on 

differentiating the definition of a case study adopted for this study as one relating to a specific 

entity rather than a definition that relates to a research methodology. Creswell and Poth (2018) 

define a case study as a bounded entity as well as a methodology while Yin (2018) adds that a 

case study may also be viewed as a real-life, contemporary context. Stake (2005) offers that a 

case study also may be defined as choosing what is to be studied. While acknowledging that a 

case study may be viewed as a strategy of inquiry or a comprehensive methodology (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2005; Merriam & Tisdell, 2015; Yin, 2014), I embraced the understanding presented by 

Thomas’s (2013) view that a case study “is defined not so much by the methods that are used to 

do the study, but the edges [you] put around the case” (p. 21). 

Having differentiated the “case study” as describing the edges of my inquiry (i.e., the 

MEd ISP at Brock University’s FOE) rather than my research methodology, I begin this chapter 

by reiterating the central objective for this study and establish an understanding of the 

phenomenological research design I used in my study’s explorations. I highlight the decolonizing 

concepts that underpin the “decolonizing phenomenology” that guided my inquiry. As well in 

this chapter, I reflect on my positioning in relation to my research participants and the context of 

internationalization as an essential factor informing my approach to this study. I also provide my 

considerations for an ethical and reciprocal study and discuss how I engaged in qualitative 

interviews, note-taking, and observations as my primary methods of data collection. Finally, the 
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chapter discusses how the dissemination of my research findings will be informed by decolonizing 

articulations of the value of traditional as well as emerging forums that advocate for the removal of 

systemic barriers in academia, such as human rights departments and advisory councils. 

Restatement of the Purpose of Study 

The study’s guiding objective was twofold: I set out to explore the dominant, neoliberal, 

and colonizing approaches for internationalization in the MEd ISP, and to advocate for 

decolonizing possibilities for future internationalization approaches in the Master of Education 

(MEd) program at the FOE and related decision-making at other internationalized graduate 

programs at Brock University. I used a decoloniality framework to problematize dominant 

internationalization approaches at Western higher education institutions (WHEIs) with a view of 

reflecting on colonizing educational practices. In my exploration of graduate students’ 

experiences and perceptions in the MEd ISP, I sought to reveal the dominant assumptions, 

regulations, rules, and beliefs that have informed and may continue to influence educational 

practice in the MEd ISP and subsequent MEd program at Brock University’s FOE. In addition to 

revealing and reflecting on the dominant approaches to internationalization within the MEd ISP, 

I also wanted to contribute to decolonizing considerations for future internationalization of 

graduate programs at the FOE and across Brock University. An exploration of prevailing 

internationalization practices at the FOE is especially significant now that the FOE’s program 

committee recently decided to terminate the MEd ISP, necessitating the enrollment of future 

international students (ISs) and domestic students (DSs) seeking a master’s degree in education 

at Brock University into an integrated MEd program.  

Phenomenology Research Design 

This study is grounded within qualitative research traditions. Merriam and Tisdell (2015) 

posit that “Qualitative researchers are interested in understanding how people interpret their 
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experiences, how they construct their worlds, and what meaning they attribute to their 

experiences” (p. 6). As I aimed to interpret the meaning of participants’ experiences and 

perceptions within a social and cultural context of internationalization at WHEIs, I determined 

that a qualitative research methodology would be best suited for the context of my study. 

Phenomenology is both a philosophical and qualitative research approach (Smith, 2018). 

As a philosophical approach, the focus of phenomenology is on the meaning and interpretations 

of a given lived experience (Qutoshi, 2018). More concisely, phenomenology as a field in 

philosophy is concerned with the meaning of things as experienced and related from a first-

person point of view (Smith, 2018). As a research approach, phenomenology design within the 

qualitative tradition examines subjects’ experiences of a specific phenomenon (Connelly, 2010; 

Daniel, 2014; Gill, 2020; Groenewald, 2004).  

Both Connelly (2010) and Flood (2010) note that phenomenology appreciates the 

subjectivities that come with social realities. Having contextualized internationalization as a 

social and cultural reality in WHEIs, I contemplated the subjectivities of graduate students within 

the phenomenon of internationalization in the MEd ISP and offered my own experiences as an IS 

as co-constructive to my study. Daniel (2014) reminds us that “the investigator is a part of the 

experience being studied and, thus, the investigator’s values play a role in the investigation” (p. 

112). This is important as my experiences in the internationalized Master’s Preparation 

Certificate in Education (MPCE) program at Brock have equally contributed to my articulations 

of the internationalization phenomenon in this study. 

A Decolonizing Phenomenology 

A decolonizing methodology can be used when investigating experiences that are not 

only rendered invisible but are “often absorbed or destroyed” by dominant assumptions and 
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orientation (Andreotti, 2011; Darder, 2019). A decolonizing approach is consistent with my 

innate reading of a world that continues to be rooted in colonizing narratives and relationships, as 

impressed by my cultural and historical background. My inquiry on the experiences of 

individuals in the internationalization of higher education subscribes to a decolonial worldview 

that “Colonization is not over; it is all over” (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018, p. 107). My philosophical 

approach underscores the belief that power dynamics significantly impact the experience of 

individuals within the practice of internationalization at WHEIs. By selecting the context of the 

segregated MEd ISP at Brock University as my research focus, I sought to understand how these 

power imbalances and colonizing educational practices are reflected in my participants’ narration 

of their experiences, opinions, and decisions in the MEd ISP. 

The study adopts Darder’s (2019) thinking that highlights the value of grounding 

decolonizing research on possibilities that are specifically enunciated by subaltern communities. 

The term “subaltern” as conceptualized by Spivak (1988) describes a way of being in the world 

that ostracizes individuals and groups from authentic participation in the socio-political, 

economic, and cultural order. Spivak argues that the term subaltern refers not only to the 

exclusion or a lack of desired access to privileges; more deeply, a subaltern group is denied the 

opportunity to speak and be heard without representation. The articulation of a “space of 

difference” (Spivak, 1988, p. 278) contributes a key understanding of groups not only seeking 

affirmative action but also wanting to break free from prescribed subaltern spaces and 

constrictions. 

I situate ISs within the context of the MEd ISP as a subaltern community whose 

engagement at WHEIs is predetermined by “histories and practices that shape subject 

formations” (Tarc, 2013, p. 25). The articulation of a subaltern existence in the context of 
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internationalization was informed by connections drawn from literature on the “universalization” 

of diverse ways of knowing and being in the world at WHEIs (Andreotti, 2011, 2016; Stein et 

al., 2016; Stein et al., 2019) and the conceptualization of “spaces of difference” (Darder, 2019; 

Spivak, 1988) that explain a subaltern presence and participation among graduate students at 

WHEIs (Darder, 2019). Thus, a methodology that centres subaltern voices in the reimagination 

of social change in international graduate education was particularly attractive to me in my 

research work. I aimed to interpret participant discussions into findings anchored in a collective 

co-construction of ideas within a subaltern community in internationalized graduate education at 

Brock University’s FOE. My application of a decolonizing phenomenology was also inspired by 

Indigenous articulations of decolonizing processes for educational change at WHEIs that 

acknowledge, promote, and nourish different ways of knowing (Battiste, 2013).  

The study’s decolonizing perspective was informed by a decoloniality theoretical 

framework and articulation of social interaction at WHEIs. In Chapter 2, I highlighted key 

readings that have contributed to a decoloniality theoretical framework in this study. Among the 

highlighted literature, I reviewed postcolonial articulations as contributing an understanding of 

the human tensions and struggles arising from unequal systems of knowledge within educational 

institutions (Andreotti, 2016). As an IS, I observed how the articulated binaries between ISs and 

DSs prescribed social and academic tensions within a dominant Western culture on campus. The 

study’s methodology employed the triad concept of “modernity, coloniality, and decoloniality” 

(Mignolo & Walsh, 2018, p. 109) as complex and connected abstractions that offered a process 

of uncovering the hidden coloniality in modernity’s narratives and a realization of decolonizing 

considerations. Thus, the study situated the phenomenon of internationalization in the recently 

terminated MEd ISP as ascriptive of modernity’s narratives and explored participants’ 
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perceptions of and experiences in the program to abstract articulations of coloniality and 

considerations for decolonizing the internationalization approaches at Brock University’s FOE.  

Researcher Positionality 

As I progressed with my research, I found it increasingly valuable to constantly revisit 

my own disposition in relation to the study’s focus area and participants. Self-reflexivity has 

been highlighted as critically integral to decolonizing and emancipatory research methodologies 

(Brown & Strega, 2015). Additionally, Caelli et al. (2003) include the researcher’s theoretical 

positioning as a key area of credibility. This section describes my connection to my research 

focus and situate myself within the study’s theoretical framework.  

My discussions in this section constitute an iterative process that I engaged in to better 

understand the decoloniality lens I used to construct meaning out of the study’s data. Burbules 

and Berk (1999) describe the importance of reflexivity:  

One important aspect of criticality is an ability to reflect on one’s own views and 

assumptions as themselves features of a particular cultural and historical formation. Such 

a reflection does not automatically lead to relativism or a conclusion that all views are 

equally valid; but it does make it more difficult to imagine universality or finality for any 

particular set of views. (As cited in Tilley, 2016, p. 13) 

Burbules and Berk offer a critical perspective of how the historical and cultural formations of a 

researcher interact with those of individual participants as well as the context of study. In 

Chapter 1, I offered an account of my background and motivation for this study as interchangeably 

comprising my experiences and perceptions as an IS at Brock University’s FOE and my Kenyan 

background. As I contemplated my positionality as a researcher, I recognized how my social 

formation as a fairly new immigrant and graduate student in Canada impacted the process and 
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outcome of the study. I adopted the practice of reflexivity which aided an awareness of how my 

beliefs, perceptions, and experiences both within and outside of my academic life continued to 

influence the interactions, interpretations, and outcomes in this study. 

Taber (2012) posits that the theories used in a research context inform the researcher’s 

life inside and outside academia. The phenomenon of internationalization at a Canadian HEI was 

a relatable topic that motivated my choice of research context. However, the organizational 

theories that have predominantly shaped previous studies on internationalization were not as 

relatable. I observed that my emotional and spiritual disposition as a student researcher 

motivated a process of internalizing and relating to a decolonizing articulation for 

internationalization that was more natural to me. I found valuable expression in Darder’s (2019) 

discussion of decolonizing research as a spiritual, emotional, and political endeavour of subaltern 

identities within WHEIs. 

I engaged my study from the position of an IS, a newcomer to Canada who inherently 

adopts an immigrant settler identity (Lowman & Barker, 2015), a racialized person of African 

heritage, a woman, and a parent to three school-aged children. I embodied all these intersecting 

identities and embraced the integral role they played in influencing how I perceived and 

interpreted the context of my study. I also embodied the impact of Kenya’s postcolonial and 

neoliberal socio-economic, political, and cultural status as significantly influencing my innate 

ways of knowing and being in the world. I solidly identified (and continue to identify) as a 

subaltern who embraced “historical, economic and cultural influencers” (Darder, 2019, p. 7) as 

part of my research work. Consequently, I sought to expand an understanding of 

internationalization at Brock University’s FOE by engaging in decolonizing research. As Darder 

(2019) explains, 

decolonizing interpretive researchers tarry through unknown and uncertain dimensions of 
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the work, which would often cause them to painfully doubt and question their own 

thinking, given the voluminous literature that seemed to authoritatively counter their 

perceptions and that often sought to take them away from the centre of their focus: to 

arrive at a decolonizing understanding that could challenge the commonsense ideas 

supported by so-called evidence-based approaches to research in the field. (p. xv) 

Acknowledging my agency as a decolonizing graduate IS researcher at the FOE therefore 

meant that I embraced the postcolonial imperative that views WHEIs as sites of human tensions 

and inherent struggles between unequal systems of knowing (Andreotti, 2011, 2016). Darder’s 

(2019) articulation of a subaltern researcher within WHEIs also helped me realize that despite 

my embodied multiplicity of marginalized identities, my revolutionary position as a subaltern 

graduate student may be interrogated and misunderstood as a privileged position based on my 

access to graduate education at a Canadian HEI and English language background. However, I 

am keen to ground myself within a community of shared identities and experiences in 

internationalized graduate programs to strengthen the voice and agency of graduate ISs at 

WHEIs. I envisioned ISs’ voices that speak out not just to highlight subaltern states but also, as 

Spivak (1988) argues, to break free from prescribed subaltern spaces and constrictions. 

I conceptualized ISs in the MEd ISP as a subaltern community owing to the 

segregationist approach for internationalization at Brock University’s FOE. My 

conceptualization of a subaltern community of ISs within the FOE was also informed by my 

continued interactions with former classmates in the MPCE and new networks of graduate ISs, 

which led me to recognize that a good number of ISs in the MEd ISP may also identify as 

coming from subaltern communities and identities. However, I remained aware that some of the 

ISs participants in the study might not view themselves as belonging to a subaltern community at 

the FOE due to diverse worldviews. I also acknowledged that coming from a former British 
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colony, I have inherited the privilege of English language proficiency, which is a significant 

factor for ISs success at WHEIs. I anticipated that my advantage with the English language and 

my enrollment in the MEd program rather than the MEd ISP might limit perceptions of a shared 

voice with some ISs participants in my study. 

I anticipated that my participants’ perceptions of my researcher positioning might vary 

from seeing me as an “insider” or an “outsider.” Tilley (2016) explains that an “insider−insider” 

perception signifies that the participant views the researcher as having similar or relatable 

experiences to a shared phenomenon, while an “insider−outsider” perception points to some 

feelings of distance by the participant in relating to the researcher. Tilley continues to argue that 

varying participant−researcher positioning also impacts how power is balanced out in the 

unfolding actual or perceived relationships. As an IS who had maintained close connections with 

peers in the MEd ISP despite my enrollment in the MEd program, I perceived that the study’s 

participants related to our shared experiences as ISs at Brock University’s FOE. However, I also 

remained attentive to the power imbalance inherent in the changing perceptions of my role as a 

researcher. I was particularly attentive to maintaining a shared space where different experiences 

were valued as contributing differently to a co-constructed narrative by opening up the interviews 

into conversational spaces where participants could also ask me about my experiences.  

Tuhiwai (2012) provides that research can be exploitative when conducted through 

imperial eyes. As such, participants’ perceptions are not respected and acknowledged throughout 

the research process, and research only serves to benefit the researcher. Although mine are not 

“imperial eyes” as I identify as a racialized subaltern, I acknowledge articulations that guide 

researcher positioning and power. As such, I aimed to avoid a potential imbalance of privilege 

and power by maintaining a conversational approach to my research interviews where I 

perceived myself as a co-participant. I contributed my own experiences as an IS and welcomed 
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inquiries and diverse opinions on my sharing. Lavrakas (2008) defines conversational interviews 

as a free-flowing, non-conforming interview style through which interview questions may be 

used as a guide but do not inhibit the organic evolvement of ideas. Engaging in conversational 

interviews allowed me to remain grounded in my perceptions of community and my obligation to 

all the data that was collected (Fontana & Frey, 2005). The following ethical considerations also 

provide a further reflection of my positionality in the study.  

Ethical Considerations and Reciprocity 

Before starting this research project, I studied the guidelines provided by the Research 

Ethics Board (REB) for gaining a solid understanding of researcher responsibilities and provided 

an informed plan for my intended study. Subsequently, I received REB clearance (#19-282) to 

carry out my study at Brock University. In addition to following the institutional guidelines for 

research involving human participants, I committed to engaging in critical reflection throughout 

the entire research process to ensure all participants were respected and accurately represented in 

the study. Emphasizing the importance of respectful research, the Tri-Council Policy Statement 

(TCPS 2) states: 

Respect for Persons recognizes the intrinsic value of human beings and the respect and 

consideration that they are due. … An important mechanism for respecting participants’ 

autonomy in research is the requirement to seek their free, informed and ongoing consent. 

… Respect for Persons also includes a commitment to accountability and transparency in 

the ethical conduct of research. (Panel on Research Ethics, 2018, pp. 7−8) 

My research was conducted during the COVID-19 pandemic. I strictly adhered to prevailing 

health restrictions for social distancing and observed the REB specifications for conducting 

research under pandemic conditions. I was particularly keen to uphold the privacy and 

confidentiality agreements I had signed with each participant during the consent stage. Privacy in 
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research refers to steps taken to safeguard participants’ right to integrity and self-determination 

(Carusi, 2008). To this end, I created secure and dedicated online spaces for each participant by 

utilizing the university regulated Microsoft Teams platform and provided options for non-video 

participation. As well, I reiterated the provision for participant discretion in withdrawing from 

the study at any time. An additional measure of privacy was the ability to join the online 

interview platform at a preferred time and location, thereby allowing for flexibility in each 

participant’s decision-making. I was keen to observe participant confidentiality by offering an 

option for participants to indicate if there were stories, they wished removed from the interview 

transcripts. I also observed confidentiality by avoiding the inclusion of any personal information 

in my data analysis that could be used as identifiers. To this end, I invited participants to suggest 

pseudonyms which I would use to ensure that their actual names would not appear in the study’s 

data and outcomes. 

Having understood my position of power within this research project, I was committed to 

prioritizing asymmetrical reciprocity. Molas (2018) argues that asymmetrical reciprocity is 

enacted when we “take each other’s views into account without imaginatively occupying their 

position or putting ourselves in their place” (p. 60). Molas further elaborates asymmetrical 

reciprocity as a willingness to engage with others despite interpersonal differences. Considering 

the need to appreciate and respect the different experiences and perspectives held by participants 

in my interviews, I sought to engage in open and honest conversations. I invited participants to 

contribute to reformulating interview questions or decline to answer any question during data 

collection. Some reformulations occurred when participants asked for examples to help clarify 

some interview questions. I also invited participants to suggest ways of sharing the final report 

that best meets their needs. Ideas suggested included presenting the findings in the form of 
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workshops or Q&A sessions with alumni and current and future ISs within all the 

internationalized graduate programs at Brock University, as well as the broader graduate student 

community within organizations such as Brock’s Graduate Students’ Association (GSA).  

Selection of Site and Participants 

During my studies in the MPCE and MEd programs at Brock University, I have 

maintained close relationships with student peers, administrators, and instructors in the MEd ISP. 

I decided to focus my inquiry within the MEd ISP as I had built familiarity and was able to gain 

relevant information on graduate students’ experiences with internationalization practice in the 

program. Studying participant experiences in the MEd ISP presented a unique opportunity as the 

program’s segregationist structure was unusual within the context of graduate education 

programs at other universities in Ontario (Universities Canada, n.d.). 

I recruited participants using purposeful sampling techniques to include six graduate 

students in the MEd ISP program (Appendix B). Five of the six graduate students were ISs in the 

MEd ISP and one DS from the MEd program who had completed several courses in the MEd 

ISP. The inclusion of a DS participant in my study aided an understanding of DSs’ engagement 

in internationalization practice. While having only one DS participant might be viewed as an 

insufficient expression of DSs’ aspirations for internationalization at the FOE, I considered that 

DSs’ participation in the MEd ISP was rare and the recruitment of more DSs was nearly 

impossible for this research project. Although I was not able to confirm the specific number of 

DSs in the MEd ISP, I observed from the experiences shared by the DS participant in my study 

that discretionary administrative approvals are occasionally granted to DSs seeking to complete a 

few courses in the MEd ISP. The consideration of DSs’ engagement in internationalized graduate 

programs was especially significant given the recent decision to terminate the MEd ISP, 
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necessitating all future ISs seeking master’s level education at the FOE to be enrolled in the 

MEd, together with DSs.  

Recruitment of graduate students was specific to the study’s purposeful sampling 

guidelines (included in Appendix C) that fit the criteria of a student who had participated in any 

course or a cohort in the MEd ISP. These students were selected because they are the primary 

recipients of the MEd ISP program and are best suited to relate with the practice of 

internationalization at Brock University’s FOE. Participants were selected from the MEd ISP’s 

course-based and research-based degree pathways, and from the Administration and Leadership 

(ALE) and Teaching, Learning and Development (TLD) specializations that were offered in the 

MEd ISP.  

Initially, I had planned to include administrator and faculty participants in the study using 

similar purposeful techniques; however, the termination of the MEd ISP impacted these initial 

projections and necessitated that I focus the study’s exploration on graduate student experiences. 

I considered the observed absence of impacted student voices in the decision to discontinue the 

MEd ISP as well as the imperative to align my inquiry to a decolonizing approach that remained 

centred within a community of subaltern voices (Darder, 2019). Ironically, the initial a priori 

data collected from participants indicated a preference that appeared to contradict the 

administrative-led decision to discontinue the MEd ISP. I will revisit this apparent contradiction 

in greater detail in Chapters 4 and 5 but also wish to highlight it here as a reinforcing factor in 

my conviction to focus on student voices within the MEd ISP.  

Data Collection  

I employed participant interviews as my primary method of data collection. Qualitative 

interviews can be used for emancipatory purposes (Brown & Strega, 2015). Tuhiwai (2012) 

explains that the focus in emancipatory methods is strategic, constantly reflective, and critically 
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questioning people and occurrences. As such, I viewed my engagement in participant interviews 

as supporting the objectives of my study in two ways: (a) by enabling a subaltern exploration of 

colonizing approaches to internationalization in the MEd ISP, and (b) by facilitating a co-

construction of decolonizing options for future internationalization approaches in the MEd 

program at the FOE and for consideration in similar programs at Brock University.  

I anticipated that my interview conversations would explore the context of 

internationalization in the MEd ISP within the decoloniality theoretical framework. To achieve 

this, I formulated three guiding research questions and a set of semi-structured protocols or 

interview guides that allowed for individual participants’ verbal expression of experiences and 

perceptions in the MEd ISP (Kallio et al., 2016). To facilitate conversational interviews and a co-

construction of ideas, I encouraged an open orientation to our discussions by sharing my own 

experiences and perceptions and inviting diverse social and cultural articulations within a 

community of ISs. 

During the interview sessions, I intended to deepen my understanding of specific 

participants’ experiences and gain a nuanced advocacy for change in the internationalization of 

graduate education by engaging in empathetic conversational interviews. Fontana and Frey 

(2005) provide an ideal perspective of empathetic interviewing: “The interviewer becomes an 

advocate and partner in the study, hoping to be able to use results to advocate social policies and 

ameliorate the conditions of the interviewee” (p. 696). This moves away from the idea that 

interviewing can be a neutral practice, or an exchange of questions and answers. I anticipated 

that my use of conversational interviews with participants would enable an understanding that 

would contribute to a decolonizing articulation for future internationalization processes at Brock 

University’s FOE.  
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In previous coursework, I conducted an interview with a DS whose participation in this 

study has been described in a previous section detailing the criteria I engaged in purposefully 

selecting research participants. I was delighted at the opportunity to recruit the DS participant in 

my study as I wanted to investigate the aspect of choice among DSs participating in the MEd 

ISP. I received permission from the participant and a clearance from the REB at Brock 

University (#17-210) to include data from this interview in my thesis. My decision to include 

data from a former MEd student’s interview was informed by literature highlighting the need to 

gain further insights on thinking responsibly, not only about ISs but of all students in an 

internationalized system (Madge et al., 2009; Tamtik et al., 2020). 

I followed the qualitative tradition of note taking as part of my data collection. Tilley 

(2016) reminds student researchers of the importance of field notes as an avenue for self-

reflection and observation of various research activities. Specifically, Tilley points to the taking 

of field notes as enabling student researchers to observe how various activities align with the 

purpose, methodology, and context of research. In this study, I wrote field notes before and after 

each individual interview. Within these field notes, I included my observations on procedural 

elements of the interview (e.g., review of consent information, progression of interview 

questions and answers, and timing) as well as observations of our interactions in an online 

context where internet connectivity and visual and audio clarity posed inevitable challenges. 

However, I generally did not perceive that the online environment had in any way compromised 

my understanding of participants’ expressions as I cross-checked any inaudible exchanges and 

interruptions with participants during the interviews.  

To reduce the distance between the actual data collection event (i.e., the actual interview 

sessions) and my interpretation of the recorded session, I transcribed the recorded interview 
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discussions as soon as possible after concluding the session. My transcriptions followed 

conventions (Appendix D) established ahead of time to ensure consistency (Tilley & Powick, 

2002). I emailed the transcribed data to individual participants for member checking and 

scheduled another confidential meeting to review participant feedback arising from edits, 

deletions, and additional information.  

Tilley (2016) reminds student researchers to consider their assumptions about 

transcription work and consider how to approach the work involved to represent data as 

accurately as possible. I considered my initial reactions while transcribing and reflected on my 

decision-making process on what to include and exclude from the interview recordings. I was 

particularly resistant to over-correcting language that might be considered ungrammatical in 

English and allowed for participants’ discretion in maintaining the integrity of their expression in 

the interview transcripts. 

Data Processing and Analysis 

I employed a thematic data processing approach in my analysis of data. My approach to 

data analysis is informed by the principles of craftsmanship (James, 2013) and “researcher-as-

bricoleur” (Kincheloe, 2008, p. 131). A bricoleur is a term used to refer to a researcher working 

to make meaning of complex data representations through a rigourous consideration of 

situations, perceptions, and methods (Groenewald, 2013). Kincheloe (2008) argues that a 

bricoleur reflects on the ways their personal history and social location impacts their beliefs and 

perceptions. Kincheloe specifies that a researcher-as-bricoleur needs to maintain clarity on how 

their positionality shapes their work. My positioning as a bricoleur in my study is grounded on 

an observance of how a decolonizing theoretical lens impacted my relationships with the 

participants and the context of my research. I have described in a preceding section in this 

chapter how my application of decolonial thinking has inspired a deep sense of community 
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among ISs peers and, specifically, the articulation of ISs in the MEd ISP as a subaltern 

community at the FOE. I also have detailed how the postcolonial and neoliberal background of 

my home country have shaped an emerging interest in decolonial thinking and motivated my 

exploration of coloniality in the internationalization of higher education, in which I am a 

participant and a researcher.  

I used both a priori and emergent codes (Creswell & Poth, 2018) while remaining as 

close to and as respectful of the study’s data as possible (Tilley, 2016). The a priori codes were 

extracted from my initial formulation of interview questions and the knowledge gained from 

reviewed literature. Though qualitative research software provides for an expedited and 

rigourous process in data analysis, I was forced to opt for a manual process of data analysis in 

this study. As my study was carried out during the COVID-19 pandemic, the lack of a reliably 

configured remote connection to the NVivo research software that was available on campus was 

a key challenge, forcing my choice for manual data analysis.  

As a novice student researcher, I expected to encounter many changes in my own 

perspectives throughout the course of my research project. James (2013) argues that the 

qualitative researcher is not just developing a skill but rather a craft: “Interpreting qualitative 

data is a craft that needs practice; it is not just a technique to be mastered” (p. 575). With this in 

mind, I kept revisiting data that I coded early in my analysis process to ensure consistency in my 

iterations and to achieve a more refined analysis. My endeavour as a bricoleur researcher during 

data analysis was to push for epistemological innovation by applying a subaltern approach to 

social change in the internationalization of higher education (Kincheloe, 2008). For Denzin and 

Lincoln (2005), being an interpretative bricoleur means recognizing that there is no one truth or 

reality: 

There is no one correct telling [of an] … event. Each telling, like light hitting a crystal, 
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reflects a different perspective on [an] … incident. … [An interpretive bricoleur] 

understands that research is an interactive process, shaped by his or her own personal 

history, biography, gender, social class, race and ethnicity, and by those of the people in 

the setting. (p. 6) 

I viewed my role as a bricoleur researcher as timely in a process of decolonizing 

internationalization in graduate education and especially significant in the determination of a 

future MEd program at Brock University’s FOE following its decision to terminate the MEd ISP. 

To this end, I was careful to document all constitutive processes to the way I read data. My 

processes included journal entries that reflect on my subjectivity and disposition as a novice and 

subaltern researcher in a challenging pandemic environment. As a bricoleur researcher engaging 

in interactive processes (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005), I reflected on my own perceptions and 

reactions during the reconceptualization of my research occurring after the decision to 

discontinue the MEd ISP. Kincheloe (2008) explains production of knowledge: 

As one labors to expose the various social, cultural, and political structures that covertly 

shape our own and other scholars’ research narratives, the bricolage highlights the 

relationship between a researcher’s ways of seeing and the social location of his or her 

personal history. Appreciating research as a power-driven act, the critical researcher-as-

bricoleur abandons the quest for some naïve concept of realism, focusing instead on the 

clarification of other researchers and how they shape the production and interpretation of 

knowledge. (p. 131) 

I related my role as a bricoleur as instrumental within the study’s decolonizing phenomenology 

by way of engaging conversational interviews with participant students and by recording my 

assumptions, perceptions, and reactions in a researcher journal. By contributing my own 

experiences and viewpoints and inviting participants to agree, disagree, or offer alternative 
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expressions, our engagements significantly shaped the production of nuanced knowledge. In 

some cases, my initial assumptions were contested while in other cases, a totally new and 

anticipated expression was gained. Most importantly, I gained an understanding of how 

decolonizing options for future internationalization at the FOE might be achieved from agreeing 

and conflicting student voices. 

Dissemination of Findings 

I gained a valuable insight on the dissemination of decolonizing research from a recent 

interview published by The Sociological Review, featuring Tuhiwai’s (2020) contemplations on 

WHEIs: 

So if I were to order an institution around what they were doing I would want to know 

where that idea came from external to the university, who supports it, how that support is 

mobilized, how it is reflected in decisions, what the concrete projects and home lines are, 

what is the vision of change, how do people actually see a decolonizing vision in every 

day practice in terms of who is in front of students, what kind of students, what kind of 

research, what kind of readership and administration structure. (para. 8)  

I relate Tuhiwai’s discussions to a consideration for dissemination of decolonizing studies within 

WHEIs as she specifically points to pertinent challenges in the recognition, mobilization, and 

implementation of such ideas. A possibility I envisioned from Tuhiwai’s considerations is the 

role of students in originating or relating to the objective of decolonizing the internationalization 

of graduate education. This shifts the focus from traditionally mandated institutional platforms 

for dissemination of research activities to non-traditional platforms such as student forums and 

advocacy centres that operate autonomously within WHEIs.  

However, the foregoing limitations with disseminating decolonizing research at WHEIs 

do not sway my intended engagement of senior administrators and faculty leadership at Brock 
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University’s FOE as the primary audience of my study’s findings. I also anticipate that my 

discussions on possibilities for internationalization will contribute significantly to the current 

priorities for internationalization at Brock University (Brock University, n.d.b). Consequently, I 

will endeavour to utilize the available institutional platforms provided by the Faculty of Graduate 

Studies (FGS) and the FOE (e.g., Mapping the New Knowledges and SHIFT conferences) that 

advance graduate students’ learning and networking at Brock University. As well, I will look for 

opportunities to present my work at national academic conferences such as the Canadian Society 

for the Study of Education (CSSE) and the Canadian Bureau for International Education (CBIE).  

I will actively seek platforms that advocate for the removal of systemic barriers to 

educational change. At Brock University, such advocacy platforms include autonomous and 

interdisciplinary forums such as the President’s Advisory Committee on Human Rights, Equity 

and Decolonization (PACHRED), the Human Rights and Equity (HRE) department, and the 

Social Justice Research Institute (SJRI). I aim to build on my active participation as a graduate 

student contributor within PACHRED, HRE, and SJRI to seek future opportunities to share my 

research findings at these advocacy forums. I will also endeavour to disseminate my findings and 

recommendations through student-led organizations, such as Brock University’s Graduate 

Students’ Association (GSA).  
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CHAPTER FOUR: DATA ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 

This chapter presents key findings from data that specifically answered the three research 

questions (RQs) that I set out to explore in this study. I have organized the presentation of key 

data points in this chapter into three major sections, each addressing one RQ as follows: 

1. Section 1: RQ-1 on the strengths and weaknesses of the MEd ISP 

2. Section 2: RQ-2 on the colonizing approaches to internationalization 

3. Section 3: RQ-3 on the decolonizing approaches to internationalization 

These three major sections are further organized into main themes (summarized in Table 1) that 

were generated through an interpretive process of data mining from sources comprising 

interview transcripts, literature on internationalization approaches at Western higher education 

institutions (WHEIs), and my researcher journal and field notes.  

The interpretive process that I employed to analyze and present data in related themes 

was informed by a decoloniality theoretical framework constructed from essential readings on 

postcolonial and decolonization literature. Thus, the decoloniality framework acted as the 

primary lens through which I engaged an inquiry of internationalization approaches in the 

recently terminated Master of Education Internationally educated Student Pathway (MEd ISP) at 

Brock University’s Faculty of Education (FOE). I have summarized the organization of the 

major sections and their corresponding main themes in Table 1. 

Research Question 1:  Strengths and Weaknesses of the MEd ISP 

Participants’ expression of the strengths and/or weaknesses of the MEd ISP were crucial 

in indicating the level of preference for and attractiveness towards the program. I was especially 

in identifying how participants’ expressions of merits (or strengths) and demerits (or 

weaknesses) in the MEd ISP would shed more light on a consideration of the dominant and 

neoliberal approaches to internationalization (de Wit & Altbach, 2021; Stein et al., 2019; Stein & 

McCartney, 2021) in the program. 
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Table 1  

Organization of Guiding Questions and Themes 

Major Sections (Research questions)  Main themes 

1. What strengths and weaknesses did graduate 

students find in the MEd ISP?  

i. Internationalization motivations and 

rationales 

ii. Multicultural diversity 

iii. Tuition costs and economic well-

being 

2. Did graduate students’ experiences and 

perceptions in the MEd ISP reveal a colonizing 

educational approach for internationalization in 

the FOE?  

 

iv. Segregation and exclusivity 

v. Epistemic privilege 

vi. English language proficiency 

 

3. How did graduate students’ experiences and 

perceptions in the MEd ISP inform a 

decolonizing consideration for 

internationalization in the MEd ISP and a 

realization of Brock University’s strategic plan 

for internationalization? 

vii. Program integration 

viii. Instructional support and program 

delivery 

ix. Administrative and social supports 

x. Intercultural relationality 
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I have organized the findings from data that most aligned with my inquiry of the 

strengths and weaknesses in the MEd ISP into three themes: internationalization motivations and 

rationales, multicultural diversity; and tuition costs and economic well-being. Below is a brief 

overview of how key findings under the four themes contributed to my study’s realization of the 

strengths and weaknesses of the MEd ISP. 

Despite several points of agreement and disagreement among participants’ expressions of 

the strengths and weaknesses of the MEd ISP, the four themes presented in this section aided a 

realization of factors such as opportunities for international students (ISs) to gain work and 

permanent residency in Canada, the expedited duration of study, and the multicultural diversity 

of ISs in the MEd ISP as attractive attributes in the program. The themes in this section also 

reveal data that most reflected participants’ expressions of shortcomings in the MEd ISP, such as 

the separation between ISs in the MEd ISP and domestic students (DSs) in the Master of 

Education (MEd) program and the high cost of ISs’ tuition and accompanying challenges to their 

well-being.   

Internationalization Motivations and Rationales 

An analysis of data collected from interview transcripts revealed that most IS participants 

felt their aspirations for international education at WHEIs were fulfilled when they joined the 

MEd ISP. Participants who held this opinion also felt that having reviewed the factors provided 

by Brock University as reasons why ISs should choose the institution (Brock University, n.d.c), 

their individual motivations for safety, career growth, and settlement had been considered in the 

institutional rationales for internationalization. Such an alignment of institutional and individual 

motivations also aligned with the social and economic “pull” factors that made overseas travel 
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and study desirable. Eda1, for instance, perceived the alignment of individual motivations in 

choosing the MEd ISP with the prevailing social and economic rationales for internationalization 

in Canada (Government of Canada, 2019):  

So, the big reason I chose Canada is because there’s an atmosphere of freedom of 

politics. … Canada is also known as an immigration country with strong cultural 

diversity, very inclusive to all kinds of cultures. … Apart from that, I want to have that 

opportunity for not only studying, but also to work for 1 or 2 or 3 years. In Canada, they 

have the policies which you can have work permit after you graduate, so that’s also one 

part of the attraction here.  

Eda’s motivation to work in Canada extended to a desire for permanent residency (PR). A 

similar motivation for work and PR in Canada was shared by most of the IS participants in this 

study. Rose declared that she chose Canada because it has the most generous program for PR. 

Priya too expressed her desire to work and live in Canada because she has relatives already 

residing in Ontario. The combined expression of participants who viewed the MEd ISP as 

enabling their desires for work and livelihood in Canada presented insights into the merits of 

internationalization at the FOE.  

An additional expression of the MEd ISP’s merits was the alignment of the program 

duration to ISs’ motivations for precise periods of study abroad. Priya expressed her desired 

duration of study as: “Why I chose Brock was primarily because of two reasons. One, that the 

duration of the program was neither too long nor too short. It was just precisely what I required 

or what I was looking for.” Rose resonated with Priya in her expression that “Brock is among, I 

think is the only institution that requires only one year master program, so [I] also [like] the fast-

 
1 Pseudonyms are used for all participants to maintain confidentiality. 
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track option.” An understanding of why a 1-year MEd ISP motivated ISs may be achieved by 

relating to previously discussed preferences for work and settlement in Canada. Such a balance 

of ISs’ investments towards internationalization (i.e., specific investments towards travel, 

settlement, and tuition requirements) and the expedited ability to work and achieve PR in Canada 

indicated an increased motivation for ISs’ enrollment in the MEd ISP.  

A contrary opinion expressed by Alice (a Canadian DS who had applied and received 

approval to complete several courses in the MEd ISP) indicated that DSs’ motivations for 

participation in the MEd ISP were, in most cases, not supported by institutional rationales for 

internationalization at the FOE. Alice perceived that “there weren’t many [internationalization] 

courses in the domestic [MEd program] that I wanted to take; the course I really was interested 

in was only offered in the ISP. … I wanted to have that experience as well and see what the 

difference was.” I later learnt from discussions with a senior administrator at the FOE that the 

courses offered to ISs in the MEd ISP are also offered to DSs in the MEd program and that the 

only significant difference would have related to the timing when a particular course was offered 

as the MEd ISP courses were offered during the day and most MEd courses were offered in the 

evening.  

I recognized from Alice’s desire to “experience” the MEd ISP the possibility that some 

DSs may perceive a shortcoming in the internationalization approaches at the FOE due to the 

separation of ISs and DSs, and that some DSs might favour a more integrated approach for 

internationalization at the FOE. The expression of DSs’ motivations for internationalization 

indicated a necessity for the FOE to consider both ISs’ and DSs’ aspirations in the decision-

making for future internationalization of the MEd program. This finding aligned with Tamtik et 

al.’s (2020) proposition that Canadian HEIs need to increasingly consider the aspirations of both 

ISs and DSs in their internationalization agendas. 
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Multicultural Diversity 

I found that a majority of the study’s participants (i.e., four out of the total six) 

appreciated the multicultural diversity that was present in the MEd ISP. Indeed, the MEd ISP’s 

ability to integrate multiple nationalities and cultures amongst students in the program was 

perceived as a key strength. I recognized that some ISs in the MEd ISP perceived multicultural 

diversity as fully represented in the program despite the absence of DSs in the MEd ISP and, 

more so, that some participants (like Ashley) specifically attributed the separation from DSs as 

contributing to their deep appreciation of classmates within the MEd ISP. Rather than implying a 

loss of multicultural interaction, Ashley’s perception of ISs’ separation from DSs in the MEd ISP 

implied enhanced bonds of friendship and camaraderie within and among IS groups.  

Still, there were participants of a contrary opinion who viewed multicultural diversity in 

the MEd ISP as incomplete and less impactful to their learning experiences, precisely because of 

the separation from DSs. Rose, for instance, shared her desire to study with DSs: 

I’m not saying that interaction with other international students is not valuable. Yeah, 

every experience is valuable. But, because I am working in Canada after graduation, it 

could be valuable if I have some, like cultural experience, with the domestic student.  

Eda was of a similar conviction: “Meanwhile, I do want to experience more, not only study but 

all kinds of life and all kinds of opinions. And see how people here in Canada live and how 

students here in Canada experience their student life.”  

While Eda’s and Rose’s expressions of desired interaction with Canadian students may 

be viewed as ISs getting ready for the Canadian workforce, of significant importance for this 

decolonizing study was the implied feeling of exclusion and incomplete experiences of diversity 

in the MEd ISP. Eda’s contribution also enabled a nuanced inference of performativity (Tarc, 
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2013) in the MEd ISP. The idea of intercultural performativity as a practice of 

internationalization and the resulting barriers to authentic inclusivity and integration is discussed 

at greater lengths in this chapter’s section on Research Question 3, where I present related 

findings. Under the current considerations, perceptions of performative cultural diversity in the 

MEd ISP informed a finding that some ISs view the absence of Canadian students as a limitation 

to gainful engagement at the FOE. An understanding of ISs’ perceptions of gainful engagement 

maybe achieved from Fang et al.’s (2016) articulation of ISs’ desire for increased interaction 

with host people and cultures.  

As it turned out, all IS participants in the study expressed dissatisfaction with the absence 

of DSs in the MEd ISP. Rex stated that he might have chosen another program or university had 

he known he could not have classes with DSs; Ashley was disappointed that there were little to 

no chances of interpersonal interactions with DSs; and Priya felt that despite knowing about the 

separation of the MEd ISP and the MEd program prior to joining Brock, she still wished there 

were more opportunities for IS and DS interactions. Considering Eda’s and Rose’s expression in 

the preceding paragraph, I found it greatly impactful that all IS participants agreed that the 

absence of DSs in the MEd ISP was a demotivating factor. It signified that ISs seek increased 

multicultural interactions with host people and cultures (Fang et al., 2016; Guo & Chase, 2011; 

Guo & Guo, 2017) and contributed a collective expression of disappointment the program. 

However, rather than expand a detailed discussion of related data under the current theme of 

multicultural diversity, I found that key findings on the separation of graduate ISs and DSs at 

Brock University’s FOE were more aligned to answering my second research question on 

colonizing approaches for internationalization, under the theme of “Segregation and Exclusivity” 

in this chapter.  
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Tuition Costs and Economic Well-Being 

Responses received from most participants underscored the dominant neoliberal agenda 

for financial gain that characterizes internationalization practices at WHEIs. Literature on the 

profit-maximization agenda for internationalization reveals that universities need more funding 

to address staff and resources shortages (El Masri et al., 2016). In Canada, it has been argued that 

the decline in funding to universities has led to increased recruitment of ISs with rising and 

unregulated costs of tuition (Usher, 2018). WHEIs position international education as a valuable 

consumer good that is designed to meet the needs of the elite, higher tuition-paying students 

from the global South (Rhoades, 2016). Indeed, it has been argued that through 

internationalization practices that involve attracting ISs to WHEIs, Western countries such as 

Canada often reproduce geo-political hegemonies with countries in the global South (Stein, 

2019). 

Rex discussed the topic of financial hardships resulting from the exorbitant cost of 

international education: 

The one thing I’m always concerned is about the fees. Because it’s too much for me. I 

always have to manage all my finances and I look for anything so that I have some kind 

of a job so that I can manage. Do you understand what I mean?  

I perceived two underlying factors from Rex’s expression of financial challenges. The first was 

that contrary to what WHEIs envisage as elite and higher tuition paying ISs (Rhoades, 2016), not 

all ISs come from privileged socio-economic classes. Rex was clear that he was constantly 

concerned about meeting the cost of ISs’ tuition and that it was in fact, very stressful. I reflected, 

in my journal entries that likewise for me, I was not motivated to travel to Canada merely 

because I enjoyed the luxury of choosing international destinations for my graduate studies; 
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rather, it was because of the challenges of finding a decent job (despite attaining a master’s 

degree in Kenya) and achieving financial and social security in Kenya.  

In addition to Rex’s expression of a burdensome cost of tuition, I also observed from my 

interactions with other ISs across graduate programs at Brock University that a majority were 

actively pursuing work and other economic avenues to meet the rising cost of tuition. As 

mentioned in a preceding section, the majority of the ISs participating in my study had traveled 

to Canada not only to study in the MEd ISP but also to participate in various work and residency 

pathways offered by the Canadian government. From these findings, one might imagine that ISs 

in Canada look for work opportunities not because of high tuition fees but rather because they 

came to work and find a suitable settlement. However, I would argue that such binaries 

aggravate more than they shed light on ISs’ challenges at Canadian HEIs. It has been shown that 

ISs’ motivations for study, work, and settlement operate in tandem when choosing destinations, 

institutions, and programs of study. Indeed, one study reported that 74% of ISs coming to 

Canada seek more opportunities to experience Canadian work and life (CBIE, 2018).  

The second inference I gained from Rex’s expression of financial challenges was the 

expectation that, as an IS myself, I would immediately understand the predicament that was 

shared. Rex’s question “Do you understand?” was asked with the expectation that I would relate, 

and, unlike other areas of our interview conversations, no further explanation was offered. 

Instead of probing further into Rex’s experience of financial hardship, I felt a deep emotional 

connection with the question he asked me, which prompted me to share my own experiences of 

related challenges and how I had coped. I included this exchange with Rex in my journal and 

repeatedly reflected on my resonating reaction. I considered Darder’s (2019) argument that 

subaltern researchers embody an emotional and spiritual subjectivity and agency to deepen my 

awareness in sensitive moments, such as the sharing of financial hardships, that participants may 
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engage me as an “insider” who would easily relate to and draw meaning from emotional 

conversation. 

Having engaged emotional, open, and honest conversations on the financial implications 

of ISs’ tuition costs, I found that the neoliberal approach for pricing of international education 

that is widely adopted by WHEIs was indeed a colonizing practice for internationalization as it 

added to the marginalization of ISs as a community in higher education. It could be argued that 

the increasing cost of international education in countries such as Canada, where HEIs face 

decreasing government funding, is justified. Another justification of higher tuition costs for ISs 

could be predicated on the basis that DSs have over the years contributed to the taxes that sustain 

WHEIs, while ISs have made no such previous contributions, which rationalizes a differentiation 

between ISs’ and DSs’ fees through subsidization of DSs’ tuition costs. While the justification 

may be arguable, one also needs to reflect on the unethical and adverse impacts suffered by an 

increasing number of ISs. Additionally, I found that ISs’ voices speaking out against exorbitant 

auxiliary costs that contributed to raising tuition fees were predominantly marginalized, 

especially during the COVID-19 pandemic. Priya shared an experience in this regard: 

So, for instance, towards the end of the program when Covid had already began and we 

had these restrictions, everybody was like why are we still paying so much? I think we 

were in the middle of the winter term in March. So, everybody was curious why are we 

being charged for the semester? Why are ancillary fees still being charged and that we 

should be refunded? In some of the colleges and universities they did refund students  

The unjustifiable ancillary fees that continued being charged to students pertained to services 

such as bus passes and access to recreational facilities (e.g., gym and swimming pool) that were 

disrupted during the COVID-19 pandemic.  
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WHEIs across the world consider themselves as largely international, but as de Wit and 

Altbach (2021) point out, universities are guided by national regulations that have shifted more 

towards the commercialization of international education. Likewise, de Wit and 

Altbach (2021) challenge the misconception that internationalization can be a goal rather than a 

means to a goal. The monetization of internationalization thus must be seen and analyzed from 

the broader contexts of changing trends within the academy, the state, and global factors. 

Moreover, Rhoades (2016) observed that while there may be several motivations for universities 

to internationalize, the individual benefits that institutions accrue are the most prominent. Knight 

and de Wit (2018) posit that the commodification of tertiary education does not comprehensively 

address the financial concerns within internationalization and that, indeed, commodification is a 

major cause of these concerns as the burden for ISs keeps rising.  

Research Question 2: Colonizing Approaches to Internationalization 

Even though the MEd ISP was discontinued as this study progressed, the question of 

whether participants’ experiences and perceptions in the program revealed a colonizing approach 

to internationalization at the FOE remained significantly important in the exploration of 

dominant approaches that may continue to inform future internationalization in the MEd 

program. Participants’ experiences in the MEd ISP provided a critical opportunity to reflect on 

how educational approaches in internationalized programs at WHEIs reflect the superiority and 

universality of Western knowledge (Stein, 2021; Stein & Andreotti, 2016) and reproduce barriers 

to engagement and achievement as a result of strategies that “[rely] on science to demonstrate the 

deficits of other [non-white] races and ethnicities” (Suspitsyna, 2021, p. 59). Consequently, and 

to best answer the study’s inquiry in colonizing approaches to internationalization at the FOE, I 

have organized key findings into themes that offered relevant inferences to segregationist 

practice, dominant epistemology, and deficit-oriented engagement in the MEd ISP.  
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The key data points presented in this section have been organized into three themes: 

segregation and exclusivity, epistemic privilege, and English language proficiency. The theme of 

segregation and exclusivity highlighted participants’ desirability of increased integration 

between graduate ISs and DSs at the FOE. It offered an understanding of colonizing practice 

embedded in a segregationist approach to internationalization. Key findings under the theme of 

epistemic privilege exposed the attractiveness and preferability of Western knowledge (Stein et 

al., 2016) as well as desirability for differentiated and culturally responsive pedagogies (Tarc, 

2013) to offer a consideration of the dominant assumptions of the superiority of Western 

knowledge as indicative of colonizing approaches to internationalization at the FOE. Key 

findings under the theme of English language proficiency supported literature on the future of 

internationalization as being significantly stimulated by the English language (Altbach & Knight, 

2007) and revealed colonizing articulations of the privilege and universality of the English 

language (Stein, 2007; Stein et al., 2016).       

Segregation and Exclusivity 

I gained significant insights into the study’s exploration of colonizing attributes in 

internationalization from participants’ expressions and perceptions of the structural approach for 

internationalization in the MEd ISP. The study recognized that the dominant approach for 

internationalization in the MEd ISP was based on the structural exclusivity of master’s level 

education offered primarily to ISs (Brock University, n.d.a). On rare occasions such as the one 

experienced by the DS in this study, exceptions to the MEd ISP’s exclusive offering to ISs could 

be gained through discretionary registration of interested DSs into select courses in the MEd ISP. 

Some participants, such as Rex, shared that they had little to no knowledge of the social 

separation of ISs in the MEd ISP from DSs in the MEd. Other participants, like Ashley, 
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articulated a missed opportunity for gaining desired experiential learning and interactions with 

DSs due to the segregated structure of the MEd ISP: 

I feel a bit of disappointed. I really want to have the chance to interact with domestic 

students. … First, I came to Canada, but I have no chance to talk to Canadian students. 

This is, uh, a bit weird, right? … Something that even though the professors are trying 

hard to let me know what Canadian and public education system looks like. But if we 

cannot get access to the students growing up in such education system or as far as I know, 

some of the DS they are teachers, in for their Masters. So, they have some real-life 

experiences. If we can have interaction with Canadian students, we can have first-hand 

experiences of what the Canadian system looks like and, they are students and they are 

teachers so we can have different perspectives. … You know what we know on this issue 

is from our professors. But we really need the real-life experience.  

Still, it cannot be entirely reported that the segregated and exclusive nature of the MEd 

ISP was ambiguous to all participants. Some participants, like Priya, expressed explicit 

knowledge of the separation between ISs in the MEd ISP and DSs in the MEd program. Priya 

confirmed that she had come across information regarding the student constitution and separation 

of the MEd ISP and MEd programs while conducting some background research, albeit with 

some confusion as to why such an approach was necessary. Additionally, Priya clarified that she 

was able to ascertain the differing ISs composition in the two master’s programs at FOE by 

visiting the MEd program website and comparing it with information on the MEd ISP website. 

Priya’s approach may explain why some ISs in the MEd ISP were aware of the structural 

differences and some were not. Still, Priya also expressed some confusion as to the reasons 

behind the structural segregation between the MEd ISP and the MEd, adding that “I wish there 
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were more opportunities for us to have a few common classes or activities together or seminars 

together to get to know more about them [DSs] and they get to know more about us [ISs].”  

Despite some interview participants having some level of awareness of the separated and 

exclusive structure of the MEd ISP, information on options to participate in the MEd as an IS 

and similarly so for a DS wishing to participate in the MEd ISP was not readily made available. 

Ashley (IS) and Alice (DS) made the following observations:  

I think first when I was in my home country, I have the information gap. I thought I 

cannot apply for domestic. I thought I can only apply for international MEd program. 

That’s the reason. Maybe it is the information gap. … But if I have much more 

information, maybe I will consider again to try to apply for domestic course. (Ashley) 

I initially emailed MEd administration to ask [if I could take an ISP course] and 

the response was No! And I just so happened to go to this MEd event, and I was talking 

to one of the academic leaders in the department. I had no idea who the person was at the 

time as there was no name tag and we just happened to be standing next to each other and 

I just mentioned that I was really disappointed that I had been denied the opportunity to 

take an ISP course; she was like, “Contact the ISP administrator.” (Alice) 

I found the challenges shared by both Ashley and Alice in accessing helpful information on 

options for enrollment in either the MEd ISP or the MEd program were, as Ashley put it, 

information gaps that could be attributed to colonizing segregationist approaches for 

internationalization at the FOE. 

Epistemic Privilege 

Epistemic privilege positions certain knowledge or epistemologies as superior (Stein, 

2017). Epistemic privilege denotes assumptions that an objective or universal understanding is 
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desirable and can be achieved through international education (Tarc, 2013). Andreotti (2011) 

offers a consideration of engagement with different epistemologies that is ethical, responsible, 

and devoid of homogenization and essentialization of non-dominant student groups by Western 

WHEIs. Such an engagement requires a disruption of one’s own assumptions to engage with 

another’s way of knowing and being in the world (Tuhiwai, 2012). Darder (2019) similarly picks 

on the notion of “epistemic violence” as a movement of subalternation and normalization 

imposed by colonialization (Andreotti, 2011) to argue the marginalization of subaltern bodies 

and knowledges in Western research methodologies. As a result, research that involves 

mediation and engagement of different perspectives, places, and peoples has been proposed 

(Parmenter, 2011). 

An understanding of epistemic privilege is presented through interpretations of 

participants’ expression of inclusion and exclusion of different knowledge. Some IS participants 

perceived that the segregation and exclusivity of the MEd ISP was a necessity informed by the 

superior level of academic attainment of DSs in the MEd program. Eda shared an example: 

One of my good friends is a domestic student in the MEd program; he said he has similar 

impression. And so, it’s very different levels of academic performance and I think they 

[domestic students] feel a little bit not happy about [the fact that] ISs have lower level of 

academic performance and a lower level of writing a paper and that ISs don’t finish our 

paper and write bad essays. But eventually [ISs] get exactly the same certificate as [DSs] 

do.  

The issue Eda raised about a perception that ISs have lower levels of writing could not be 

ascertained within the scope of this study. Despite Eda’s sharing being a representation of a DS’s 

perception, it was a significant attribution for this study as Eda herself seemed to believe the 
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justification of academic difference between graduate ISs and DSs in the FOE. It can be argued 

that an IS coming from a non-English speaking environment and joining an WHEI for graduate 

studies faces significant challenges in acclimatizing to the newly found academic expectations, 

especially within a short and intense program like the MEd ISP. However, an issue of substantial 

consideration for this study was whether the unavoidable challenges in English language 

proficiency should inform a differentiated engagement of ISs at the FOE. I shall revisit the 

decolonial perspective in relation to dominant language at WHEIs in Chapter 5 and discuss 

considerations that may avail decolonizing options for future internationalization at Brock’s 

FOE.   

One might also argue that the proposition shared by Eda cannot be attributed to decision-

makers in the FOE and that, in fact, considering that students in the MEd ISP come from non-

English speaking backgrounds, measures such as the availability of Advanced Educational 

Tutors (AETs), extra workshops, and writing supports have been put in place to assist ISs in 

attaining academic writing levels that are acceptable in graduate education. While it is true that 

supports were put in place to help raise academic levels for ISs in the MEd ISP, similar supports 

were perceived as necessary but lacking for DSs in the MEd program, as Alice suggested: 

So, I found there was more planning and thought involved in the ISP. And more 

resources like the AETs … and I found that super helpful and I took full advantage of it 

in the ISP just because it’s great to have someone you can bounce ideas off and I really 

appreciated that there’s more help in the ISP and I found that, as domestic students, we 

could have benefited from that as well.  

A key consideration from Alice’s expressions pointed to assumptions informing the provision of 

academic supports for ISs in the MEd ISP and not DSs in the MEd program despite the apparent 
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need. It could be argued that the cost of tuition for ISs is much higher than what is charged to 

DSs at most WHEIs, hence the lack of similar supports for both student groups. Yet, a 

consideration of the inherent need of supportive services for DSs is equally important. While 

various academic supports for DSs do exist through channels at Brock University—such as the 

EDUC 5N99 course, the FOE Writing Studio, the A-Z services, and various workshops 

organized by the Faculty of Graduate Studies (FGS)—my experiences in the MEd program 

matched with Alice’s expression in pointing to a need for provision of more structured supports 

within the program itself rather than elsewhere on campus. Personally, I was able to overcome 

the challenges I faced as I started organizing and writing this thesis by joining support sessions 

that were offered to research students in the MEd ISP. As such, the study’s findings suggest that 

the separation of academic supports provided to master’s level ISs and DSs at Brock University’s 

FOE may be informed by a dominant assumption of epistemic privilege.  

Further, Rose shared a nuanced perception of epistemic privilege in her expression of 

participation in the learning process:  

So, if the student come from Asian country like us, so usually what we expect is the 

teacher would give at least some kind of knowledge in the class. So in some courses, we 

just go to the class and it’s all about our activity. Okay, so what is the role of the 

instructor? It’s very interesting. But, when we said that to the student engagement 

representative [during an information-sharing session organized by the Graduate 

Students’ Association], she asked me what I expected, she said that the system in Canada 

requires a lot of active learning for the students and a higher participation from the 

students. But what I say is that it should be a negotiation between what the teacher does 

and what the student gives in your value creation process. So, somehow, if we feel that 
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we contribute 90% and the facilitator or the instructor 10%. So, I just feel it’s not fair. It 

should be 50/50 or 60/40. So, a limitation.  

An understanding of participants’ perspectives for epistemology in internationalized programs 

may be realized in Rose’s articulation of the “value” contributed by ISs and the “value” they 

achieved from instructional processes. A particular inference to financial value may be deduced 

from Rose’s expression. A similar expression was also contributed by Eda who felt that ISs may 

feel disappointed if they fail to achieve academic excellence in class after spending a great deal 

of money on tuition fees. The similarity between Rose’s and Eda’s expressions was highlighted 

by the fact that both participants draw connections between academic success and financial 

implications.    

This study also found that a nuanced understanding of graduate students’ particular ways 

of knowing has been predominantly excluded in Western epistemologies. Rex extended a 

thought-provoking suggestion for preferred learning: 

So, I think that some kind of tests must be included in our program. Because we have 

been doing this for the last 20 years or for me like 22 years, and then I suddenly change 

everything to just do the assignments, it’s not easy to come with all the changes suddenly. 

So that’s what I like about this professor’s class. Maybe he understands our previous 

education system. Well, that’s why he makes it some kind of mix methods, for example, 

all the written assignments like final papers and plus the quiz also.  

Rex’s expression suggested that a way of knowing that is widely discouraged in graduate 

education (such as completing graded tests and quizzes) should be considered for inclusion in 

internationalized programs. A consideration for engaging ISs in tests and quizzes may help 

increase ISs’ attainment of course expectations and successful achievement of program 
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requirements as they are able to draw from (to a certain extent) familiar pedagogies from 

different educational backgrounds.   

Priya agreed with Rex in her expression that the referenced instructor had a different way 

of doing things that was “much more holistic in nature.” Priya’s articulation of a holistic 

instructional approach pointed to the use of multiple methods to aid ISs’ learning at WHEIs. I 

considered the fact that the referenced instructor shares a similar national background as both 

Rex and Priya and contemplated the possibility that their perceptions may diminish a rigourous 

argument for a differentiated instructional approach in the context of internationalization at 

WHEIs. I recognized that a shared national origin between students and instructors in the MEd 

ISP—and thus the possibility of a shared epistemic orientation—may avail certain privileges 

over other orientations. However, I am persuaded that rather than neutralizing instructors’ 

backgrounds within international programs, the visibility and relationality of the different 

epistemic orientations would enhance decolonizing options for internationalization.  

I also found that not all participants felt silenced by the epistemic orientation in the FOE. 

Priya for instance felt motivated in a learning environment where every student was seen and 

heard: 

Everybody’s style of teaching was different. Every professor had a different style or 

curriculum or activities to undertake in the classroom. But, in my entire experience, I 

can’t think of any incident or instance where I could say that anybody’s thinking was left 

out or that any voice was not being heard. We could have a positive way of criticizing 

one another. That’s just a way of learning.  

Ashley agreed with Priya:  

I think I’m influenced by Western learning because from my home country we do not ask 

so many questions. We just take down what teachers tell us and memorize; that’s our way 
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of learning. But it’s more effective in Canada. In my one course in last summer the 

instructor taught us how to think, how to challenge authority by asking good questions. 

We should think critically; I think that’s a very important lesson I learned.  

As such, I recognized a different articulation that suggests a preference by some ISs for Western 

epistemology. The perception of the suitability and inclusivity of Western epistemology in the 

MEd ISP by some participants directed a finding for this study that ISs may internalize the 

dominant approach to knowledge and ways of knowing as superior to those in their countries of 

origin and thus, more desirable. The desirability of Western epistemologies as a factor 

influencing ISs’ choice for WHEIs has largely been attributed to the use of Western cultural and 

ideological influences that are considered global and desirable as the “soft power” (Rabêlo Neto 

et al., 2020, p. 108). 

English Language Proficiency 

The study considered the application of English language privilege and “universality” 

(Andreotti, 2011) to the educational practice of internationalization. Participant interviews 

played an integral role in revealing intricate experiences and perceptions mirrored by the study’s 

review of scholarly literature on the impact of English language on the future of 

internationalization. One prevailing prediction that increased global interest in internationalization 

will be stimulated by English language proficiencies (Altbach & Knight, 2007) was agreeably 

echoed by several participants’ recollections of related experiences in the MEd ISP. For instance, 

Ashley attributed the ability to engage in classroom discussion to a good command of English: “I 

think this is important because if your English is poor, you cannot catch up with domestic 

students. You cannot engage in classroom discussions, and you feel frustrated, demotivated, and 

maybe you have a lower GPA.” As such, the study confirmed that the engagement of graduate 

ISs at Brock University’s FOE was indeed stimulated by English language proficiencies. 
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Eda attributed a previously attained English language qualification from a university in 

her country of origin to her interest and enrollment into the MEd ISP: 

My major was English in my university, which very much limited the master’s programs 

I can choose. I can choose either Education or English. However, personally I do like 

education and think I can get along very well. I like children and I’m very happy to help 

children to learn things. That’s also my passion.  

Although Eda perceived a major in English as limiting her choices for pursuing graduate 

programs at WHEIs, a nuanced inference was that an academic qualification in English language 

increased her chances to get into an internationalized master’s level program at the FOE. By 

extension, I found it highly likely that ISs with similar qualifications as Eda would increasingly 

find themselves at an advantage in gaining acceptance and participation in a future integrated 

MEd program that conventionally requires a higher level of English proficiency than the MEd 

ISP did. Priya echoed this inference: 

Because you need one common language, I wouldn’t think of delivering this program in 

multiple languages. That would make it really messy and create additional challenges, so 

I think for any program to be of standardized nature you need to have a common 

language and English is being considered as a universal language so we have to ensure 

that will come up to that level. 

The predictability of English’s growing significance in determining ISs’ acceptability into a 

future internationalized MEd underscores its privilege and cultural universality at Brock 

University’s FOE. However, it has been argued that English is not a universal language despite 

its widespread privilege and acceptance (Stein, 2017; Stein et al., 2016). Rather, English owes its 

universality to centuries of colonization (Ashcroft et al., 2013; Gandhi, 2019; Young, 2020). The 

decolonial imperative for WHEIs would be to institute contextual relevance (de Sousa Santos, 
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2007) and intercultural responsiveness (Tarc, 2013) in internationalization that would enable 

increased engagement of ISs coming from non-English speaking backgrounds. Rex explained a 

growing awareness of feeling different at the FOE based on English speaking ability: 

Before [the second semester in MEd ISP] I was just OK with that because of my main 

focus on [academic] expectations and nothing else. After that I started to think that 

probably I’m different because English is not my first language. That’s why probably 

they are keeping us separately from other [domestic] students.  

Alice offered an understanding she acquired about the segregationist approach for participation 

in the MEd ISP: “And then the second response I got, I guess it’s more of an argument for not 

having integration is that the English second language requirements is much lower than it is in 

the domestic.”  

The failure to model cultural responsiveness with persons coming from non-English 

speaking backgrounds at Brock University’s FOE presented significant challenges in bridging 

disparities between DSs and ISs groups. As well, an expression of academic gaps between 

master’s DSs and ISs at the FOE was gained. Eda’s attribution of the academic gap as 

entrenched perceptions of English language proficiencies offered a nuanced inference of how 

DSs view ISs, and the perception that ISs’ lower level of English language proficiency correlates 

to a lower academic achievement. Although this kind of attribution is problematic and unethical 

(Tavares, 2020), one cannot discount the possibility that highly capable ISs, whose English is an 

additional language, may encounter challenges expressing themselves in class or their course 

work and/or research assignments.   

Research Question 3: Decolonizing Approaches to Internationalization 

It was important for this study to analyze data points that would offer a consideration of 

decolonizing approaches to internationalization at Brock University. I also aimed to examine 
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data that may contribute to a decolonizing approach to the realization of Brock University’s 

strategic priorities for internationalization (Brock University, n.d.b). To best present key data that 

guided my exploration of decolonizing approaches to internationalization at the FOE and to 

relevant decision-making at Brock University, I have organized this section into four themes: 

program integration, instructional support and program delivery, administrative and social 

supports, and intercultural relationality. Following are brief descriptors of how key findings 

under each theme contributed responses to my study’s consideration of decolonizing approaches 

to internationalization. 

The theme of program integration aided a realization that despite a widely shared 

desirability among research participants for increased integration of master’s level ISs and DSs 

at the FOE, there existed varied perceptions on how such an integration would look and feel like. 

The key findings under the theme of program integration supported consideration of pluralizing 

transitional strategies that affirm different knowledges, ways of being, and collective 

responsibilities (Stein et al., 2019) as contributing to decolonizing approaches for integration and 

internationalization at the FOE. The desired shift from the deficit-informed engagement of ISs to 

asset-based thinking is highlighted in key findings under the theme of instructional support and 

program delivery, as is a needs-based shift that would provide academic supports to DSs as well. 

Such shifts in strategies informing instructional supports for both ISs and DSs aligned with 

decolonizing articulations that embrace care and responsibility in the engagement of all graduate 

students in internationalized programs at WHEIs (Tamtik et al., 2020).  

Key findings under the theme of administrative and social supports highlighted 

participants’ appreciation of pertinent supports offered within the MEd ISP and, similar to key 

findings under instructional supports, a perceived gap in providing administrative supports to 
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DSs in the MEd program was realized. A decolonizing approach that centres care and thinking 

responsibly of both ISs and DSs in internationalization strategies was reinforced. The theme of 

intercultural relationality organizes key findings that addressed Brock’s strategic plans for 

offering a welcoming and supportive environment to ISs from all parts of the world (Brock 

University, n.d.b). Data points in this section aided a meaning-making process of participants’ 

expression of intercultural belonging and contributed to a decolonizing consideration of 

subjectivities and change agents in internationalization strategies at the FOE and related 

decision-making at Brock University.    

Program Integration 

While the dominant expression of participants in my study was a desire to see more 

integration of international and domestic students in the graduate program at Brock University’s 

FOE, there were weighty reservations as to how such an integration would take shape. Eda, for 

instance, felt sad that the MEd ISP was ending: 

Even though our potential goal is to graduate and get a work permit, but during the study 

journey, we [ISs in the MEd ISP] still want to have more opportunity to integrate with 

domestic students to learn more about domestic education. … So according to my 

understanding my friends and classmates really hope that we can have more classes that 

combine ISs and DSs together. However, I think that might be a little challenging coz this 

is under different evaluation system. 

Indeed, it can be argued that the MEd ISP gave ISs, who would have had trouble being accepted 

into the MEd program based on their English language scores/proficiency, the chance to 

complete a Canadian master’s degree. The structural separation of the MEd program and MEd 

ISP although failing to provide integrated classroom spaces for ISs and DSs at Brock 

University’s FOE was perceived as supporting the academic attainment of ISs, according to 
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participants like Eda. According to Ashley, there was a general sense of coping in the MEd ISP 

due to what she perceived were lowered academic expectations: 

I think the strength is we are not that stressed as professors know that we are from ISP 

program. So, they do their best to lower their expectations for us. We are not that 

stressed, and we have the chance to express our thoughts, and our views that is from our 

own understanding. I mean a friendly learning environment, not that serious.  

A differing opinion may suggest that contrary to Ashley’s conviction that instructors in the MEd 

ISP have lower expectations of ISs, instructors give more time and support to facilitate high IS 

achievements. Ashley’s statement may actually be in alignment with an articulation of more time 

and support provided for ISs as she also pointed to a “friendly learning environment.” Heringer 

(2020) posits that instructors in ISPs tend to be less strict and more accommodating of ISs.  

Interestingly, Ashley also strongly expressed a desire for program integration with MEd 

despite the perceived hardships: 

I really prefer integration. I think if I can take the course with the MEd students, I would 

learn much more. I could be more stressed, but I don’t mind, I really wanna learn 

something deeper. I know if Brock allows us to integrate two different programs, the 

admission standards must be higher, but I don’t mind. I can have high GPA and I can 

improve my English language competency. Just let me have a chance to have courses 

with the MEd students. 

As Fang et al. (2016) posit, ISs choosing to travel to Western, English-speaking countries for 

higher education are motivated by the promise of engaging with difference. A crucial part of this 

engagement is to integrate with the culture and ways of the host country. This was a very 

important objective for the majority of the study’s ISs participants who expressed views like 
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those of Ashley. Priya shared some unsettling experiences with the segregationist approach as 

well: 

[The separated structure of the MEd ISP] didn’t really make sense to me. Like why are 

we doing it? And I still remember when I was going through the eligibility criteria, it 

mentioned that there are 5% of ISs included in domestic and this is a completely 

international program. So, it didn’t really make much sense to me. I was a little confused 

as well at that time.  

Although I was not able to establish the actual number of ISs who like myself are enrolled in the 

domestic program, I was aware of a relatively low percentage of ISs in the MEd, having only met 

two other ISs over the period of my studies in the program. Such a low representation may be 

attributed to the fact that ISs coming from English-speaking backgrounds and having successfully 

completed undergraduate programs at English-speaking HEIs are occasionally enrolled, through 

discretionary administrative approvals, into the MEd program. My study did not include 

administrative participants who might have shed more light on the criteria that informed 

discretionary administrative approvals of ISs into the MEd program. A future study involving 

administrative participants from Brock University’s FOE may build on this study’s findings to 

better understand the criteria used for successful IS enrollment into the MEd program.  

It became apparent that while IS participants desired more integration with DSs in the 

FOE, they were also very anxious about losing the enabling structure and pedagogy they 

perceived in the MEd ISP, such as instructional accommodation and in-program supports from 

AETs. I found that a reconciliation of seemingly contradictory participant expressions on 

graduate program integration would be desirable to foster internationalization at Brock 

University’s FOE. To this end, my study found that possibilities for pluralizing 

internationalization strategies may enable continued acceptance, engagement, and success of ISs 
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coming from non-English speaking backgrounds. The idea of pluralizing internationalization 

strategies at Brock University’s FOE would include possibilities of the different knowledges 

(epistemologies) and ways of being (ontologies) that offer decolonial perspectives of co-

existence in international education at WHEIs. The need to have a comprehensive strategy at 

Brock University’s FOE that goes beyond the dominant WHEI adaptation of an 

internationalization agenda that is fragmented and culturally homogenized (Knight & de Wit, 

2018) was evident in this study. 

Instructional Support and Program Delivery 

It was paramount for this study to address specific pedagogies that may undermine or 

support decolonizing endeavours for future internationalization at Brock University’s FOE. To 

this end, I sought to draw intriguing and meaningful explorations that centred on the actual 

(lived) experiences and engagements of participants in the MEd ISP. In the process, I found that 

graduate students viewed the practice of internationalization in the MEd ISP as having divergent 

attributes in relation to instructional supports and program delivery. 

A desired shift from a deficit model that attributes failures in educational attainment to 

students (Gorski, 2008) and predominantly informs the instructional approach for 

internationalization was observed in the study. Priya used the following analogy to explain a 

perceived deficit approach: 

Somebody once asked me a very simple question, but a very deep one. That who do you 

think is the best finance manager, the best finance student or who is good in financing or, 

should financing be taught to students in schools. I would appreciate if students are 

taught about finance or money management right from school … but according to me, to 

be the best finance manager you don’t require those qualifications. Our mothers at home 

are the best finance manager. They have been taking care of the finances in the best 
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possible manner and limited resources. … That makes it realistic. Because for me 

academically, I think I’ve already done a lot and I still want to do a lot more future, but 

the other things the non-academic part is as important.  

Priya’s analogy of the traditional role of a mother in most households that she’s accustomed to 

contributed an interpretation for this study that ISs’ innate abilities were frequently disregarded 

in the standards of evaluation and goal-setting that are predominantly engaged in 

internationalized programs. A deficit approach was also construed from Ashley’s frustration 

regarding the cohort model for ISs’ engagement in the MEd ISP: 

And the second is the inconsistency of the quality of the courses. We have some excellent 

courses and lectures and professors, while some courses and lectures are not that 

impressive, and we can’t learn much. … I really recommend that we can choose the 

courses. I mean first choose the course that we want to take. Second, even for the same 

course, I think we should have the right to choose the instructors. Because I think 

domestic students, they can choose the course. 

Rose believed that ISs can offer valuable benefits to the intercultural learning process at Brock 

University’s FOE. For example, Rose believed that the knowledge and appreciation of different 

cultures she gained while residing in several Asian countries would be beneficial if shared in 

learning experiences with DSs as well as ISs. This finding was aligned with Urban and Palmer’s 

(2014) findings that ISs are not involved as a cultural resource despite their willingness to be 

active in both learning the culture of the host country as well as enhancing DSs’ learning about 

diverse cultures. 

Some participants perceived the approach and level of instructional engagement as a 

great motivator for internationalization at Brock University’s FOE. Alice, a DS in the MEd 

program, was full of praise for the instructional supports she received in the MEd ISP as she 
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described her experience with the Advanced Educational Tutors (AETs): “it’s great to have 

someone you can bounce of ideas off and I really appreciated that there’s more help in the ISP 

and I found that as domestic students, we could have benefited from that as well.” The AETs 

referred to by Alice were indeed a much-valued academic resource for ISs as well. Eda 

expressed that she gained much help in writing her essays from AETs. Rex also shared in the 

praise for AETs: 

Yes, like whenever I have some problem finding a correct word during that time, she 

always assisted me like you want to ask me this thing? She’s always encouraging, you are 

doing great, and giving me very good feedback. … That’s a really good experience.  

Participants also attributed their best educational experiences to the instructional style they 

experienced in the MEd ISP. Rex shared an appreciation of instructors’ positionality in the MEd 

ISP: 

For example, the professor who is standing in front of class is not the only one who has 

all the content knowledge that you can make your own knowledge that you can generate 

a knowledge by asking questions and you don't have to like sit in a 3-hour class silently, 

that’s the thing. … It gives me a new kind of way of learning and teaching that if I, 

hopefully, if in future if I got chance that I can use that same approach in my classrooms.  

A similar positive perception of instructor positionality in the MEd ISP was shared by majority 

of IS participants in my study. Rose, in spite having a perception that Canadian instructors 

require increased participation from ISs (as presented in a preceding section), was happy she 

could contribute her opinions when relating with her research supervisor. Likewise, Priya felt “at 

ease to talk about anything” with her supervisor while writing her major research paper (MRP). 

Ashley agreed by stating that she gained skills in asking good questions through the critical 

thinking strategies she was taught by instructors.  
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Ashley, an IS in the Teaching, and Learning Development (TLD) specialization in the 

MEd ISP, also felt that the prospect of ISs gaining from experiential learning was negatively 

impacted by the missed opportunity of interacting with DSs in the MEd program who had most 

likely gained considerable experience teaching in Canadian elementary and/or secondary 

schools. Ashley felt that such a component should be integral in the MEd ISP’s TLD 

specialization. While it can be argued that one of the compulsory courses in the MEd ISP offered 

experiential education that would expose ISs to Canadian educational communities, it is possible 

that Ashley, along with the cohort of ISs in the MEd ISP whose in-person studies were 

interrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic, missed this opportunity. Additionally, the expression 

that all insight on Canadian public education by ISs in the MEd ISP is solely gained from 

instructors exposed a nuance for this study.  

Rex voiced a similar concern to Ashley’s: “All the things that I learn about the Canadian 

educational system is by group of papers which I read or through my professors.” Granted, ISs 

had the opportunity to experience Canadian higher education while completing the MEd ISP in 

person. The in-person experience of Canadian higher education can be better appreciated 

especially when compared against the COVID-19 pandemic environment where most if not all 

new ISs could only experience Canadian education through online forums. However, one cannot 

discount the understanding presented by the study’s participants that ISs coming to Canada for 

educational studies would appreciate increased experiential learning opportunities at Canadian 

elementary and secondary (high school) levels of education. Rex, for example, shared that he 

was a high school teacher in his home country and emphasized that he was motivated to compare 

teaching strategies when he chose to pursue educational studies in Canada. Consequently, this 

study found an underlying pedagogical assumption that experiential education could be 
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substituted with classroom instruction for ISs in the MEd ISP, which informed a colonizing 

approach for internationalization in the FOE. 

Administrative and Social Supports 

The study revealed that the MEd ISP offered additional supports that were much 

appreciated by participants. These support systems include administrative and social supports 

including mental health services. However, similar supports were perceived as inadequate in the 

domestic MEd program by Alice the DS participant in this study. Alice expressed her 

disappointment when I asked her to draw comparisons: “Night and day! … I was met with a flat 

out NO at every instance when dealing with the admin in domestic program. On the other hand, 

the admin at ISP was amazing and super helpful.” As an international student in the MEd 

domestic program, I related to perceived differences between the domestic and international 

programs’ administrative approaches. I had sensed a genuine commitment to students’ success 

when interacting with the international program administrators at Brock University’s FOE during 

the time I attended the MPCE program. I have not had a negative experience with the MEd 

program administration that could be compared to the one Alice described; however, I have 

always felt more confident and at ease approaching the international program administrators for 

information and support. Perhaps the trust I had developed in following the guidance of ISP 

administrators when dealing with significant challenges (such as completing complex 

immigration processes) impacted a bias I believe was shared among ISs at the FOE. I attributed 

my perception of the different approach between the international and domestic program 

administrators to a differentiated understanding of graduate students’ needs.  

Likewise, IS participants in my study attributed much of their individual success to the 

administrative supports that were availed to students in the MEd ISP. Rex stated that: 

Our program coordinators were very helpful; whenever I have any doubt, I just email 
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them. … They’re always very, very helpful, they never say no to us, whenever I emailed 

them, they give me time and whatever questions I have they always give us a good 

information and guidance.  

Rose credited the MEd ISP coordinators with the numerous opportunities for peer-to-peer 

interactions across other faculties, while Priya expressed the valuable assistance she received 

when she contacted the administrative office prior to joining the MEd ISP. Eda shared some 

hindsight information: “One thing I want to mention, if anything I could have done better is I 

could have asked for help from [international program administrators] at that time. It would have 

been really helpful.” The finding that both ISs and DSs in an internationalized program highly 

valued administrative supports as a key attributor to graduate students’ success at Brock 

University’s FOE amounted to one of the few findings that were unanimous in this study.  

However, while I achieved a consensus on the importance and desirability of 

administrative supports for internationalized programs, it also emerged that ISs tend not to utilize 

some readily available supports. Eda expressed the reluctance as: 

In terms of our resources, yes, one big thing for me, a little shocking for me is when I ask 

the international centre people, they say actually probably I am one of very few people in 

our program to ask them for help.  

Priya felt that “People are still going to restrict themselves but then I think that the role of 

support services is going to be very important.” Rose attributed ISs hesitance in the uptake of 

social services offered in WHEIs to research gaps: 

So, the more I read about higher education in Canada the more I like the way they 

operate. But when it comes to the services, there’s somehow not very positive research, 

because they said that although the system is viewed very systematically and based on 
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careful research, but not many students utilize the school’s offering. So, I mean, although 

they have career advisor, they have academic advisor, but how many of them use that?  

Indeed, I found that even though administrative, social, and wellness supports were highly 

desirable among IS and DS groups, there exist significant gaps in the uptake of these services. 

One may be compelled to attribute such gaps to a lack of interest by student groups; however, 

despite all the IS participants in my study describing their individual utilization of social supports 

available to MEd ISP and at Brock International, they also revealed that ISs tend not to use the 

available support services. Eda explained the reluctance by some ISs to access available supports: 

One big part also is mental health. I did have a hard time. I know it’s not common issue 

[to ask for help] among ISs. … Some of my classmates felt their language is not good 

enough or they are too shy to expose themselves … but then I asked for help from the 

counseling services. 

Eda pointed to a probability that ISs may not be accessing available supports due to cultural 

restraints and a fear of exposing perceived weakness. I was therefore inclined to agree with Priya 

and Rose that a nuanced understanding of ISs’ reluctance to use available supports needs to be 

developed. A future study focusing on graduate students’ expressions (both ISs and DSs) on 

support services offered at the FOE and elsewhere at Brock University would be instrumental in 

developing a greater understanding of any gaps in the uptake of those services.  

The study also found that while the academic, social, and wellness support systems for 

ISs in the discontinued MEd ISP were perceived as highly desirable, similar supports should also 

be made available to both ISs and DSs in an internationalized MEd program. Eda observed that: 

“Bring international and domestic students put together in those extracurricular activities and 

other supports … why not?”  
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In their study of interaction and collaboration between international and domestic 

students, Amos and Rehorst (2018) argue that the various forms of support can work better in an 

integrated system to enhance the quality of learning for both DSs and ISs more than when they 

are separated. As such, an approach of care and thinking responsibly of ISs and DSs alike would 

enable decolonizing practice in internationalized and integrated educational programs (Tamtik et 

al., 2020: Umemura, 2007). 

Intercultural Relationality 

In its endeavour to foster a culture of inclusivity, accessibility, reconciliation, and 

decolonization as an area of strategic priority, Brock University (n.d.b) outlined action that 

centres possibilities for internationalization in which students from all parts of the world feel 

welcomed and supported. In my study, I envisioned findings within the theme of intercultural 

relationality as providing the most relevant contributions towards possibilities for fostering a 

culture of inclusivity and decoloniality in internationalization practice at Brock University’s 

FOE. The representation of data provided in this section uncovered variations of meaning about 

participants’ expression of cultural belonging and relationship-building. 

To begin with, I realized that participants identified cultural belonging in two major 

ways. Some participants pointed to a way of viewing intercultural exchange between ISs from 

different cultural and national backgrounds within the context of the MEd ISP. Priya shared her 

understanding: 

I remember precisely that why I chose ISP basically was because I just didn’t want to 

chill with Canadians. I knew that when I work part time or when I’m going for grocery 

shopping, I’m going to come across Canadian people. … I wanted to know more and 

more people from different parts of the world.  
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Priya provided an understanding that departs from the predominant assumption that ISs travel to 

Western countries primarily to interact with the host culture and people (Fang et al., 2016). The 

nuance gained in this study was that graduate ISs intending to settle in Western countries may 

view their participation in internationalized programs as an opportunity to interact with other 

foreign cultures, despite a widely regarded expectation that one would probably prioritize 

connecting with people from the host country. Hence, the study found that some ISs may prefer 

to explore opportunities for intercultural interaction with the host culture and people outside of 

the university community.  

The second major perception of cultural belonging that I observed was participants who 

desired increased intercultural exchange between ISs and DSs within the MEd ISP and at the 

FOE as well. Rose expressed that because she planned to work in Canada after completing the 

MEd ISP, she viewed cultural exchanges with DSs on campus as most valuable. Rex pointed to 

an understanding of cultural difference among IS groups rather than intercultural interactions: 

“You are comfortable with the people who are from your own country, so you know the 

language that is easy to communicate in your own language, right?” Likewise, Eda 

acknowledged that ISs “always hang out together, Chinese students always get together. Indian 

students always get together.” I noted that Eda’s perception would appear to contradict the idea 

of ISs’ desire for engagements across cultural difference (Fang et al., 2016). However, the study 

achieved significant insights from mapping out how some participants’ expressions of 

intercultural engagement evolved as they progressed in their studies at Brock University’s FOE.  

Some ISs transitioned from a sense of cultural isolationism that was informed by 

perceptions of individual difference between themselves and other IS and DS groups to desiring 

increased intercultural exchange as they spent more time in and became more familiar with the 
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university’s environment. Rex, for instance, transitioned from interacting mainly with ISs from 

his home country to becoming more confident interacting with DSs after gaining more 

knowledge of institutional norms, personalities, and structures as he progressed in his studies at 

the MEd ISP. Similarly, Priya related to change in her expression: 

We have a general tendency to be in our comfort zone and hang out and spend time with 

our own people. … Change is always uncomfortable, but if you are here, you already 

took that step to come out of your home country, right?  

Thus, the study found that a change in the intercultural orientation and practice of 

internationalization at WHEIs, though immensely uncomfortable for both ISs and uncertain for 

DSs, is inevitable. In Chapter 5 of this study, I discuss considerations of desired agents and 

direction of change for the future of internationalization at the FOE and across the university. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

My guiding purpose in this study was twofold: I aimed to explore the dominant neoliberal 

and colonizing approaches for internationalization in the recently terminated Master of 

Education Internationally educated Student Pathway (MEd ISP) and advocate for decolonizing 

possibilities for future internationalization approaches and related decision-making at Brock 

University’s Faculty of Education (FOE). Within this guiding purpose, I centred the experiences 

and perceptions of graduate students from the MEd ISP and utilized a decoloniality framework to 

contemplate internationalization approaches in the program with the aim of contributing 

decolonizing possibilities for internationalizing the Master of Education (MEd) program, 

considering all future international students (ISs) will be enrolled in the MEd program. 

In this chapter, I summarize key research findings and outline how the works of Antonia 

Darder (2019) on subaltern epistemology and Mignolo and Walsh (2018) on decoloniality have 

aided the interpretation of key results within my study. I present a discussion of key results 

organized into three main themes whose titles are a combination of (a) three key issues gained 

from the study’s research questions (i.e., internationalization narratives, epistemology, and 

strategic priorities) and (b) three concepts gained from the study’s decoloniality theoretical 

framework: modernity, coloniality, and decoloniality (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018). The 

combination of these three key internationalization issues and three key decoloniality concepts 

aided my construction of the following three themes that guide the discussion: 

1. The narratives of internationalization: A formation of modernity 

2. The epistemology of internationalization: A logic of coloniality 

3. Strategic priorities for internationalization: An orientation for decoloniality  

Within the first theme, I discuss the narratives of internationalization that relate to key 

findings from my first research question on the strengths and weaknesses of the MEd ISP to 
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decoloniality’s understanding of modernity as a narrative of universal progress and the promise 

of prosperity (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018). The second theme discusses the epistemology of 

internationalization within which I frame pertinent findings from my second research question on 

the colonizing practices that were revealed from participants’ experiences and perceptions in the 

MEd ISP to poke at aspects of coloniality in the decision-making process for internationalization 

at the FOE. Finally in my third theme, I reflect on decolonizing considerations for 

internationalization strategies and related decision-making at the FOE and Brock University that 

were achieved from findings in my third research question on how participants’ experiences and 

perception in the MEd ISP would inform decolonial possibilities for future internationalization. 

I present recommendations that position my study’s findings within a decolonial tradition 

of questioning that invites “ongoing, self-reflexive conversations” (Stein et al., 2019, p. 29). I 

offer an approach that advocates for pertinent questioning in the decision-making process for 

internationalization of graduate education as it recognizes subaltern existence within graduate 

students’ groups (Darder, 2019); creates spaces for diverse neoliberal, critical, and decolonial 

perspectives at Western higher education institutions (WHEIs) (Stein et al., 2019); and expands 

accountabilities to marginalized groups that are often obscured or silenced in WHEIs (Andreotti, 

2011, 2016; Battiste, 2013). I envisage a decolonizing process of continuously questioning 

prevailing internationalization approaches in which all impacted groups are invited to contribute 

to the decision-making process.  

Summary of Key Results 

Analyzed data addressing my research question on the strengths and weaknesses of the 

recently discontinued MEd ISP suggest that IS participants perceived the expediated (14-month) 

duration of study, along with an inherent potential for work and residency outcomes in Canada, 

as top program strengths that motivated them to join the program. Participants also articulated 
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multicultural diversity as another key strength of MEd ISP.  

The foremost weakness identified by participants in the MEd ISP was the absence of 

domestic students (DSs) in the program. Within my exploration of strengths and weaknesses in 

the MEd ISP, I found that a general disappointment was expressed by all five IS participants and 

the DS participant about the separation of IS and DS master’s students at the FOE. However, 

despite the widely held perception that separating ISs and DSs was a weakness of the MEd ISP, 

participants were divided in their expression of whether efforts for integration should have 

maintained the structure of the MEd ISP or dissolve it as was recently discharged. A sense of 

financial hardship, owing to the high tuition fee charged in the MEd ISP, was also identified by 

some IS participants as a weakness of the program. 

Key results supporting my exploration of colonizing inferences within the MEd ISP 

pointed to expressions of Western epistemic privilege as a topmost consideration. Related 

findings revealed perceptions that DSs have a superior academic achievement. My findings also 

suggest that the dominance of a neoliberal and “entrepreneurial type of university” (Tamtik et al., 

2020, p. 317) was supported by participants’ expression of Western education as a highly desired 

social and economic commodity that motivated ISs to seek internationalization at WHEIs. To 

this end, and contrary to my assumptions at the onset of this study that the segregationist 

approach for internationalization in the terminated MEd ISP would be the most likely indicator 

of colonizing practice, the key findings emerging from participants’ interviews pointed to the 

hegemony of Western systems of education as the most relevant factor reflecting colonizing 

practice for internationalization at the FOE. In addition, and again in opposition to my initial 

assumption that the structural segregation of the MEd ISP would be widely perceived by 

participants as a weakness of the program, it emerged that some participants actually viewed the 
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separation of the MEd and MEd ISP as enabling ISs’ success due to perceived difficulties for ISs 

to cope in the MEd program.  

Based on the interview data, I realized that the most desirable approach for decolonizing 

the internationalization of the MEd program at the FOE would involve a pluralization of 

knowledge and ways of being (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018; Stein et al., 2019; Tarc, 2013) in the 

program and in decision-making processes for internationalization. The study’s findings 

supporting pluralization of knowledge and ways of being pointed to the need to include ISs’ 

experiences and knowledges in graduate education pedagogy and curriculum, question the merit 

of English language proficiencies (ELPs) in the program, and promote cross-cultural 

relationship-building between ISs and DSs in internationalized graduate programs.  

Opposing findings for decolonizing approaches that favour increased integration in the 

internationalization of graduate education featured a perceived lack of interest by some ISs to 

access support services and resources that had been centralized and made available to all 

graduate students at Brock to suggest resistance to centralized academic and social supports. 

However, I gained an alternative insight to perceptions of ISs’ resistance to centralized supports 

indicating that ISs may be reluctant to utilize available social and academic supports, such as 

mental health services, due to cultural orientations that view seeking help as a weakness. A 

future study focusing on graduate students’ (both ISs’ and DSs’) needs and preferences for 

support services in internationalized programs would assist student services providers in 

identifying and addressing gaps in the uptake of those services.   

Interpretative Framework and Discussion of Key Results 

My theoretical lens in this study is established within a decolonial framework gained 

from readings in postcolonial and decolonization literature. I articulated my research design as a 
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decolonizing phenomenology that explores a shared phenomenon from a marginalized group 

perceptive. The interpretative framework I adopted was greatly informed by the work and 

scholarly contributions of Antonia Darder (2019) who argues that decolonizing interpretive 

research serves to question existing dominant assumptions, to highlight negated lived 

experiences, and to restore communal humanity. The primal concern of a decolonizing subaltern 

epistemology is the centring of voices that are “not only rendered silent and invisible, but are 

often absorbed or destroyed” (Darder, 2019, p. 14). I perceived, from my continued interactions 

with IS peers at the FOE, that the voices of graduate students in the MEd ISP had been rendered 

silent and invisible in the recent decision-making that terminated the program and may continue 

to be absorbed in future internationalization approaches in the MEd program. 

I position myself as a subaltern identity (Darder, 2019; Spivak, 1988) who embodies 

multiple intersectionality as a racialized person of African heritage, a woman, a single parent to 

school-aged children, and a newcomer to Canada. I acknowledge that as an English-speaking, 

fee-paying, graduate IS researcher in a domestic program, my identity at the FOE might be 

construed as privileged. However, I am impacted by Kenya’s colonial and postcolonial history 

and its deeply entrenched culture of corruption under neoliberal economic and political ideology 

(“Feet of Clay,” 2015) to embrace Darder’s (2019) proposition of a subaltern researcher who 

“refuses to accept … the too often deficient portrayal of subaltern [graduate] students, 

particularly those who seek to push the boundaries of a mainstream or colonizing ethos of 

reality” (p. xvi). I refuse to accept the assumptions of privilege as I embody the marginalizing 

impacts of intersectional existence in Western social, cultural, and economic systems. Darder 

posits that subaltern researchers work not only to highlight subaltern existence and needs within 

WHEIs but also to contribute a different “meaning to the practice of education” (p. xv). 
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My interpretive approach is also greatly impacted by Walter Mignolo and Catherine 

Walsh’s (2018) work on decoloniality. Particularly, I draw my discussion of key results in this 

chapter from the understanding of the triad concept of modernity, coloniality, and decoloniality 

as complex abstractions, in which each of the constitutive terms is “divided while at the same 

time connected to the previous one” (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018, p. 109). I combined the language 

and understanding of the concepts of modernity, coloniality, and decoloniality together with the 

three key issues gained from the study’s findings (i.e., the narratives, the epistemology, and the 

strategic priorities of internationalization) to articulate the three main themes that frame the 

discussion sections that follow.  

The Narratives of Internationalization: A Formation of Modernity 

The concept of modernity in decolonial thinking points to a set of narratives that operate 

through “promises of progress, growth, development, and newness” (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018, p. 

139). A fundamental implication of modernity, as observed in decolonial orientation, is 

recognizing coloniality as the hidden logic of modernity. I engage a deeper understanding of 

coloniality within this chapter’s second discussion theme on the epistemology of 

internationalization. My discussion in this first theme on the narratives of internationalization 

engages key findings from the study’s inquiry into the strengths and weaknesses of the MEd ISP 

that revealed the formations of modernity in internationalization approaches at the FOE.  

A majority of the IS participants in this study ascribed to the motivation of an expediated 

duration of study in the MEd ISP and the accompanying work and residency prospects in 

Canada, which availed a valued opportunity to articulate the concept of modernity for my study. 

This finding implies that ISs will often ascribe to modernity’s promise of social and economic 

revitalization (the expectation of good things to come) as a strong influencer in their decision to 

travel to Western countries for study and settlement. Decoloniality thinking within the context of 
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internationalization reveals that modernity’s promise of good things to come serves to persuade 

ISs to embrace a well-packaged narrative of desired futures.  

Despite an optimistic hope for the future, some IS participants pointed to realities that 

were disappointing. For Rex, as the prospects of finding employment with gainful income 

became more and more elusive, he settled for jobs with lower pay and stressful conditions, such 

as working night hours and in distant locations to meet financial obligations. As it emerged, Eda 

and Rose were the only IS participants who had managed to secure favourable work on campus 

as administrative and research assistants, respectively. I could also include myself as an IS, who 

found employment as a Teaching Assistant (TA) and Research Assistant (RA) at Brock. 

However, in my researcher journal, I reflected on the fact that the TA jobs that were available to 

me in the MEd program were hardly accessible to ISs in the MEd ISP. I realized that a 

considerable gap between ISs’ prospects for work and their lived realities at WHEIs was 

revealed by several factors in the study, including perceptions that a lower English proficiency 

by ISs in the MEd ISP did not meet TA job requirements, and the timing overlaps between the 

program’s course schedules and undergraduate programs in which graduate TAs are engaged.   

While the prospect for work and settlement may relate to periods after graduation, I 

considered that the need to work during ISs’ time of study helped to reveal dominant 

assumptions at WHEIs that ISs travel to countries like Canada to study rather than work. 

Meanwhile, Canadian national and regional discourses clearly underscore the growth of job 

markets and other economic and demographic drivers as top rationales for internationalization 

(El Masri et al., 2016; Government of Canada, 2018). I especially considered the gap between 

internationalization’s narratives of progress and prosperity (good things to come) as realized 

from the dominant national, regional, and institutional rationales for internationalization, and 

ISs’ lived realities at WHEIs as indicated by some participants’ expression of hardship in 
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securing desirable work while studying in Canada. These findings support decoloniality’s 

problematization of modernity’s narrative of progress and prosperity as incomplete and 

obscuring social realities.    

Participants’ perception of multicultural diversity as a strength of the MEd ISP resonated 

with modernity’s narrative of internationalization as progressive and inclusive. At the same time, 

participants expressed their disappointment with the separation of ISs in the MEd ISP from DSs 

in the MEd program, which aligned with literature arguing that ISs’ choices to study at WHEIs 

are strongly motivated by expectations of increased engagement with the host culture (Fang et 

al., 2016).  

A key understanding gained from Fang et al.’s (2016) postulation of ISs’ motivation for 

increased engagement with host cultures is the desire by ISs to interact with students from host 

backgrounds, which in this study’s case, was Canadian DSs. Yet, despite the absence of 

interactions with Canadian DSs, I identified ISs’ strong appreciation of other cultures in the MEd 

ISP. A nuanced understanding of ISs’ motivation for multicultural engagement emerged as 

relating to interactions with both host and diverse IS cultures at WHEIs and, with it, the 

opportunity to explore multiculturalism as relevant to modernity’s narratives for 

internationalization at WHEIs. 

In Canada, the idea of multiculturalism is upheld as a progressive strategy that creates 

conditions for people of any cultural and racial affiliations to live together peacefully 

(Government of Canada, 1985). However, Canadian multiculturalism has also been traced back 

to colonial histories. Sensoy and DiAngelo (2017) argue that, despite appearing to manage racial 

diversity, multiculturalism in Canada was historically aimed at positioning English and French 

colonizers equally, without assuming any assimilative compromises in their settlement in 
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Canada. Sensoy and DiAngelo contend that Canadian multiculturalism “equally positions the 

colonizer nations of England and France and their respective languages, people of Aboriginal 

heritage, and the multitude of immigrant communities in the nation while leaving structural 

inequality unaddressed” (p. 123). As a result, the unaddressed structural inequality continues to 

negatively impact the social, economic, and political realities of marginalized groups in this 

county. That Canada is perceived as more multicultural than other countries (and thus preferred 

by many ISs for this reason) is highly problematic in light of historical and contemporary 

realities.   

The conflicting attribution of multiculturalism relating to IS and DS interactions by 

participants emerged as a point of great interest. On the one hand, multicultural interactions 

between ISs from different nationalities appeared to meet ISs’ expectations for 

internationalization. Priya, for instance, recounted her choice for the MEd ISP rather than the 

MEd program as she desired to explore cultures from different parts of the world. On the other 

hand, the amplified expressions of DSs’ absence in the MEd ISP suggested that the motivation 

for multicultural engagement by ISs was far from satisfied. The dissatisfaction over a lack of 

interaction with DSs was voiced by all IS participants, including Priya, who, while preferring to 

study in the MEd ISP, still wished there was more opportunity to have common classes and 

activities with DSs. A point of congruence in this study’s findings and decolonial stance lies in 

the recognition of multiculturalism as an incomplete narrative of modernity.  

The narrative and attraction of multicultural diversity, especially considering the context 

of the Canadian Multiculturalism Act (Government of Canada, 1985) strongly suggests its 

allegiance to the tenets of modernity’s “field of representation” (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018, p. 139) 

that seeks to persuade that related phenomena occurs exactly as described. Sensoy and 
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DiAngelo’s (2017) assertion that Canadian multiculturism seeks to position phenomena (e.g., 

cultural diversity) as equally represented while ignoring structural inequalities (e.g., barriers 

ascribed to a person’s race, language, creed, place of origin) was a valuable abstraction that I 

applied in my analysis of multiculturalism in this study and found that the actual experiences and 

perceptions of graduate ISs often varied from the projected multicultural narrative of cultural 

equality. 

A further identifier of modernity’s characterization in my study was the exclusive and 

highly prized cost of tuition for international education at WHEIs (Rhoades, 2016). As an IS who 

is fully aware of the arduous financial implications of pursuing graduate education at a Canadian 

HEI, I had anticipated that IS participants’ experiences of financial hardships would feature as a 

demotivating factor owing to the marginalizing effect it imposes on ISs. My assumptions were 

supported by findings that not all ISs were able to bear the costs associated with international 

education without having to work, as expressed by Rex. 

An intriguing finding emerged from Rose’s expectation of exclusive academic support in 

exchange for the contribution of expensive (and exclusive) tuition to Brock’s revenues. I 

observed in my researcher journal that Rose’s expression may reflect an IS’s interpretation of the 

commodification of international education. Rose wondered why instructors demanded more 

input from ISs who have already parted with hefty financial investments in exchange for an 

“exclusive” educational service. While pricing mechanisms for internationalization at WHEIs 

may include factors not probed in my study (such as taxation implications for WHEIs funding), I 

found that developing a nuanced understanding of ISs’ perceptions and ascriptions of monetary 

values in the delivery of international graduate programs would be worthwhile not only to 

address Rose’s disappointment with the instructional approach in the MEd ISP but also to avoid 

the risk of developing a superficial curriculum to meet economic means (Kreber, 2009). A future 
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study probing ISs’ expectations in light of the financial attributions raised in this study may offer 

insights for future internationalization of the MEd program.  

As well, Rose’s contributions strongly aligned with scholarly perceptions of WHEIs as 

neoliberal and entrepreneurial entities, offering exclusive economic value to ISs (Tamtik et al., 

2020). Study findings are also congruent with Rhoades’s (2016) argument that ISs are sold the 

narrative of a high-value education at WHEIs that is pegged on the premium costs they must pay, 

yet often they are denied access to options that are otherwise made available to DSs who are 

paying lower tuition fees. For example, ISs in the MEd ISP did not have access to options such 

as TA jobs and research scholarships and fellowships.  

The study’s key findings on the strengths and weakness of the recently terminated MEd 

ISP including the promise of progressive work and settlement, increased cultural engagement, 

and exclusive high-value education revealed significant gaps between the narratives of 

internationalization at WHEIs and ISs’ realities in the program. Participants’ expression exposed 

hardships in gaining desirable work, simultaneous disappointment with the separation of ISs and 

DSs in the MEd ISP, and appreciation of intercultural interactions between ISs in the program, 

and the fact that some ISs are adversely affected by the high cost of international tuition. The 

gaps revealed in the study’s internationalization narratives and ISs’ realities in the MEd ISP 

support decoloniality’s stance that modernity’s narratives serve to obscure colonizing realities.  

The discussion that follows highlights the key colonizing attributes revealed in the study. 

The Epistemology of Internationalization: A Logic of Coloniality 

This study started prior to a decision to end the MEd ISP that was prompted by senior 

administrators’ concerns that the program was viewed as being segregationist. At the beginning 

of my research, I envisioned the structural separation of the MEd ISP from the MEd program as 

fundamental in shaping my exploration of a colonizing educational approach for 
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internationalization at the FOE. The decision to end the MEd ISP appeared to render my inquiry 

redundant. However, I realized that the very approach taken to end the MEd ISP meant that my 

attention to a decolonial framework that focused on graduate students’ voices in the program 

remained a valuable contribution to the future of internationalization in the FOE. Although my 

initial motivation to problematize the segregationist approach for internationalization in the MEd 

ISP had been disrupted, my desire to explore the logic—that is, colonizing assumptions, rules, and 

beliefs (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018)—that informed internationalization approaches at the FOE 

remained an essential motivation for this study. I desired to identify ISs’ expectations, needs, and 

concerns that are critical in decision-making processes for internationalization and decolonization 

at the FOE. In this section, I discuss how key results from the study’s inquiry on graduate students’ 

experiences in and perceptions of the MEd ISP revealed aspects of coloniality in the 

internationalization approaches at the FOE.  

A helpful understanding of the word “logic” is “a particular way of thinking about 

something” (Merriam-Webster, n.d.b, para. 2). Mignolo and Walsh (2018) expound that coloniality 

reveals the logic that modernity’s narratives seek to hide “because it cannot be said explicitly … to 

say it explicitly would be to run against the very promises of modernity” (p. 141). Thus, the need 

to reveal and reflect on the logic of modernity’s narrative for internationalization at WHEIs is 

foundational in my decolonizing exploration of educational approaches in internationalized 

graduate programs. I found that key findings on epistemic privilege, more than any other, 

supported my exploration of the dominant yet hidden logic of modernity to reveal aspects of 

coloniality in the internationalization approaches in the recently terminated MEd ISP. I use a 

comparative “more than” language as participants’ expression of epistemic privilege emerged as 

the most frequently reported factor relating to coloniality in the MEd ISP, and not the structural 

separation of the program as initially anticipated at the onset of this study.  
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Epistemology in educational studies is a branch of philosophical inquiry that concerns 

itself with questions about the nature of knowledge (Sadovnik et al., 2018). Further, 

decoloniality iterates its fundamental task as decolonizing knowledge by “questioning the very 

foundation of Western epistemology” (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018, p. 136) as universal knowledge. 

Rather than a push to abandon Western epistemology, decolonial questioning is best understood 

as recognizing different epistemologies as equally valuable (Andreotti, 2011, 2016; Battiste, 

2013; Darder, 2019; Stein et al., 2019). For example, Eda’s expression of a big gap between ISs 

and DSs based on perceived higher academic achievement levels of DSs and lower English 

language skills of ISs impressed on the superiority of Canadian ways of knowing in Canada and 

availed insights from which a questioning of Western epistemic privilege in internationalized 

graduate programs may be considered.   

The fact that most IS participants in my study expressed their desire for establishing 

residency in Canada significantly reflects the “soft power” Western countries use as persuasion 

for internationalization (Trilokekar, 2010). The use of soft power in WHEIs’ marketing strategies 

for internationalization highlights the ability to shape, attract, and secure ISs’ preference for 

study abroad by building on the desirability of cultural and ideological influences, such as the 

impression of Canadian multiculturalism, that are considered global (Rabêlo Neto et al., 2020).  

WHEIs also engage the use of soft power through globalization narratives that position Western 

knowledge as the universal driver to increased economic productivity (Stein et al., 2016). In my 

researcher reflections, I observed my own motivation in relocating to Canada despite having an 

MBA in Kenya as indicative of the narrowing of possibilities in postcolonial countries and, 

hence, the attraction to Western countries and WHEIs. The same logic holds for ISs who return 

to their home countries after obtaining a Western degree which, having gained the desired 

(Western) knowledge that drives economic productivity, is seen as a big plus back home 
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(Marginson, 2006). Eda’s perception of DSs’ knowledge superiority suggests that some ISs 

believe that they would not cope well in the MEd program and therefore would prefer the 

separation between the MEd ISP and the MEd program.  

Findings on ISs’ perceptions of Western epistemic privilege as the topmost reason 

opposing the termination of the MEd ISP may resonate with a situation of “learnt helplessness” 

(Nolen, 2017, para. 3) that is characterized by reluctance to change negative situations despite an 

individual’s ability to change them. The resulting implication of a perceived epistemic inferiority 

acting as a deterrent for ISs’ engagement in the MEd highlights the pervasive coloniality of 

knowledge in internationalization approaches at the FOE. That ISs imagined academic hardships 

enrolling into one program (the MEd) with DSs was obvious and concerning. The pervasive 

single story that positions Western knowledge as synonymous with success in Canada remained 

implicit in ISs’ expressions. Some may wonder: Is there anything wrong with teaching and 

learning dominant Western ways of knowing at a WHEIs? Absolutely not! Participants in the 

study perceived considerable social and economic gains after attaining a Canadian master’s 

degree, such as enhanced careers pathways and increased prospects for successful work and 

settlement. However, a decolonial proposition interrupts the notion of Western epistemology as 

universal knowledge to reveal and advocate for pluralizing options that includes other ways of 

knowing that are already present but existing in obscurity (Stein, 2017; Stein et al., 2016; Stein et 

al., 2019). 

Additionally, findings revealed that a lower level of English language proficiencies 

(ELPs) is regularly construed to signify lower academic achievement for most ISs. Eda’s shared 

conversations with a peer in the MEd program implicated dominant perceptions among DSs that 

ISs’ level of academic achievement is lower in the MEd ISP program despite both student groups 

receiving a similar Masters’ degree. The existence of academic disparity, discontentment, and 
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disengagement among IS and DS groups at the FOE on the basis of ELPs appeared despairing 

for both student groups. However, Priya offered a significant counter-contention in her analogy 

of a householder (mother) who is most capable of managing financial wealth despite a lack of 

academic accolades. Priya’s analogy countered dominant constructions of ISs’ lower ELPs as 

deficit-informed assumptions that impact ISs’ engagements at the FOE. One might fault Priya’s 

analogy as equating different skill sets and a problematic narration of the impact of ELPs to ISs. 

However, I observed a strong resistance to omitting what might be viewed as problematic 

participants’ perceptions in my researcher reflections as I aimed for the study to remain centred on 

participants’ voices. I considered Priya’s view of unconventional knowledge as a valid 

representation of obscured knowledge in the MEd ISP and an authentic expression of the barriers 

imposed by ELPs on graduate ISs’ engagement at the FOE. Agreeably, Darder (2019) points to 

decolonizing approaches that centre distinguishing rather than dominant knowledge as most helpful 

in disqualifying claims that enable further marginalization of minority groups within WHEIs. 

The study’s discussion of key findings on the epistemology of internationalization has 

highlighted the superiority of Western knowledge in the MEd ISP in participants’ perceptions of 

DSs’ higher level academic achievement and the impact of ELPs. Further, the logic of coloniality 

was revealed in key findings indicating WHEIs’ use of soft power (Rabêlo Neto et al., 2020; 

Trilokekar, 2010) to attract ISs and in deficit-informed internationalization approaches, such as 

standardized ELP tests. Decoloniality contends that the revelation of coloniality in modernity’s 

narratives also attends to the realization of decolonizing options (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018). The 

discussion that follows highlights the study’s key results on decolonizing considerations for 

internationalization strategies at the FOE and related decision-making at Brock. 

Strategic Priorities for Internationalization: An Orientation for Decoloniality 

The fundamental concern of the decoloniality concept is the problematization of the 
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narrative of Western epistemology (knowledge) as universal knowledge. Such a narrative is 

articulated in decoloniality thinking as the “rhetoric of modernity” whose primary goal is “to 

persuade you through promises of progress, growth, development, and newness of objects” 

(Mignolo & Walsh, 2018, p. 139) while the actual, lived experiences in and perceptions of 

modernity’s phenomena suggest otherwise. Mignolo and Walsh (2018) contend that to 

decolonize the hegemony of Western epistemology, one needs to understand its persuasive and 

naturalized narratives (modernity) to reveal the hidden logic of its language, actors, and 

institutions (coloniality). Decolonizing knowledge also involves transitional priorities and 

engagements that enable the unlearning of “epistemic universality” through “humility, 

compassion, generosity, and affirmation of collective responsibilities” (Stein et al., 2019, p. 29).  

However, Stein et al. (2016) warn that decolonial transitions and engagement at WHEIs 

may appear doubtful and would depend on “educators’ ability to negotiate between discourses 

and border think” (p. 396). I imagined that the decolonial proposition of unlearning epistemic 

universality of Western knowledge would also appear doubtful to decision-makers at Brock’s 

FOE. For example, a question of how collective responsibilities among administrators, faculty, 

and students in an internationalized program can be achieved might run into serious problems 

under the current contemporary and neoliberal environment due to a dominant persuasion of who 

should and should not be included in decision-making processes. However, decolonial thinking 

that seeks to change the terms of the conversation (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018) would probe the 

underlying assumptions of knowledge and representation of impacted groups rather than the 

context of what responsibilities are sharable in the process of decolonizing international graduate 

education.     

Further, I gained an understanding that ISs participating in my study preferred the 

pluralization of epistemologies rather than a total rejection of either the dominant Western 
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epistemology or any of the ISs’ diverse ways of knowing. A case in point was Priya’s expression 

of the importance of one common language in a graduate program while also offering an 

unconventional analogy of a householder’s knowledge in money management to highlight 

different demonstrations of learning and academic abilities. Another articulation for pluralizing 

epistemologies in internationalized graduate education at the FOE was the desire to diversify the 

ways by which the knowledge held by ISs is valued. For instance, Rose believed that ISs could 

contribute to DSs’ understanding of intercultural learning experiences if offered the chance to 

share classes or projects with DSs. Rex and Priya both appreciated how one instructor would 

introduce alternative pedagogies, such as including graded tests and quizzes as part of course 

evaluation, which supported their achievement of learning expectations by drawing on 

pedagogies that are more like their educational backgrounds. Ashley viewed the MEd ISP’s 

failure to offer ISs with on-site, Canadian elementary and/or secondary school-based experiential 

learning as a weakness of the program. Ashley’s view was echoed by Rex, who reflected that all 

he had gained about teaching and learning in the Canadian public education context was taught 

in class rather than achieved through experiential education. Having been a high school teacher 

in his country of origin, Rex desired increased interactions in Canadian public schools as a way 

of gaining related knowledge and comparing this knowledge with his previous practice.  

I perceived both Ashley’s and Rex’s views on experiential learning as important 

constructions in countering the implied assumption that an entirely “in-class” program delivery 

approach in internationalized graduate program offers ISs with desired learning. I gained a 

significant viewpoint of knowledge pluralization in internationalized graduate programs as the 

opportunity for ISs to ascribe their own meaning to experiential learning that would draw not 

only from instructor-led knowledge but also from different culturally oriented ways of knowing.  
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The desire for diversified knowledge in my study cannot be fully articulated without 

considering Ashley’s, Rose’s, and Eda’s views, who expressed their preference for Western 

knowledge as key motivators to their engagement in the MEd ISP. Surprisingly, the preference 

for Western epistemology came from participants who equally contributed to pluralizing 

perspectives. As decoloniality lends itself to collating rather than disqualifying contradictory 

perceptions, even from the same person, it was helpful to observe how, despite apparent 

contradictions, participants’ expression signified a collective persuasion of the superiority of 

Western knowledge in their choice of international education at WHEIs.  

Stein et al. (2019) offer a consideration that situates efforts in “de-naturalizing” 

assumptions on superiority as pivotal in decolonizing Western knowledge. The opportunity to 

de-naturalize an assumed superiority of knowledge in decision-making for internationalization at 

Brock University’s FOE might begin by questioning what is believed and implemented as rules 

for successful engagement of graduate students, and why. Could there be options that have not 

been considered or have been ruled out, and why?  

I also gained an understanding of intercultural experiences that impacted IS participants’ 

engagement at WHEIs. While mapping out how participants’ perception of intercultural 

competency changed throughout their studies at the FOE, I observed how some ISs transitioned 

from cultural isolationism as informed by an acute awareness of their difference, to appreciating 

intercultural exchange between distinct IS groups in the MEd ISP, and consequently, to desiring 

increased cultural interactions with DSs at the FOE and across other graduate students’ forums at 

Brock. I noted, as well, that the changes in participants’ expression of intercultural competency 

evolved over time as participants’ sense of belonging in the MEd ISP, at the FOE, and within the 

larger groups on campus increased. Eda, for instance, shared how she desired not only to study 
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among IS groups within the MEd ISP but also to experience all other aspects of student life, 

opinions, and personalities on campus. Alice, on the other hand, desired to connect more 

intimately and build authentic relationships with ISs. The key point that emerged from the 

expression of “being” and what constitutes “belonging” for graduate students in internationalized 

programs strongly suggested that strategic priorities for internationalization at the FOE would 

gain from decolonial perspectives on ontologies in education.  

Decoloniality enunciates a “coloniality of being” as implicated in the coloniality of 

knowledge where the two concepts are viewed to move in “simultaneous directions” (Mignolo & 

Walsh, 2018, p. 148). Consequently, Mignolo and Walsh (2018) contend that the narrative of 

simply knowing that which “exists” in the world is not as objective as projected; rather, the 

reality is that Western epistemology prescribes what is defined as existing. The conceptualization 

of coloniality of being allows us to recognize how a representation of bodies and experiences is 

animated in internationalization approaches at WHEIs. Guo and Guo (2017) similarly found that 

some ISs reported feeling that fewer educational resources related to their actual engagement in 

ISPs. Such disconnections can be related to learning gaps experienced by ISs because of a 

culturally non-responsive approach to internationalization at WHEIs (Tarc, 2013).  

Further, Heringer (2020) argued that in some cases, ISs’ learning disassociation from 

culturally non-responsive learning expectations at WHEIs may lead to academic contraventions 

such as plagiarism. In such cases, Heringer suggests an approach that seeks to remedy underlying 

disassociations rather than imposing punitive action on ISs. An orientation for remedial action on 

academic altercations such as plagiarism as suggested by Heringer is not meant to advance 

preferential treatment for ISs but rather to highlight a need for increased awareness of ISs’ 

learning disassociations from culturally non-responsive learning expectations. 
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Recommendations for Decolonizing the Internationalization of Graduate Education 

This study offers an orientation for decoloniality that proposes to “change the terms of 

the conversation” (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018, p. 113) by centring the voices of all impacted groups 

in decision-making processes for internationalization at the FOE. Rather than offer answers, I 

recommend pertinent questions (see Table 2) that prompt a consideration of epistemic and 

ontological pluralization in the internationalization strategies at WHEIs (Stein et al., 2019) and 

interrupt the current decision-making conversations for internationalization by highlighting the 

complexity of coloniality in contemporary existence (Andreotti, 2016). Further, I strongly 

recommend that the questions offered in this study be used to ignite an iterative process of future 

questioning that centres decolonizing perspectives for internationalization at WHEIs and invites 

all impacted groups to decision-making processes for related strategies.  

Based on my study’s findings, I recommend that a process of pertinent questioning aimed 

at understanding how naturalized knowledge privileges certain student groups and creates 

barriers for others should be prioritized at decision-making tables at the FOE. Andreotti (2011) 

offers concepts and considerations in epistemic diversality that may support the formulation of 

critical questions such as: How should the political, social, cultural, and material resources (e.g., 

degree pathways, instruction, and academic and administrative supports) be redistributed to 

support possibilities for co-existence in internationalized programs at WHEIs?  

Assumptions that an “objective or universal understanding” (Tarc, 2013, p. 25) can be 

achieved through internationalization should be problematized as untenable and colonizing. As 

such, aligned strategies for internationalizing the MEd program would involve a decolonial 

consideration of how to delink from the contemporary and neoliberal narratives of 

internationalization at WHEIs. No doubt, such an effort in delinking from internationalization 

narratives would impact epistemology and pedagogy across all disciplines as well as the 
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university’s financial and decision-making processes. Whereas contemplating such a delinking 

process would inherently encounter hardships and complications under the current neoliberal 

environment, future studies embracing decolonial orientations that view educational institutions 

as sites for human struggle (Andreotti, 2011; 2016) may be instrumental in contributing site-

specific questions that mandate the inclusion of impacted groups in developing gainful strategy.   

Mignolo and Walsh (2018) contend that the aim of such decolonial delinking is not to 

resist modernity’s narrative but rather to find ways of re-existing. Decolonial re-existence seeks 

to interrupt dominant and naturalized knowledge and ways of being by enacting different bodies 

of experiences that have been overlooked. As well, Stein et al. (2019) affirm that: 

A decolonial approach identifies a need for transitional practices, pedagogies, and 

engagements through which those who are socialized within a liberal global imaginary 

can work through not only the cognitive and material but also the affective and relational 

challenges of change. (p. 28) 

Equally, there must be a concerted effort to revisit ELP standards to eradicate prevailing barriers 

to ISs’ engagement in internationalized graduate programs. After all, language, as Mignolo and 

Walsh (2018) assert, constitutes one of the three pillars of the hidden logic of coloniality (the 

other two being actors and institutions). Re-imagining alternative approaches to ELPs at WHEIs 

would undoubtedly involve a myriad of complexities. What considerations should direct 

internationalization programs in the transitions of ELPs from colonial to decolonial realities? 

What would be gained by the conversions and what would be lost? Again, I submit that I do not 

offer formulated answers but rather point to a decolonial process with no fixed notions of 

alternatives (Stein et al., 2016) through which an imperative for collective care, responsibilities, 

and accountabilities for internationalization may be realized at Brock’s FOE. 
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Table 2 

Decolonial Questions for Supporting Internationalization  

Main areas Key considerations Pertinent questions 

Epistemic 

pluralization 

 

 

Different ways of gaining 

and contributing to 

knowledge in 

internationalization 

How can the practice of internationalization 

dismantle the narrative of WHEIs’ benevolence 

and universalism to reveal pervasive interpersonal 

and institutional barriers affecting both ISs and 

DSs mental, emotional, physical, and financial 

well-being? 

How can internationalization engage with 

different epistemologies without homogenizing, 

essentializing, or romanticizing them (Andreotti, 

2011), and with humility, compassion, generosity, 

and collective responsibility (Stein et al., 2019)? 

How can internationalization be freed from 

epistemic authority in order to delink from the 

naturalization of Western knowledge? What 

would re-existing in complexity, uncertainty, and 

epistemic reframing look like? 

How can internationalization practice decentre the 

establishment of deficit informed ELP standards 

to make space for contextually relevant 

interventions (de Sousa Santos, 2007)?  

Ontological 

pluralization 

 

 

Different truths and 

experiences of being and 

belonging in 

internationalization   

How can the practice of internationalization 

recognize the impact of political, economic, 

social, and cultural histories to enhance the 

engagement of ISs and DSs in internationalized 

programs? 

What supports would enable the redistribution of 

resources to allow for new orientations (logics) 

and ways of being within existing material, social, 

cultural, and political challenges? What terms 

would need to change for new infrastructures of 

co-existence to take root? 

What economic and geopolitical histories and 

relations drive the desire for WHEIs to recruit ISs 

and the desire for ISs to attend WHEIs (Stein et 

al., 2019)? 
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A decolonial perspective that lends itself to a critical questioning of different ontologies 

through epistemic diversality (Andreotti, 2011) is highly recommended as well. For example, 

decision-making centres at the FOE may find the following questions beneficial: What is 

“difficult knowledge” (Tarc, 2013, p. 33)? What forms does difficult knowledge take in the 

process of internationalization? How do implicated IS groups experience difficult knowledge? 

Such questioning would build nuanced understanding of how a form of cognitive dissonance 

between learning and identities increases learning disassociations among some IS groups.  

As internationalization continues to transition through global shifts and socio-economic 

changes, a decolonial questioning for ontological and epistemic pluralization would be 

worthwhile in probing the cultural and demographic realities of current and future ISs. I recall 

the challenging situations I faced during my first year as an IS at Brock with accompanying 

family. Back then, I was increasingly frustrated by the supports offered to ISs on campus as it 

became obvious to me that they were tailored for quite a different IS and that I was definitely not 

within the demographic imaginary of potential ISs. I later joined a group of ISs with families and 

realized that the decision-making for internationalization in graduate programs at Brock 

University has been missing pertinent considerations of different ISs’ ontologies. 

To truly embark on decolonizing internationalization at the FOE under the new 

arrangement to enroll all IS and DS students in the MEd program, the narrative of a universal 

Western-based knowledge economy that increases productivity and a global public good 

(Altbach & Knight, 2007; Stein et al., 2016) and grounds the attraction and persuasion of ISs to 

come to Brock must always be kept in mind. A questioning of the narrative of student mobility 

that focuses on the prevailing hegemony of the West and the value attached to a Western 

education must be engaged at decision-making tables. Although a Western neoliberal narrative 
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for a global knowledge economy has been credited with increased social and economic mobility 

for ISs (Altbach & Knight, 2007; de Wit & Altbach, 2021), the logic of coloniality is 

simultaneously revealed by the underlying presumptions that Western knowledge is universal for 

all and as the knowledge capital that increases productivity (Stein et al., 2016).  

Limitations of the Study 

I embrace a recognition of my researcher bias and experience as impacting outcomes in 

my study. Particularly, my experiences of the segregationist internationalization approach in the 

Master’s Preparation Certificate in Education (MPCE) program at Brock’s FOE shaped my 

views of international student programs (ISPs). As well, I am an IS in the MEd program, not the 

MEd ISP. I recognize inherent gaps in the understanding from which I assess participants’ 

contributions of experiences and perceptions in the MEd ISP. Also, I am a novice researcher who 

has worked through many challenges in articulating, investigating, and writing this research thesis.  

I acknowledge that my beliefs, perceptions, and impressions both within and outside of 

my academic life have influenced my study. My historical, political, social, and cultural 

formations have indeed contributed to the unfolding of this research project. My agency and 

subjectivity as an active participant in my research are recognizable throughout this paper. I 

therefore cannot claim objectivity or rationality in my endeavours as a researcher. However, I 

positioned myself as researcher and remained attentive to rigour, validity, and reliability by 

engaging in open and honest conversational interviews with participants. I invited participants to 

contribute to reformulate or decline to answer any interview questions, and member-checking of 

transcribed data.  

In this study, I explored participants’ experiences and perceptions in the recently 

terminated MEd ISP to reveal colonizing educational practice and contribute decolonizing 
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considerations for future internationalization of the MEd program at Brock University’s FOE. As 

such, the narrowed context of my study may present considerable challenges to the application of 

recommendations herein to other internationalized graduate programs at Brock University and at 

WHEIs elsewhere. The participant pool of six graduate students in the MEd ISP (comprising five 

full-time ISs and one part-time DS) does limit the generalizability of this study. However, I also 

recognize that such a limitation in the application of recommendations elsewhere is indeed a 

character of decolonial studies that seek first and foremost to draw contextually relevant 

interventions (de Sousa Santos, 2007). 

The cancellation of the MEd ISP initially disrupted my research objectives but also re-

energized my desire to focus on a decolonizing subaltern epistemology (Darder, 2019) that 

centred students’ voices, and particularly IS voices in the MEd ISP. I was motivated to abandon 

the recruitment of administrator and instructor participants after I learned of the decision to end 

the MEd ISP and focus on graduate students’ participants from the program. However, this 

meant that the triangulation of data from administrator and instructor participants that might have 

contributed to more rigourous findings in the study was not achieved. A future study may be 

inspired to build on the findings presented herein to include insights from program 

administrators and instructors in the newly restructured and internationalized MEd program at 

the FOE or similar programs at Brock University and elsewhere.  

This study was conducted during the COVID-19 pandemic. The impact of the pandemic 

on research students’ endeavours such as this study cannot be overemphasized. Challenges in 

conducting online interviews with participants ranged from scheduling convenient timing to 

connectivity issues. The most unanticipated challenge was establishing a rapport with individual 

participants that would sustain brave conversations during interview sessions. Despite using the 

secure university-regulated online platform, both my research participants and I remained keenly 
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cautious of the online environment. My study was also considerably inconvenienced by a lack of 

access to on-campus resources during the pandemic. Research-specific resources such as access 

to qualitative software to aid data analysis, supports for data management, printing, and other 

library amenities were all out of reach at such a time.  Conducting a similar study with the 

purpose of expanding a decolonizing articulation for internationalization at the FOE in a post-

pandemic environment would be most worthwhile. 

Critical Reflections on Theorizing and Scholarship 

This study advocates for decolonial considerations for internationalization approaches 

which may appear doubtful within the neoliberal landscape of WHEIs (Stein et al., 2016). The 

decoloniality theoretical framework adopted in the study highlights a specific way of viewing 

affairs that could be criticized for not engaging considerations that predominantly inform 

internationalization approaches at WHEIs. In this section, I offer critical reflections on how my 

positionality as a subaltern researcher encounters contradictions and tensions when contrasted 

with the perception of ISs as neoliberal global citizens.  I also reflect on the need to expand some 

of the study’s decoloniality concepts into more substantive considerations for 

internationalization. 

In Chapter 3 of the study, I described my positionality as a subaltern researcher whose 

identity is shaped by historical, social, cultural, and economic influencers (Darder, 2019). I 

further conceptualized ISs in the now defunct MEd ISP as a subaltern community. I 

acknowledged the likelihood of encountering interrogation as a result of positioning myself as a 

subaltern IS researcher and recognized that not all ISs identify as subaltern due to diverse 

worldviews. An awareness of the significant contestation of who is subaltern leads me to reflect 

on my understanding of the concept which was informed by Spivak’s (1988) and Darder’s 

(2019) theorization of subalternity as revealing spaces of difference and possibilities for agency 
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to emerge from subject formations. I imagined ISs’ agency as emerging from imposed neoliberal 

subjectivities at WHEIs through the highlighting of shared experiences and perceptions for 

internationalization and integration of graduate programs.  

My perception of ISs as having ‘imposed’ neoliberal subjectivities can be problematized 

on the basis that ISs choose to study abroad and therefore, demonstrate agency that aligns with 

their neoliberal subjectivities. Further, one might view ISs as an equity-seeking group whose 

experiences at WHEIs are adversely impacted rather than a subaltern community whose 

authentic participation is denied. I recognize that a much more nuanced understanding of 

subalternity as existing among ISs at WHEIs is needed. Do ISs occupy privileged positions by 

choosing to study at WHEIs or can subalternity be claimed as existing despite perceived 

privileges? What factors qualify or disqualify ISs as subaltern? Thus, my approach in claiming 

subalternity for ISs who are widely viewed as willingly embracing the neoliberal narrative of 

internationalization could be criticized as excluding objective and logical circumstances.   

Another critical reflection relates to my discussion of a deficit-based approach to English 

language proficiencies as a significant barrier to ISs’ participation and engagement at WHEIs. I 

related my discussion on deficit-based approaches to findings in Chapter 4 regarding the lack of 

access to Teaching Assistant (TA) jobs by ISs in the MEd ISP which could be attributed to 

implied lower levels of English language proficiency. The claim that a deficit perception of ISs 

as English language learners negatively impacts their access to TA jobs could be further 

substantiated by discussing what is being hidden so that ISs appear to be deficient. I reflect on 

how emerging knowledge on monolingualism and native-speakerism at Canadian universities 

offers an increased understanding of the neoliberal quest for English-language legitimacy and the 

displacement of other languages and cultures (Tavares, 2022). According to Tavares (2022), 
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monolingualism dictates how learning must take place in English only and identifies the native 

English-speaker as the best representative of the language. The understanding of monolingualism 

and native-speakerism that Tavares highlights could demonstrate why ISs whose English is a 

learnt language are denied access to TA jobs in favour of DSs whose confidence and fluency in 

speaking English is viewed as indicating a successful scholarship and as deserving access to 

privileged positions and opportunities as graduate students. 

The preceding critical reflections avail important lessons about my scholarship and 

theorizing in completing this study. I become aware how, as Kincheloe (2008) argues, the 

process of theorizing “insidiously shapes what we perceive and don’t perceive about the world” 

(p.12). As I reflect on my motivation for doing research, I recognize how a decolonial framing 

shaped how I identified the research problem, structured my questions, and approached my 

study’s context and participants. I see how adopting a different theorization for critical 

explorations, such as a feminist theoretical framework, could have availed the possibility of 

attributing the neoliberal approaches to internationalization as patriarchal systems of 

representation (hooks, 2000) rather than colonizing structures of subaltern oppression. As such, 

key contentious issues in my study such as my positionality and the framing of ISs as a subaltern 

community within WHEIs could have been conceptualized differently. To conclude, I offer these 

critical self-reflections to acknowledge my own struggles with complex and contradictory 

concepts and to point to the need for further development of substantive praxis for decolonizing 

internationalized graduate programs at WHEIs. 

Conclusion 

In this decolonizing study, I hoped to centre the experiences and perceptions of graduate 

students in the recently discontinued MEd ISP in an exploration of the dominant, neoliberal, and 

colonizing internationalization practices at Brock’s FOE. I also aspired to contribute 
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decolonizing considerations for future internationalization in the MEd program at the FOE and 

related programs and decision-making at Brock. As such, my inquiry observed the 

characterization of a case study that was defined by the edges I put around the MEd ISP rather 

than the methods I employed (Thomas, 2013). 

I applied a decoloniality theoretical framework to guide my inquiry. Decoloniality 

perspectives framed my articulation of a decolonizing phenomenology methodology that 

recognized the philosophical and qualitative traditions of phenomenology that centre a 

subjective, first-person point of view (Connelly, 2010; Daniel, 2014; Gill, 2020; Groenewald, 

2004; Smith, 2018) while remaining grounded on experiences that are not only rendered invisible 

but also often absorbed or destroyed by dominant assumptions and orientations at WHEIs 

(Andreotti, 2011; Darder, 2019). I embraced a decolonizing positioning that highlighted my 

subaltern identity as a researcher (Darder, 2019).  

An interpretive thematic analysis of data sources was employed in which I applied the 

principles of craftmanship (James, 2013) as well those of a “researcher-as-bricoleur” (Kincheloe, 

2008, p. 131). I practiced reflexivity and recorded observations in a researcher journal to reveal 

how my background experiences and positionality impacted how I perceived the context of my 

study and interpreted participant contributions. I summarized the results of my data analysis in 

into key findings that were gained from the three research questions that guided my inquiry. I 

further connected three key internationalization issues gained from the study’s summary of 

findings with three key concepts gained from the study’s decoloniality theoretical framework to 

achieve the study’s three main discussion themes. Thus, the main themes of the study’s 

discussion consisted of (a) the narratives of internationalization as a formation of modernity, (b) 
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the epistemology of internationalization as a logic of coloniality, and (c) the strategic priorities of 

internationalization as an orientation for decoloniality.  

The discussion of internationalization’s narratives as a formation of modernity focused 

on three key dominant narratives: the attraction of Western-based knowledge economy and 

global public good that pulls ISs to WHEIs; Canadian multiculturalism that infers equality of 

diverse social and cultural affiliations; and the financial exclusivity and commodification of 

international education. The discussion of dominant epistemology in WHEIs’ 

internationalization approaches as a logic of coloniality highlighted the impacts of Western 

epistemic privilege and Western ontologies in internationalized graduate programs. My 

discussion of strategic priorities for future internationalization in the MEd program at Brock’s 

FOE offered a decolonial orientation for critical questioning of naturalized and universalized 

epistemologies and ontologies and a consideration of pluralizing options for increased ISs’ 

engagement (Stein et al., 2016; Stein et al., 2019).   

Finally, I recommended pertinent questioning rather than formulated answers as options 

for decolonizing internationalization at the FOE. I proposed a consideration for collective care 

and responsibility in internationalized graduate programs (Stein et al., 2019; Tamtik et al., 2020) 

and offered pertinent questions to interrupt underlying assumptions of Western epistemology and 

ontology. In proposing an option for interruptive, intrusive, and emotional questioning of 

internationalization approaches in graduate programs, I hoped to facilitate epistemic and 

ontological pluralization through an introspection of prevailing WHEIs’ rationales for 

internationalization and a consideration of humility and collective responsibility. 

Above all, I hope that in embracing a decolonial and revolutionary stance that deeply 

connected with my emotional, spiritual, and political agency, I am able to offer worthwhile albeit 
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unconventional and abstract contributions to the ongoing transitional strategies for 

internationalization in the MEd program at Brock University’s FOE. 
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Appendix A 

Interview Protocols 

Research Title: Decolonizing Graduate Education: From Segregation to Integration of 

Internationalization 

 

Faculty Supervisor: Dr. Michael O’Sullivan  Student Investigator: Esther Wainaina 

Associate Professor               Graduate Student 

Faculty of Education                  Faculty of Education 

Brock University                  Brock University 

(905) 688-5550 Ext. 5345             (905) 931 1842 

mosullivan@brocku.ca              rw18zr@brocku.ca 

 

Purpose of study: 

The purpose of this research project is to explore the experiences and perceptions of graduate 

students in the MEd ISP and to contribute decolonizing possibilities for future 

internationalization approaches in the MEd program at the Faculty of Education (FOE) and in 

other graduate programs across Brock University. 

 

Semi-structured interview questions: 

 

1. What motivates or interests you about this study.  

   

2. Describe your background and reasons for choosing Canada, Brock University, and the 

MEd ISP 

 

3. Describe your participation and engagement in the MEd ISP 

 

4. How have your experiences at the FOE shaped your perceptions of the separation between 

the MEd ISP the MEd program? 

 

5. What strengths and weaknesses do you perceive in the MEd ISP?  

 

6. How do you perceive the best future for internationalization in the MEd program and at the 

FOE?  

 

7. In your view, how can Brock create an environment in which ISs from all over the world 

feel welcome and cared for? 

 

8. Is there anything I did not ask that you would like to share to enhance my understanding of 

your experiences and perceptions? 

 

Thank you so much for your time and contributions. 
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Appendix B 

Participants’ Profiles 

Interview  

Date 

Pseudonym Demographic Descriptors Participation Attributes 

Jan 22, 2021 Eda Nationality: East Asia 

Gender: Female 

Program enrollment: MEd ISP 

Degree pathway: Course-based 

Degree specialization: ALE* 

Eda was motivated to support my research work as she felt 

we had cultivated a trustworthy friendship during our 

interactions on campus as international students (ISs). She 

also hoped to gain knowledge of resources that were 

available to ISs in other programs on campus  

Jan 13, 2021 Priya Nationality: South Asia  

Gender: Female 

Program enrollment: MEd ISP 

Degree pathway: Research-based 

Degree specialization: ALE 

Priya felt impacted by IS communities both on and off 

campus. She also felt that her participation in a study on 

the MEd ISP was a good opportunity to offer constructive 

feedback on a program that had positively impacted her 

experiences as an IS  

Jul 10, 2020 Ashley Nationality: East Asia 

Gender: Female 

Program enrollment: MEd ISP 

Degree pathway: Course-based 

Degree specialization: TLD** 

Ashley was keen on sharing how her experiences in the 

MEd ISP shaped her longing for increased engagement 

with Canadian educators and students in K-12 public 

education.  

Jul 8, 2020 Rose Nationality: East Asia 

Gender: Female 

Program enrollment: MEd ISP 

Degree pathway: Research-based 

Degree specialization: ALE 

Rose wanted to explore ideas in equity and inclusion for 

international programs and how as ISs, we can have a 

voice that would be heard by administrators and university 

leadership. She was keen to talk about intersecting areas in 

both our research projects  
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Jul 6, 2020 Rex Nationality: South Asia 

Gender: Male 

Program enrollment: MEd ISP 

Degree pathway: Course-based 

Degree specialization: TLD 

Rex was motivated to contribute towards a future where 

ISs have more choices at the FOE. He was also interested 

in building strong social and professional networks among 

ISs 

Mar 20, 2020 Alice Nationality: North America 

Gender: Female 

Program enrollment: MEd 

Degree pathway: Course-based 

Degree specialization: SCCE*** 

Alice was keen on sharing the challenges and opportunities 

DSs encounter when choosing to access courses in the 

MEd ISP. She believed this study could be helpful in 

provoking change and increased integration of ISs and DSs 

at the FOE. 

* Administration and Leadership in Education 

** Teaching, Learning and Development 

*** Social Cultural Contexts of Education 
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Appendix C 

Recruitment Guide 

 
PARTICIPANT RECRUITMENT, INVITATION and INFORMED CONSENT 

 

Research Title: Decolonizing Graduate Education: From Segregation to Integration of 
Internationalization 
 

Faculty Supervisor: Dr. Michael O’Sullivan  Student Investigator: Esther Wainaina 
Associate Professor              Graduate Student 
Faculty of Education                  Faculty of Education 
Brock University                  Brock University 
mosullivan@brocku.ca                                              rw18zr@brocku.ca 
 

RECRUITMENT GUIDE 
Participants in the study will be recruited through purposeful sampling techniques to meet the 
following criteria:  
✓ Must be a graduate international or domestic student in the FOE who is currently enrolled in or 

has previously completed any course or a cohort in the MEd ISP.  
✓ An MEd ISP student in either the course-based or research-based degree pathways and, in either 

the Administration and Leadership (ALE) or Teaching, Learning and Development (TLD) 
specializations in the MEd ISP.  

 

INVITATION 
You are invited to participate in a study that involves research. The purpose of this research project is 
to explore your experiences in the Master of Education Internationally educated Student Pathway 
(MEd ISP) and examine perceptions for integration of the graduate international students’ program at 
Brock University’ Faculty of Education (FOE). 
 

WHAT’S INVOLVED 
As a participant, you will be asked to participate in an individual online interview session that will take 
approximately 45-60 minutes of your time. Prior to the interview, you will be provided with open 
ended questions that will be used during the interview, for your review. During the interview, the 
open-ended questions will be used to facilitate a discussion of your experiences in a segregated 
graduate ISP and your perceptions for integration of the graduate program. The entire interview will 
be recorded using an audio-tapping device, transcribed and provided to you for member checking. A 
duration of two weeks has been provided for member checking. During the two weeks’ time, you will 
be asked to review the transcript from the interview discussions and provide feedback. All feedback 
from the member checking process will be considered, accepted and/or addressed by the 
investigator.  Should the two weeks’ time for member checking pass without any feedback, the 
investigator will assume you have considered and accepted the discussions presented in the 
transcript.  
 

POTENTIAL BENEFITS AND RISKS 
As a participant, you benefit from the opportunity to contribute to a dialogue that may influence the 
delivery model of graduate programs to international students. This project will also have 
administrative, social and cultural implications for internationalization policies and practices at 
universities in Ontario, and other jurisdictions where segregated graduate programs are offered.  The 
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results of this study will be shared with the FOE at Brock University. It is possible that some 
participants may feel uncomfortable sharing their experiences in the MEd ISP due to the reporting 
obligation to FOE. Measures addressing confidentiality and voluntary participation (described below) 
have been put in place to address the possibility of psychological risk to participants.  
 

CONFIDENTIALITY 
This study will observe strict confidentiality to ensure the privacy of each individual participant. 
Collected data cannot be considered anonymous due to the nature of interviews and audio-recording 
methods. However, confidentiality will be maintained as you will be assigned a pseudonym which 
ensures that your name will not appear in any report resulting from this study. An online Lifesize or 
Microsoft Teams platform will be created for each interview session and, passcode protected to 
ensure privacy for individual participants. An additional measure of confidentiality for individual 
participants will be the ability to choose their preferred location for joining the online interview.  
 

Shortly after the interview has been completed, the student investigator will send you a copy of the 
transcript to give you an opportunity to confirm the accuracy of discussions held during the interview 
and to add or clarify any points that you wish.  
 

Data collected during this study will be secured. All physical documents will be placed in an envelope 
marked “private and confidential” and stored in a secure cabinet at the researcher’s home. Electronic 
records will be password protected. The student investigator will privately and securely maintain both 
physical and electronic data until the anticipated completion of the research project in July 2022, 
after which all hard copies of data will be shredded, and electronic files will be deleted. 
 

Access to this data will be restricted to Esther Wainaina (Student Investigator). 
 

VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION 
Participation in this study is voluntary. If you wish, you may decline to answer any questions or 
participate in any component of the study. Further, you may decide to withdraw from this study at 
any time. There are no penalties for withdrawal. Should you choose to withdraw from this study 
before the submission of its findings to the FOE, all the data that you provided will be removed from 
record and destroyed. 
 

CONTACT INFORMATION AND ETHICS CLEARANCE 
If you have any questions about this study or require further information, please contact Dr. Michael 
O’Sullivan and/or Esther Wainaina using the contact information provided above. This study has been 
reviewed and received ethics clearance through the Research Ethics Board at Brock University 19-282. 
If you have any comments or concerns about your rights as a research participant, please contact the 
Research Ethics Office at (905) 688-5550 Ext. 3035, reb@brocku.ca. 
 

INFORMED CONSENT 
I agree to participate in this study described above. I have made this decision based on the 
information I have read in the Information-Consent Letter. I have had the opportunity to receive any 
additional details I wanted about the study and understand that I may ask questions in the future. I 
understand that I may withdraw this consent at any time. 
 
 
Name: ___________________________Signature: ___________________ Date: _________________ 
 
Thank you for your participation. Please keep a copy of this form for your records. 
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Appendix D 

Transcript Conventions 

Symbol   Meaning  

. period  Termination, whether grammatically complete or not, marked by 

falling intonation. Absence indicates interruption or trailing of  

, comma  Speaker parceling of talk, pausing basically  

? question mark  Used to indicate question or uncertainty. Question sound in voice 

whether question or not  

! exclamation mark  Expression of shock or surprise  

“ “ quotation marks  Used to mark a change in voice quality, as when the speaker uses 

another person’s words  

[ ] square brackets  Relevant non-verbal body language, including gaze, gesture and 

body position. Laughter and tone of voice can be included here  

… three dots  Used to note hesitation or brief pause  

- dash  Indicates a false start, or rewording, by the speaker. Used when 

someone says part of a word, then changes it, or repeats a word  

n..i..c..e double dots  Indicates a word that is dragged out  

= = overlap  Overlapping utterances. When second speaker begins talking is 

marked by = = in the first person’s turn  

WOW capitals  Used to mark a word or part of a word that is stated emphatically  

Mmm hmm   The way I write this sound  

 

 


